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It II the m 'Iion of the Burl.u of Land Mlnagement to lUll." the heelth , diY'fllty, end 
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I ' C F,iler Opucs EA 
October 15. 1999 
This En ,",,,nmenl.l Asse ment (EA) and Finding 'Of '0 Slgnilicant Impac' (FO 51 ) en the 
propogd IXC ommunlcations. Inc.'s Fiber Opuc Telecemmunoc.tien System. o<nver. 
Celerado. 10 Sall Lake COIy. UI.h. is fuml hed for your infermauen. The D<cisien Re rd. 
dCI.iling lhe decISion and lhe ralienale for Ihe declslen. is alse Ineluded. n,e deClSlen en Ihe 
propogd liher optic right-af· w.y WlIS b;aSC\l upon the Bn.lysis In lhe EA. publoc cc"""m. and 
cemmenl>. and elher mul1iplc ·use reseurcr objecl"'''' '01 progranl th.1 .pply 10 Ihe projcct. 
The BLM apprecIates the ind"·ldu.ls. erg.nizatlens. and Federal. SI.le. and toeal 
Go\·tmmtnl~ who par1lclp:ue In lit(' cnVUOnnlC:nl3J analYSIS proctss. Your 1O\'ol\'tf1l(:n1 
enhance lhe onlegnly 'Of Ihe EA and lhe publoc I nd man.ger·s ab,IOly 10 make an Informed 
dCCIMon. 
Sincerely 
~.4.tuc((.u...-hn S. 10K .. ,eld Manager 
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DECISION RECORD 
FOR 
IXC COMMUNICATIONS, INC:S 
PROPOSED 
FIBER OPTIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
DENVER, COLORADO, TO SALT LAKE CITY , UTAH 
WYW·147666 
EA NUMBER WV ~040·EA99 ·096 
SUMMARY OF' mE DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 
,XC propo es to install and operate a telecommunications system from Denver. Colorado. 
to Salt Lake City. Utah. to provide service to these and other western cities. The 
approximBtely 61l-mil. long cable would cross 116 miles of federal land adminJSlered by the 
BLM (all within Wyoming}. I mile of National Forest land administered by the Forest 
Service (al l within Utah). and 494 miles of state. county. municipal, and private lands. 
Three 1.9·inch and three 2.4-inch high·density polyethylene conduits would be installed 
.imullaneousll' and a fiber optic cable would be installed in one conduit; the other conduits 
would be used for future communication system upgrades. A ROW term of 30 years. with 
the right of renewal, would be granted. 
A temporary construction ROW of 40 feet and a permanent operation.\ and maintenance 
ROWof20 feet would be required. Direct surface disturbance width would average 15 feet 
and would occur on areas traversed by tracked machinery used to plow the duct into the 
ground. Additional disturbance would result from other traffic on the ROW. trenching. and 
excavntion and installation of splice vaults and manholes. An area of up to 40 X 40 feet 
would be needed at ea.ch pit for boring under roads. driveways. railroads. pipelines, canal. 
streams. wetlands. and endangered species hahitat. Nine optical amplifiers and two 
regeneration stations would be buill along the route. All but one amplifier si te and both 
regeneration stations would be built on private land. Approximately 1.8 acres/mile would 
be dis turbed. Approximately 212 acres of BLM lands would be disturbed (all in Wyoming). 
as wou ld 2 acres of Forest Service lands (all in Utah). and 899 acres of stBte and "rivate 
lands (in Colorado. Wyoming. and Utah). Total disturbance would be approximately 1.113 
acres. 
IXCs Proposed Action incorporated several measures to reduce or avoid impacts to the 
environment. 
DECiSION 
This is a decision of the Rock Springs Field Manager to apprO' e IXCs proposed fiber optic 
line. Approval allows the authorization of necessary permits and rights-of-way on public 
lands administered by the BLM to IXC to implement their project. 
Approval is conditioned upon and subject to the following requirements. 
IXC will implement the operator comrnilled rC$ource protection measures 
described in Section 2 of the EA and the Plan of Development which will be 
allached to the right-of-way application. No addit ional mitigating measures 
were identified in the EA. Monitoring inspections conducted by BLM and 
IXC will be based upon thc. . requirements which will be applied to all 
surface disturbing activities. BLM will conduct monitoring inspectiolts of 
construction and rehabilitation operations through a compliance officer 
and/or inter-disciplinary tearn to ensure that these measures are effectively 
implemented. 
The Rock Springs Field Manager or his designee is the Authorized Officer 
(AO) for these projects. Mitigation and monitoring measures could be 
modified by the AO as necessary to fu"her mi.nirnize impacts. Final 
mitigation and monitoring requirements will be determined by the AO after 
receiving the results of the on·site inspections by BLM. and IXC personnel 
and recommendations from BLM resource specialists. BLM could require 
additional field studies or documentation to ensure that reclamation and other 
resource protection goals arc mel. 
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED INCLUDING mE PROPOSED AcnON 
Two development alternatives (proposed action and no action) were considered anrl 
analyzed in detail. 
Proposed Act ion - The proposed development would involve building a to tal of 611 miles 
of fiber 0plic line between Denver. Colorado. and Salt Lake City, Utah. A lotal of 1.113 
acres wuuld be disturbed with all disturbed areas. except for the area occupied by the 
0plical amplifier and regeneration stations. being reclaimed within one year from Sl~ of 
construction. 
o Action - The no action al ternat ive was analyzed in detail. Current land and resou"." 
uses would continue. 
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT NOT RECEIVING FURmER ANALYSI 
Three alternalives were considered but did nOI receive fu"her analysis. These altemalives 
arc described below. 
Altem.aljye A- Routio. Nlerr.aliye. This alternative followed the Enron Communications. Inc . 
(ECI) route in its entirety. whe ....... the Proposed Action deviates from the Eel roule for 
approximately 186 miles. IXC opIed 10 cake I more eMlerly roule through Colorado because 
IXC dclerrnined that the IXC route would be easier to engineer and construct. The Proposed 
Action also follows . more no~rly roule from Rawlins 10 Table Rock to Improve access to 
the ROW for operations and maintenance. Other deviations from tbe Eel route were made 
based on landowner preferences. 
Nltrnatj .. B- 2ouljog NlernaLiye. lnitl.al1). IXC proposed to install cable from Piedmont. 
Wyoming. directly south , adjacenllO Guild and Byrne Reservoln: however. this alternative wu 
rejected because tit-! area is known to contain abundant cultural resources. 
Numerous Dlher routing alternatives were evaluated bJt rejected because of difficulty in 
acquiring privlte easements or to Ivoid cultural resources. 
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Allernaliye C Allernatiye Corulructioo M",hgdl , Plowing lIId ""ncbing arc!lle most expedienl 
colUtO!ction methods lIId would be used ror much or !he route. However, IXC has "Pled 10 
bore, ra!ller \ban plow or ~, numerous seruiuye resources Including perenolaJ riven, 
wetlands lIId riparian areas, lIId contributing portions or Old Hi,hway 30 lIId historic railroad 
grades to minimize Impacts to these r .. turea. Furthermore, raLber \ban blading !Ile !lOW pior 
to plowing or ~ing, IXC would mlnimize blading 10 those areas where iI is ab~;"lely 
necessary, thereby reducing oyerall dlSlU!baoce. 1bcse allematiye construction methods were 
incorporated inlo !Ile Proposed Action lIId were not analyzed as separate allematives. 
MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATlONSIRATlONALE FOR DECISION 
The decision to approve IXC 's proposed developmenl is based 00 !Ile rollowing racton: I) 
consistency wllb land use lIId resource managemenl plans; 2) relevanl resource lIId economic 
considerations; 3) agency statutory requirements; 4) measures 10 avoid or minimize 
envi.ronmenlal harm ; S) finding or no signiftcant impact; lIId 6) public comments. 
I) Consistency with Land Usc lIId Resource Managemenl Plaru - The decision 10 approve 
IXC's proposals is In conrormance with !Ile overall plannin, dlrcction ror the area. The Grcal 
Divide, Kemmerer, lIId Green Rlver Resource Managemenl Plans stale thai public IandJ in !he 
area or !he proposal arc available ror ri,hts-ilr-way. Standard lIId special protective measures 
were ideotined lIId incorporated Into !Ile proposed action 10 reduce or eliminate .dvene Impacts. 
2) Releyanl k.esoul;:e lIId Economic Consid!n.lions - Bnvironmenlal ImpaCIS ideotined in !Ile 
EA arc all minor lIId arc deemed accepUble. The economic benefll or allowing !Ile pipeUne b 
imponanl 10 the ownen or !Ile proposed fiher optic line. 
3) Acency StatulOry Requirements - All peninenl stalUlory requirements applicable 10 this 
proposal were con,idered. 1bcse include consultation with !Ile Fish and Wild lire Service 
regardin, Ihreatened lIId endangered species; consultatloo with !Ile Corps or Enginc:en; and 
c:oorcllnatloo with !Ile State or Wyomin, reprding ... ild.lire lIId environmental qualily 
4) Measures 10 Ayold or Minimize Bnvironmenlal Harm - The adoption or !Ile mitlptioo 
measures identined in !Ile proposed actlon lIId aa:qxed in this Decision Record represenl 
prac::tlcable means 10 avoid or minimize environmental harm . 
S) Finding or No Sil"ificant Impact - As dlscussed in !Ile EA, !Ile direct lIId indirect 
Incremenlal change 10 !Ile environmenl introduced by Implemenlltlon or !Ile project on the 
afrected resources ... ould be minimal . The .dvene impacts haYe been mitipted such lhal !Ile 
net chance in cumulatlYe impacts introduced by !Ile project- In combination ... ilh puI. presenl, 
and reasonably roreseeable actlons- arc expected to be insigniftcanL The EA concludes lhal ... ilh 
the miliption measures described in !Ile EA and contained in tlus <lecision. the proposed action 
will not have any signiftcanl impacts 00 !Ile human environment. 'lberefore, an ,nviroomenlal 
impact SIlIemenl is not requirod. 
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6) Public Comments -Founeen commenl Iellen were received durin, scoping ror I.he 
Bnyironmenlal Analysis durin !Ile 30-day scoplng period that ended July 30, 1999. Comments 
were received rrom one member or the Ceneral public, !Ile Army Corps or Bngincen, !he Fish 
and Wildlife Service. Sweetwater Economic Developmenl Association (SWBDA), Conoco Inc. , 
The Uncoln Hlgb"ay Association , Office or Fede • .t Land Policy. WyominC Game lIId Fish 
Depanmenl, SlIIe HlSlorie Preservatlon Officer, Wexpro Company, lIId Western Area Power 
Administration. Their summarized comments and 81M's responses arc in Appendix A. 
The decision 10 cpprove IXC's proposals takes into accounl imponant managemenl 
coosideration~. Federal Aaency missions, and L'>e public's need. The decision balances these 
considerations ... ilh !Ile degree or advene impact '0 the natural and physical environmenl . The 
developmenl erron will help meet pubUe needs ror up to date communicatioo racilities while at 
the same time allowing humans to cocxJst ... ith nature in • way tbat allow, !Ile least dqn>e or 
irrevenible, im:trlevable commitmenl or resources. The loog-Ierm productivity or !Ile area 
would neither be losl nor subSIIDtiaUy reduced IS a resull or .pproving IXC 's proposal. 
COMPLIANCE AND MONITORING 
lXC and 81M will provide qualified representatives on !Ile ground during and rolL~wing 
construction 10 vaUdate construction, reclamatloo, other approved desil" , lIId compliance 
commensurale wilb lhe provisions or Ibis Decision Record . IXC "Ill be required 10 conduct 
monitoring or the project in cooperation "ith 81M. IXC ... ilI monilor its reclam:1Iioo 10 ensure 
lilal revegetation meets !Ile aa:qxed.andards. Appropriale remedial action wiD be taken by 
IXC in the evenl unacceptable impacts arc identined. 
APPEAL 
This decision is subject 10 appeal as detailed below. 
INFORMATION ON TAKING APPEALS TO THE BOARD OF LAND APPEALS 
FOLWWS: 
DO NOT APPEAL UNLESS 
l. 
2. 
This decbion is advene to you. 
AND 
You believe ills incorrect. 
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IF YOU APPEAL, TIlE i'OU-OWING PROCEDURES MUST BB FOU-OWBD: 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
NonCB OF APPEAL 
WHERI! TO FlU! 
NonCB OF APPEAL 
AlSO SBND COpy 
TOSOUOTOR 
STATEMENT OF 
REASONS 
AlSO SBND COPY 
TOSOUOTOR 
ADVERSB PAR'ItBS 
Within 30 days rile a Notice of Appeal in !he office 
whi~b iuued this decision (.:ee 43 CPR 4 .411 and 
4.413). You may stale your IUMlru for appealing. If 
you dcsIte. 
Field Manager, Rock Springs Field Of rICe 
280 Hi,hway 191 North 
Rock Sprin,s, Wyoming 82901 
Office of !he Regional Solicitor 
Rocky Mountain Region 
755 Parfet Strce!, Suite 151 
Lakewood, Colorado 80215 
Within 30 days after filin, !he Notice of 
AppuJ, me a complete statement of the rua.soru wby you 
are appea1ing. This must be filed .. itb !lie United Stl.1eS 
Department of !he Interior, Office oi !he Secretary, 
Board of Land Appeals , 4015 Wibon Boulevard, 
ArUngton, VirJinja 22203 (see 43 CPR 4.412 and 
4 .413). If you fuUy stated your IUMlru for appealing 
when riling !he Notice of Appeal , no additIOnal statement 
is necessary. 
Office of !he Regional Solicitor 
Rocky Mountain Region 
755 Parfet Street, Suite 151 
l..aktwood, Colorado 80215 
Within 15 days after each document is med, each 
adverse pany named in !he decision and !he Regional 
Solicitor or Field Solicitor baving juriJdictioo over !he 
Stl.te in which !he appeal arose must be served with • 
copy of: (a) !he Notice of Appeal , (b) the Swement of 
Reasons, and (c) any OIlIer documents med (see 43 CPR 
4.413). Service will be made upon !he Associate 
Solicitor, Division of EnerJy and Resources , Washington 
D.C. 20240, instead of !he Pield or Regional Solicitor 
when appeaJs are tI.ken from decisioru of !he Director 
(W0-100) . 
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5. PROOF OF SERVICE Within 15 days erler any document is served on an 
adverse pany, me proof of that service with the United 
Swes Department of the Interior, OffICe of the 
Secretary, Board of Land Appeals , 4015 Wilson 
Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 22203 . This may coruisl 
of a certified or "'gistered mail "Return Receipt Card" 
sigrocd by !he adverse pany (see 43 CPR 4 .40I (c)(2)). 
UNLESS TIiESB PROCBDURES ARE FOU-OWBD, YOUR APPEAL Wll.J.. BE 
SUBJECT TO DISMISSAL (SEE 43 CPR 4.402). BE CERTAIN THAT ALL 
COMMUNICATIONS ARE lDENTIFll!D BY SERIAL NUMBER OF TIlE CASE BEING 
APPEALBD (WYW147666). 
SUBPART I 821.2- 0FFlCB HOURS; TIME AND PLACE FOR PIUNG 
Sec. 1821.2· 1 Office Hours of Stl.te Office. 
(a) State Offices and !he WashingtOn Office of !he Bu""u of Land Management are open to 
the public for !he ming of documents and inspection of records during the hours spccificJ in 
this paragraph on Monday through Friday of each week, with !he exc:eptJon of those days 
whe", !he office may be closed bceause of • national holiday or Pn:sidential or other 
administrative order. The hours during whicb !he Stl.t.: Offices and !he Washington Office 
an: open to It.;: public for mspcction of records an: from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. , standard time or 
daylight saving time, whichever is in effect Il !he city in which each office is located. 
Sec. 182 1.2·2(d) Any document required or pennitted to be med under the "'eulatioru of 
this chapter, which is received in !he StI.tc Office or the WashingtOn Office, either in the 
mail or by personal delivery when the office is not open to the public shall be deemed to b<' 
filed as of the day and hour the office opens to !llC public . 
Sec. I g2 1 . ~ ·2(e) Any document required by law, "'eulation, or decisioo to be med within a 
5tl.ted perioel , !he last day of which falb on a day !he Stl.te Office or the Washington Office 
is officially closed, shall be dcc:mcd to be timely riled if it is received in the appropriate 
office on !he next day the office is open to the public. 
SlaWrd (Qr Obtaining I SlaY 
Except as otherwise provided by law or OIlIer pertinent "'eulation, a petition for a stay of. 
decision pendIn, appeal shall show sufficient justification based on the foUowing SWIdards. 
I . The ",lalive hann to the parties if the stay is grantod or denied. 
2. The likelihood of the appellanl's success on the merits. 
6 
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3. The II ellhood of ImmedJ te ana Irreparable h3J'TTl If the Sl Y' not granted 
4. Whether the public ,ntere t fa ors gr.mung the s y 
7 
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APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND BLM'S RESPONSE 
TO THE EA FOR THE 
IXC'S 
FIBER OPTIC 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEM 
DENVER, COLORADO, TO SALT ~KE CITY, UTAH 
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND BUt'S RESPONSE 
TO SCOPINe FOR 11lE EA FOR 11IE 
IXC FIBER ornc UNE FROM 
DENVER, COLORADO, TO SALT lAKE CITY, lTfAH 
Founeen comment letters were received during tbe 3()'day scoping period that ended 
July 30, 1999. Comments were received from both project proponents. one member of the 
general public. the Anny Corp or Engineers, SWEDA. Conoco lne., the Fish and Wildlire 
Service, The Uncoln Highway Association, Office of Federal Land Policy, Wyoming Game 
and Fish Departmen~ State Historic Preservation Officer, Wexpro, and Western Area Power 
Administrntion. Their comments are summarized below (in italics) with BLM's response 
to each immediately following the comment. 
Wanu 10 fee :he old Uncoln Highway pruetVN and nol impacted. 
eare has been taken to not impact any ponions of the old Uncoln Highway that are intact 
and stiU retain their original charncter. Crossings will be done by boring under the highway 
grade. 
nil! Anny Corp 01 Enginet!TS in Colorado IUf! a ... a", 01 the project and a det.nninmion 
Ihat Ihe worl< 10 b. done is aulhorizN by lkpartmrnl ollh. Anny Nmion ... ide Pennil No./2 
Thank you ror your comment. 
S"'UIl\-'/lI~' Economic fMo,l('lopment Nsociarion CXpTf!SSN suppon for Ihe project. 
Thank you for your comment. 
Conoco Inc. CXpressN conc.m aboullXC enlering Il,tir aisting righu·ol·"'Il)'. !XC war 
askN 10 . nter inlO .ncroachmenl agrum.nu or crossing agretm.nts ... I,e", n..cc.ullI)' 10 
cross Pioneer's (Conoco's) pipelines. 
IXC will utilize the "one call" system to nOlify aU ulUity companies 72 hours in advance of 
crossing their lines. Since Pioneer's pipelines will not be paralleled, just crossed, 
encroachments are not necessary. 
The Ch~'t!nne offic. 01 the Fish and Wildlil. Service apressN Ih.ir c(lncern 110m 
buffrr zones, timing stipulDtions, and OIher prol~ measures IUf! safrguarded. 
In addilion. th. FWS recornmendN Ihat suilabl. mounlain plovers habilm be ",. 
veg6mN wilh 1Ulli>'t! shon grass prairie species thm "i/l maintain plover habilal. 
eare will be laken to safeguard all buffer zones, timing stipulations, and other protective 
measures. Because the fiber oplic line is going is so close to roads. the mountain plover 
habitat is not being re.veiletated witb species lbat will maintain plover habitat in these 
xii 
areas. However, in lhe saltbush nats it is expected tbat saltbu.h will re·invade the righto()f· 
way and the mountain plover habitat in these areas will not be lost. In the plains pomons 
of the project. nalive grasses will be used thaI will maintain the plover habitat. 
nre Uncoln Highway Nsocialion ... rote 10 m~ SUfI! Ihm Ih. various ",·roules olll,e 
Histon'c Uncoln HigI''''ay .... '" .mown and protected. 
Care has been Laken to identify nil the vnrious routes of the Uncoln Highway and to protect 
tho e routes and the general sett ing of those segmeots that renect the historic setting. 
n,. Offic. 01 FNcroI Lorul Policy cxpressct/ suppon for Ih. projecl and encouraged 
communiCa/ion willr U)'oming Gam. and Fish lkpartm.nl and lkpartmml 01 
En. ironmenlal quality. n,cy also slaIN Ihm .asemenu acrw.r slm. lands would be 
n. Ned. 
Thank you for your comment. 
n," n~-oming SImI! Hislon'c Pru.n'/llion Office could nOl commenl <11 Ihey I,:rti nOl 
rcceivN Ih. ru/rural ",pons yet. 
Inventory repons for lands wi thin Wyoming will be sent !O ' the SHPO's tlffice and the 
normal section 106 consultation process will be rollowed. 
n,e It;-oming Gam. and Fislr lkpanmenl ap"l!SSN concern for palential impacts 10 
sage grouse breNing and nesring, and impacts 10 big gam. o/llll)' .. int .. activity on 
crucial winler ranges. 
Comments were noted and potential impaClS mitigated by timing restrictions during the 
approyriate periods. 
Ques/ar requeslN IhOJ Il,ey be gMn forry.eighl (48) hDUn nOlic. before /XC ins/allN 
II,. jiberoplic lin. across Iheir CI,urch Butles Unil, locmed in Tl6-17N, RII2·RJ 13 n~, 
du. to numerous lines in 110. lUf!a lhaJ IUf! bun'N m a d.plh lhaJ may b. impactN by 
IXC's activilies. 
IXC will give Ouestar rony-<:ight hour notice before installing fiber optic lio:s in the Church 
Buttes Unit. 
Wesl.m PO"'t!T Administralion believes lhaJ some 0/ Iheir facilities may be affectN by 
IXC's activities and wants 10 be kept involved. 
Thank you for your comment. 
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Fish and Wildlife ervict-Utah idertJijied s~ IIIT'tO/en 01 endangered species Ihat 
need 10 ro idered. especiaJJy impaa.s on &nnt!Ville CUllhroaJ lTOIII. In addition impact 
on migratOl)' birds, wellJllld.s. and re-\.'tgeralion with natwe sptei .... eed fre seed K rt 
of concern. 
This i Ue5 are add ed in the EA 
n,e Arm Corp of Enginem-Omaha idt!lltijied (he crossing of flood plains of small 
drain and streams as a concUTL They also caulioned aiM building an of III 
t!ITlI;OI1 or ampliji ,. statioILJ .... ;thin J()().}~ar flood plains. 
ero in o( n ad plains wiU be done in accordance with cceptcd practices. 0 building 
will be constructed within l()().year flood plains, 
171 Arm Corp of £,.,m ers-CJIt!}'t!NIe stated that a 404 permit .... ,ould be required hut 
fi II Ihat (lte etion would be co eJWI by tlte Nation Wide P rmits J 2 and 33, 
IXC i applying (or 404 pcnnit( ) (rom the Army orp of ngineers. 
3 
Xiv' 
Based n the re lew of the GJl j i in the EnvlronmentIlj A ment for 
p po d IberOptic Telecommunic \I n S tern Denver. Colo d . 0 It Lake CII. tah.l have 
determmedth tthep posed tI nl Inc n~ rmnnccwaththeappro cd land usc pi 
any ignjricant imp n the human enVironment. 1llercforc.lIJI en vi ronmcnLal Impact 13tcmcnt i not 
required. Further e pi n lion of t IOdlOg I pro lded below. 
The nun . short term. nt't""t'<.clIrv and due Imp . Potenual I 
u t ntlal 
The rent 01 Vide R fCC M n gemcnt Plan. the Kemmerer R IJ"CC Management Plan. and the Green 
RI er Res u e M n gemcnt PI n provide ~ r the use f th e pu hc lands for nghl -of oW . The 
P sed ACII n \ uld be 10 n~ rmnn e With these land u e plan. GJld n nmendments 10 the RMP 
would Ix ece ry to Implement the Proposed ACllon. 
ENVIRONMENTAL AS SMENT FOR 
IX OMM ICATIONS, INC.'S PROPOSED 
FIBER OPTIC TELECOMM • CATION YSTEM 
DENVER, COLORADO, TO AliT LAKE CITY, lITAH 
P epared for 
Bureau orland Managem nl 
Roc prio, Rawlins, and 
Kemmerer Field Omce • Wyoming 
B 
TRC Mariab Assoc. ate Inc. 
Lanmle, Wyoming 
MAl Project 2~96 
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1.0 INTRODUcnO 
1.1 PURPOSE AND NEED 
IXC CommuniC:llions. Inc. (IXC) proposes to c nstruct a fiber optic telecommunications 
s~lem between Denvel Colorado. and Salt Lake City. Ltah (Figure 1.1). to provide a 
tran' ':Ontinental connection with the existing telecommunications ne[Work and to diversify 
the western telecommunications s~tem. Fiber optic technology provides a higher quality 
of sound and digital data transmission than conventional copper cal,le s)'\tems. and it is 
capable of transmilling greater and more sophisticated informatioD per cable than copper; 
thus it is considered state-of·the·art by telecommunications service providers and customers. 
The proposed route passes through 10 counties in three stutes. for a total distance of 
approximately 611 miles. Approximately 494 miles (80.9%) would cross private. state. 
county. or city lands; approximately 116 miles (19.0%) would cross federal lands managed 
by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) (all in Wyoming); and 1.0 mile (0.2%) would 
cross Wasatch National Forest land managed by t~.e Forest Service (FS) (in Utah). There 
are no federal lands along the Colorado ponion of the route. The proposed route would 
follow existing fiber optic cable. road. and pipeline ROWs for all but 32 miles (Figure 1.2; 
Table 1.1). 
Three 1.9·inch and three 2.4-inch bigh-d nsity polyethylene conduits would be installed 
simultaneously. Fiber optic cable. providing transmission capacity on a l44-fiber Coming 
Leaf Fiber system. would be threaded through or.e of the conduits. The other conduits 
would be used for future commurtications system upgrades. Ancillary facilities would 
include nine 1.2QO.ft' buildings. each housing one optical amplifier. and [WO I.2QO.ft' 
buildings. each housing one regeneration sllItion to boost the optical signals. Fiber optic 
technology requires that the light signal transmitted through the fiber be amplified using an 
in·line optical amplifier and that the light signal be retimed. reshaped. and regenerated at 
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New Distu rbance Areas. 
Length 
Area Number Location (miles) 
2 
3 
4 
County Road 51 near K1ug !.ake, Colorado 
Speer Road, Wyoming 
Nonh of Roger's Canyon. Wyoming 
South of Rawlins, Wyoming 
Red Desen to Table Rock Exit. Wyoming 
10 
<I 
4 
14 
Di"iIUrbance 
Area 
(acres) 
18.0 
< I 
7.2 
1.8 
25.2 
6 Green River, Wyoming 2 3.6 
__ J~ ______ .!?.Plical Amplifier/Regeneration Station Sites __ ~{~ ___ ~~ __ 
TOlal 32 67.d 
various intervals along the route. Optical amplifiers and regeneration stations would be 
constructed at approximately 50-mile intervals: 10 would be constructed on private lands, 
and one would be constructed on federal land administered by BLM. Splice boxes would 
be placed an average of every 18,000 ft , and marker poles would be placed every 
8O().1.000 ft. Manhole access (10 be used for future lelecommunica ions system expansion) 
would be installed in Aurora, Colorado, and Salt Lake City, Utah. 
This environmental assessment (EA) was prepared in accordance with the NaJiofIDl 
.L:nvironmcnro/ Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and in compliance with all applicable regulations 
and laws passed subsequently, including Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 
regulations (40 Code of Federal Regulations rCF.R.I, Parts 1500-1508), U.S. Depanment 
of Interior (USDJ) requirements (Depanment MtlIWoI 561, Environmento/ Quality), and 
guidelines listed in the BLM ManuoJ HandbooY. H-I790-1 (BLM 1988a) and was developed 
to assess the environmental impacts of t.he Proposed Action and reasonable alternatives and 
to document tbe decision-making process. 
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The federoll actions for the proposed dey.lopmer.t would be the issuance by BLM of a 
right-of-way (ROW) grant to access and ."lnstruct the telecommunications system on 
federally administered lands and perbaps issuance by the FS of a temporary use permit 
(TUP) 10 access and construct the telecoD'munications system on National Forest lands. 
The FS would issue the TUP under a cllefOrica! exclusion, if the rup is issued, and tbus 
would not be a cooperating agency for EA preparation. The analysis in the EA would guide 
the implementation of tbe Proposed Action: however, this document is no the only 
environmental review upon which authorization is based (see Section 1.2). 
1.2 RElATIONSHIP TO FEDERAl, STATE, AND LOCAL PLANS, POLICIES, AND 
STATUTES AND AUJ'HORIZING ACTIONS 
BLM issues ROW grants for telecommunications systems under au&.ority of the FtdD'ol 
Land Policy and Manogemenr Act on 1976 (FLPMA), as amended. The ROW grant 
application for the Proposed Action would be subject to standard approval procedures as 
outlined in the ROW grant regulations (43 C.F.R. 28(0) and would be consistent with the 
Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for each of the field office areas (BLM 1985, 1986, 
1987, 1990:1. 1992, 1996, 1997a. 1998b). This EA is tiered to each of the three RMPs and 
relevant state and county land use plans. The oversight of construction projects on public 
lands is an integral pan of the BLM's multiple use management programs under the 
authority of FLPMA. The Proposed Action would comply with all relevant federal, state, 
and local laws. 
This EA also incorporates by reference a recent EA completed by BLM's Rawlins Field 
Office for a similar ROW application that bas been approved and a ROW granted to Enron 
Communications, Inc. (EO) (BLM 1999a). The IXC and EO proposed actions are similar 
and the routes are identical for all but 186 miles (Table 1.2). 
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Table 1.2 Deviations from lIle EO Route. 
Deviation length 
Num~r Location (miles) 
A'"ora to Nunn. Colorado 79 
2 Spur Road, Wyoming 5 
3 Walcott Junction to Grenville Dome, Wyorn 'ng 15 
4 Rawlins to Table Roc..~ Exi~ Wyoming 65 
5 Point of Rocks, Wyoming 4 
6 West of Rock Springs, Wyoming 3 
7 Uttle America, Wyoming 8 
8 Coalville to nonh of Wanship. Utah 7 
------.. 
Total 186 
No no'" roads would ~ construct~d as a result of this project; however. existing roads would 
~ used during cable installation and building con$lruction and maintenance. In limited 
ar~.as. it would ~ necessary to drive off·road within the ROW. 
Construction and operation of the proposed fi~r optic systcmt would require authorizations 
from several federal, state, and local agencies (Table 1.3). Some additional pennits and 
approvals, such as road pennits. franchises, railroad and other easements required at lIle 
local level, are not listed on Table 1.3 but would ~ secured prior to construction. 
1.3 SCOPING, PUBLIC INVOI.VEMENT, AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED 
Issue identification was completed thrOUgh fonnal public scoping and lIl.rough a series of 
infonnal meetings and discussions between [XC and agencies with jurisdiction over the 
project. Public scoping not ices were distributed to 665 ag~ncies. businesses. special interest 
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Table 1.3 Major Federal, State, and Local PennilS, Approva1s. and Authorizing Actions. 
rllb Mel Witdlif. Service 
Army Corps of EJ>,u-n 
Sla!r 
~ 
Colondo o..po.n-.I of 
T~ 
ROW"",,, 
Nocice to Proceed 
Review of '-10 
- . CDdaoacnd. propotod _ . Mel 
caDdidA1e tpcciea aDd 
mi&nlOlY birds 
Soctioo 404 permil for 
placcmcal of drodpl or 
fiU malmab iDeo watnI of 
the U.S. 
Utility permil 
Authority' 
NEPA. 010 C.F. R. t$Ol).t5Ol: 
Fl.PMA (u .......w). ""bile lAw 
94-519 
U.S. o..po.n-.I of .... ....... orl 
o..po.n-.I of AJriadnu.! 
Dot ",,,,,, of Traooponatloo. 
Public ...... _7 Fodual RcaiJlu 
Notice 6-341 
BLM Maouol H·2I01· 1 ROW PODs 
FWo aNI W'oJdJl/' CoordiNvkln Aa 
of 19J4. u .......w 1\146. 1951. 
1977 (16 U.S.C. 661~7.): 
ENlDn,uod Spma Aa of 1971 
(16 U.S.C. 1531 .. lOll .): Mi,fGI"'Y 
Bird rr"",ry Aa of 1916. u .......w 
( 16 U.S.C. 703 .. lOll.): ED,I, Aa 
( 16 U.S.C. 66I~) 
Soctioa 0101 . = W"",. Aa of 
1977 • .. : .-dod 1987 (33 U.S.C. 
I 2.S 1-1376) 
Colondo Depotto"." of Public Health 11m ... of......., quolity 
IDd EJ>vino<tmool certlficalioa Mel i-...oce 
Soctloa 0101 . a_ W"," Aa of 
1977. u.......w 1987 (33 U.S.C. 
12.S 1-1376): = Air Aa 0110 air quality Notice of 
IAleal CO COQItI'UCl 
Colondo DiviJioo of Wildlif. Rerieo<' '- 10 wildlife FIsI: aNI W'oJdJl/. CoordiNukln Aa 
Mel wik'llf. _... of 19U. u.......w 1\146. 1951. 
1977 (16 U.S.C. 661~7.) 
Colorodo Stale Hisooric Ptaoe1vatioo Review '- 10 cui..... N4fiDnDJ H'0SU1rlc ~ Aa of 
Olli.. ......... 19116. u.......sot ( 16 U.S.C. <70) 
aDd rdaIcd IC:tJ aDd euc:utivc" u-. 
tu..: .......... 10 oeccoo W.S. 36-2-107 36-9-111 
and con..:nact on awe 
t.odJ 
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Table 1.3 (Continued) 
Wyomio, Oeponmau or 
TnAJpOfWloa 
wyomio, [)cportm<I>t or 
Envirortmc:ntaJ QuaJiry. 
Wa&.er Quality Divi.ioo 
Aehoa' 
E·S4 permit 
ReviC'Wtl of water quaJity 
cxrtifiutioa; iuue 
atonDw&1er di.acb&ra~ 
petmil: DOlifieation of 
.ccideo1l.l relcue or 
b.uvcfouI su~ mto 
watc:n of the tl&l.e 
W.S. 126-113 
SoctIoa 401 . a ... W"", ACT of 
1m . .. ameoded 1917 (33 U.S.C. 
12.51·1376); WyomiJl, W_ Qual ity 
Rut .. U>d Rtaula1iocu 
Chapt<r xvm; W.S. 35-11 ·301 U>d 
35· 11·302 
Wyomio, G ..... U>d .tAb [)cportm<I>t Review ItDpOCU to wildllr. FWo and W'J4Jl/r Coord""" ... ACT 
U>d wlldllr. babital of 1914 • .. amended 1946. 19n. 
1971 (16 U.S.C. 661-667.) 
Wvoau.al S«a.te HiAoric Prc:.cn·aJioo Review impKtJ to culrural N<uioItaJ HIStoric PrCKr\Gfiat Aa of 
OffICe ..-._ 11>66 . .. amended (16 U.S.C. 470) 
and related ads &Dd u.ceulive ordc." 
!11111 
Utoh [)cportm<I>t or TrotupOf1&tlon 
U&&b [)cportm<I>1 of EDvironmmtal 
Qual ity 
DiviJiOD of Watu Rceouroc:a 
Oi vilioa of Wildlife Raouteel 
Utoh s.... HI""';< Soci"Y U>d 
DlviJioo of SCak HituHy 
ROW CDCt'OIkhmc.n1 pc:rmil Utah DOT Nlc. aod rcauJ.alioas 
Review of walc:t qualley 
c:c:rtificatioa; iuue 
Jton:Dw&tet diJCbatte 
ptrmil 
_ 401 . a_ W"' ... ACT of 
1977 • .. omeadod 1917 (33 U.S.C. 
12.51 · 1376) 
Review impvu to wildlife FWr QN/ p';1JJJift ConnliNuion Aa 
U>d wildl ir. b&h1tat of 1914, u amended 1946. I9:SS. 
19i7 ( 16 U.S.C. 661-667.) 
Review imprKu to adru.raJ NtJrioNJJ Historic P'ranvaIlon Aa of 
"*""'u 11>66. u omeadod (16 U.~.C. 470) 
aDd rdatod .as aDd c:xec:utive orden 
Varioua penni:,. Couaty NICI 
C'&tCmrali. or onciflC&l.ioal 
Vuiow; pennill. City IDd &own NICI 
eaxmc:alJ, Of DOtirlCAlioaJ 
EA - caviroa.meoLal uteameal: NEPA - NaI.ioNJJ ~ Policy Acr of 1969; C.F.R. _ Code of 
Fedual R<.,.w. .... ; FlPMA - F_ UJNJ l'oU<y and 101""",,,,,,,,, Au of 1976; BLM - _ or WId 
MlIlaIt-mc:ot; ROW - ri&h,~r-.... y; POD - PlIO of Ocvdopmeol ' U.S.C. - Ua.itcd St.at~ Code; W.s . sa 
Wyomio,5<atut<; DOT - [)cportm<I>t or TnAJpOfWloa. 
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groups, and individuaJs. moslly in Wyoming. Press releases were publi5hed in newspapers 
along the proposed rOule in .yoming. Comments were provided by Ihe following entities: 
Fi5b and Wildlife Service (FWS), Cheyenoe; 
FWS, Sall Lake City; 
Anny Corps of Engineers (Corps), Omaha; 
Corps. Cheyenoe; 
Corps, Colorado; 
Office of Federal Land Policy; 
Wyoming Slate Historic Preservation Offi~, 
Wyoming Game and Fi5h Depanment (WGFD); 
Sweetwater Economic Developmenl Association; 
The Lincoln Highway Association; 
Conoco, Inc.; 
WOA)lrO Company: and 
Home Poin! u.c. 
Consullation with Native American tribal groups has identified several areas in Ihe project 
area conlaining religious or culrurally imponant sites. BLM would review polential impaClS 
on a site-specific basi5 to delennine whal measures are necessary 10 avoid or mitigate 
significant impacts to tbese areas. Miligation may include such actions as moniloring during 
and after cODSlruction by representalives of affected tribes. Tribal elders mlly perfonn 
ceremocies ;:s p.l.ft of Ihis a.tivity. 
During scoping. the following isslles and concerns were identified: 
protection of tbreatened, endangered. candidale, and stale sensitive/ 
conservalion species; 
pos.ible effects on migralory bird5; 
impacts on nesting raplors; 
protection oi cuhural anll bi5loric resources; 
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protection of wetlands; 
prevention of cable exposure in streambeds during flooding; 
location of optical amplifiers and regeneration sllItions away from f1ood·prone 
areas; 
impacts to sage grouse breeding and nesting; 
impacts to big game from winter activity on crucial winter range ; 
revegellltion; 
damages to fences; 
protection of existing utility lines; and 
cumulative impacts. 
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2.0 THE PROPOSED AcnON AND ALTERNATIVES 
2. 1 THE PROPOSED AcnON 
IXC proposes to install and operate a telecommunications system from Denver, Colorado, 
to Salt Lalce City, Utah, to provide service to these and other western cities. The 
approximately 611·mile long cable wou.ld cross 116 mi.les of federal land administered by 
BLM (all "'i thin Wyoming), I mile of National Forest land administered by the FS 
(all within Utah), and 494 miles of SllIte, county, municipa.l, and private lands. Three 
1.9·inch and three 2.4·inch high-density polyethylene conduits would be insta.lled 
simultaneously and a fiber optic cable would be installed in one conduit; the other conduits 
would be: used for future communication system upgrades. A ROW teno of 30 years, with 
the right of renewa.l , would be granted. 
From Aurora. Colorado, the cable would genera.lly follow county roads nonh to unn, 
where it would follow .5. Highway 85 nonh to Cheyenne (Figure 1.1). It would then 
proceed nonhwest on Highway 211 to Horse Creek. then southwest to Roger's Canyon along 
County Road 17. At Roger's Canyon, the route would head due west where it would join 
Highway 30/287 a few mi.les nonh of Laramie. It would then follow Highway 30/287 to 
Walcott Junction where HiGhway 30/ 287 intersects Interslllte 80 (1-80). The cable would 
follow the 1-80 corridor via county and local roads and pipeline ROWs to Granger Junction. 
From Granger Junction. the cable would follow county and local roads and eslllblished 
pipeline corridors south·southwest past Church Butte and Lyman. south from Lyman to Cliff 
Graham Reservoir No. 3, west !O Mountain View, Millburne, and Bigelow Bencl.. then south 
southwes' to Piedmont. west to Aspen Creek. southwest to Hilliard, south along the western 
side of Hilliard Flat. then west to the Wyoming/Utah border on Chalk Creek Road. In 
Utah. the route would follow Chalk Creek Road to Coalville. then county roads adjacent 
to the 1-80 corridor south and west to Parley's Canyon. The route would then follow State 
Highway 65 through Emigration Canyon to Salt Lake Ci!y. Except for 22 miles in Wyoming 
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and 10 miles in Colorado (Figure 1.2, Table 1.\), the system would be placed within 
previously dis turbed highway ROWs. county lUId BLM roads. two-tracks, and csUlblished 
pipeline corridors. 
IXC would complete approximately 80% of construction in 1999. beginning in July on 
privately oY1Icd lands and in October on fede ral lands and continuing until weather prevents 
funher construction in 1999. The remaining work would be completed after April I of 2000. 
A temporary construction ROW of 40 ft and a pennanent operations and maintenance 
ROW of 10 fl would be requi red. Direct surface disturbance width would average 15 ft and 
would occur on areas lraversed by tracked machinery used 10 plow Ihe duct into the ground. 
Additional disturbance would resuh from other traffic on the ROW. trenching. and 
excavalion and installation of splice vaults and manholcs. An area of up 10 40 x 40 ft would 
be needed at each pil for boring under roads. driveways. railroads. pipelines. canal •. slreams. 
wei lands. and endangered species habitat. 
All relaled struclurcs and facilities would be conslructed on privale land except for a 30-ft 
access to the Continental Divide optical amplifier and one oplical ampliller building. access 
road. and power line at the Lookout Site (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). An cslimaled nine optical 
amplifiers (to boost the oplical signals) would be constructed at SO-mile intervals along the 
route. Buildings housing the optical amplifiers would be 1,200 ft' (about 0.03 acre) in size. 
Two 1.200-1.
' 
regeneration stations would also be constructed along the ROW. Optical 
amplifier and regeneration station buildings would be painled Carlsbad Canyon 10 blend 
with the surrounding landscape. Splice boxcs would be installed every 18.000 ft on average. 
and marker polcs would be installed every 800- 1.000 ft. Handhole access (for future 
telecommunications system exp;msion) would be spaced e"ery W.OOO ft . Manhole access 
(also for future expansion) would be installed in Aurora. Colorado. and Salr Lake City. 
Utah. These facilities would be constructed within the disturbance corridor for duct and 
cable installation and would nOI rcsult in any additional disturbance. 
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Optical Amplifier I Regeneration Station Locations and Landownership. 
Eastern Wyoming. (The Three Sites Occurring in Colorado and Utah Ate 
NOI Depicted Because No Federal Lands Would Be Affected in Thcse 
Statcs.) 
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Figure 2.2 Optical Amplifier /Regenenllion Station Locations and Landownership. 
Western Wyoming. (The Three Sites Occurring in Colorado and UUIh Are 
Not Depicted Because No Federal Lands Would Be Affected in These 
States.) 
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An area of up to 40 x 40 ft would be needed at each pit for boring under roads, driveways. 
railroads, pipelines. canals. strc:ams. wetlands. and endangered species habitat Each optia.J 
ampUfier and regeneration station si te would be approximately 200 x 200 ft Access roads 
to these si tes would typically be up to 100 ftlong and 30 ft wide. 50 total disturbance at each 
si te would be approximately 1.0 acre. Construction of II sites would resul! in II acres of 
disturbance. 10.0 on private land and 1.09 (Lookout site) on federal land. The Lookout site 
would consist of a building area (200 x 200 ft) and an aCCC55 road (250 x 3D ft) for a tOtal 
of 1.09 acres of disturbance on federal land. The Continental Divide access road. which 
would be constructed on federal land. would be about 370 ft long. 50 0.3 acres of federally 
managed lands would be disturbed. Assuming a disturbance corridor of 12 ft x 0.25-0.50 
mih for each of 10 power lines. power line construction would resul! in 4-8 acres of 
disturbance on private land. At the Lookout site. an underground power line would be 
constructed from Rock River approximately 5.0 miles cast to the si te. An estimated 7.3 
acres of previously disturbed land would be affected by the Rock River/Lookout site power 
line. 1.5 acres of whIch would be on federal land. All Rock River/ Lookout si te power line 
construction would occur within IXCs 400ft construction ROW . 
Assuming an average disturbance width of 15 ft. approximately 1.8 acres/mile would be 
disturbed. Approximately 212 acres of BLM lands would be disturbed (all in Wyoming). as 
would 2 acres of FS lands (all in Utah). and 899 ar.res of SlZ •• and private lands 
(in Colorado. Wyoming. and UUIh) (Tahle 2.1). Total disturbance would be approximately 
1.113 acres. 
2.1.1 Conlln!ctlog 
Three methods would be used to install the 1.9·inch and 2.4-inch high-ilensity polyethylene 
conduit that would house the fiber optic cables: I) plowing: 2) trenching: and 3) boring. 
Plowing would be the pruoary method used (Figure 2.3). A typicai construction sequence 
would be as follows: 
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Table 2.1 
Landowner 
Priv e 
Swe 
Federal 
Tow 
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limated Disturbance Acreage.' 
Esthnatcd DiJturbanc:e 
Colondo Wyoming Ulab 
(miles) (kres) (mil ) (ICTCS) (miles) (k1'es) 
102 184 308 564' 64 liS 
0 0 20 36 0 0 
0 0 116 2'2 2 
102 184 812 6S 117 
Calculated baed on an Iverqe diJturbanc:e o( 1.8 acresImile. 
Tow 
(miles) (ac1'es) 
474 863 
20 36 
117 214 
611 1.113 
lnelud SS4 acres for duct Install 10' and 10.0 ICres fOf optical amplifier and fejeneration swion 
sile$. 
Includ 209 acres ~ r duct inswlation. 1.09 acres for !he L001cout building site and access road. 
I.S ICrU (or the Rock Ri erfLoo1coul power line. and 0.3 acre (or !he Continental Divide access 
road . 
• urveying and taking; 
• de ring and grading; 
• plowing. trenching. or boring duct (including railroad. road. drivewa ,stream. 
and wetland ero ings): 
• cable threading; 
• cable splicing and joining duct; 
• manhole instalJ tion; and 
• optical amplifier and regeneration station construct ion. 
_. I. I! 1 Survevjng gnd Staking 
The centerline and the e~terior limi of the construction ROW would be rurveyed by a 
licensed UNe or and nagged with brightly col(}red lath and Oagging tape. All persoMel 
znd equipment would be required 10 lay on the de ignated ROW or withm designated 
temporary work or !Orage pace . 
TYPICAL DIRECT BURY 
BY PLOW METHOD 
No' To Scale 
DIREel BURltD/lRtNCH HD"£ 
CROSS SECI!QN 
101-
-'-------- IU«O c ..... [ 't~'T ... nu U I"( 
~_<."""c .. o 
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DIRECT BURIED/I RENCH HOPE 
PlOW wElHOD 
- NOH IS ·'(0· &LON(;. 
~. TOOTH TO 
_lOUlltO ot,hl. AS 
, t · ..wi , , " i"O't( WIll . S wu:cu ,.,( 
Figure 2.3 Cross Section: Plowing. 
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2.1.1.2 Clearing and Grading 
ROW clearing would be restricted to the minimum that is necessary to provide safe 
construction, operation, and maintenance of tbe fiber optic cable. T_~ plow line would be 
cleared of aboveground obs!aCles (e.g., rocks) using a dour. in grasslands, no blading 
would be required, but in shrublands vegetatioo would be scalped using a dour. Gr:lding 
would not be required on most of the ROW because tbe t.errain is Oat tl' gently sloping. 
On slopes, grading would be required to create a relat ively Oat work surface for the passage 
of heavy rquipment and other vehicles during construction. 
Where blading is required, topsoil would be stockpiled separately from other spoil material 
and would be used during ROW restoration. In areas that are nr! bladed, topsoil would not 
be salvaged because the disturban.:e would ~ relatively minor and of sbon duration. 
Throughout the construction period trees. shrubs. and other vegetation and topsoil that are 
not designated to be cleared or driven upon would be protected. 
2.1.1.3 PlOwing Duct 
Large spools of duct and cable ,",ould be placed along tb. rOute using backhoes to unload 
them from semi·traile~. If necessary (i.e., where direct plowing could damage the plow or 
duct). the plow line would be ripoed to a depth of 3-4 ft using a dour·mounted ripper. 
Dour·mouilted plows would directly plow the six duro from spools 34 ft into the ground. 
Plowed material would fall immediately back i~to the trench so no backfilling would be 
required. A sufficient number of passes would be made with a tracked dour to compact 
the plow line so there are no berms left on tbe ROW. Segments of the duct (pigtails) would 
be left exposed to allow the fiber optic cables to be threaded through the duro. 
Dou~ would be used, as necc.ssary. to pull the dozer·mounted plow through wet areas 
(e.g., lowlands that are wet from a recent stonn) or steep areas. 
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2.1.1 .4 Trenching Duct 
Trenching (Figure 2.4) would be .JSed where a plow cannot be used. Where trenching is 
required (e.g., in rocky areas), backhoes or standard trenching machines would be used to 
excavate a 0.7· to 1.00h wide by 4.0 It deep trencb. Excavated material would be 
temporarily stored alongside the trench and later backfilled using a grader. Backfilled 
material would be compacted using a tamping machine and/ or by driving the wheel of a 
backhoe or otber heavy equipment over the backfilled material. 
Ponions of tbe route where consolidated bedrock must be crossed may require use of a 
rocksaw or several passes with a ripper to create a trench for cable installation. Material 
excavated from the trench would be temporarily bacldilled to allow duct installation using 
conventioMl plowing techniques. If topsoil is present. it would be salvaged prior to 
trenching and replaced after tbe trer,ch is bacldilled. No blasting is anticipated: if it is 
required, it would be conducted by a lice!l~d contractor in c:lrnpliance with all federal . 
state. and local laws. 
In areas of large cuts alcng public ro~dways wh.!re the edge of the ROW is a steep 
embanJcment. tbe conduit would be placed near tt.e foo t of tt e embanJcmenL 
2. U.5 Boring Duct 
Directional boring machines (drills) wollld be used to bore under perennial streams, 
wetlands. railroads, roads (federal, state, and county), driveways, pipelines. cultural resources 
sites. and threatened and endangered species habitat. where required (Figure 2.5). Boring 
would require a work space of approximate.ly 40 x 40 ft for boring equipmenL A trencb 
would be excavated on botb sides of the feature to oe bored. and a sunace-operated drill 
would drill a pilot bore whicb is angled into the ground from the surface and then directed 
to i .. destioatior. U5ing a remote·controlled mole with a cutter head. Once the pilot bore 
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Figure 2.4 Cross Section: Trenching. 
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Figure 2.5 Cross Seer ion: Water Crossin!; Boring. Other Borings Would Be Similar; Details Are Provided in the Plan 
of Development. 
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reaches tho end of tbe bore, il is relracted. If the pilol mole runs inlo rock or olher 
impenetrable male rial, il would be redirected around the obstruction. During relraction. 
a slighlly larger rearner pulls the high-density polyelhylene conduits through Ihe bore. 
Boring would also be used wbere plowing and tr~nching are impractical (e.g .. in 10wns). Al 
Slream crossings, bores would be alleasl 72 inches below the streambed. Bores under roads 
and railroads would be al permilled deplb below Ihe fealUre. Bores al pipelines would have 
a minimum 3-ft separalion from Ihe pipeline. Each of Ibe engineering books accompanying 
Ihe POD for Ihis project includes conlacts and lelephone numbers for pipelines and olher 
ulility sYSlems 10 be bored (e.g., One Call 1-8O().849-2476). !XC would use the One Call 
SYSlem 10 nOlify all ulility companies 72 hours in advance of crossing their buried lines. The 
deplh of bores under known surficial cullural resource siles would be delermined by BlM 
on a si le·specific basis. Before beginning conslruction aClivilies requiring highway crossings, 
IXC wnuld obtain the necessary permits from Ihe Wyoming Depanmem of Transponalion 
(DOn· IXC would follow slipulalions allached 10 Ihe approval for enrroachmem 
occupancy permits issued by Ihe Wyoming DOT. Permits would be obtained from railroad 
companies for all railroad crossings. 
An eslimaled 25·100 gallons of waler per 100 h of bore (0.25-1.0 gallon/h) would be 
consumed in Ihe production and use of drilling nuids. An estimaled 60 miles of Ihe roule 
would be bored, so lotal ",aler consumption would range from 79,2()()'316,&OO gallons. Since 
consumplion would be distribuled over Ihe length of Ihe rOUle, waler would be oblained 
from numerous sources so no one source would be adversely affected. In urban areas. waler 
for drilling nuids would be obtained from nearhy fire ~drants ; a ponable meIer would be 
all ached 10 the hydrant. and IXC would reimburse Ihe permillee (e.g .. Ihe coun.y or 
municipality) for Ihe arnounl of waler used. In more rural areas. arrangements would be 
made wilh local 10wns or cilies 10 use an existing waler source. 
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2.1.1.6 Minimum Oejlrances and Cable Markers 
The minimum clearance between Ihe fiber optic cable and electric or olher conduits wou:d 
be no less Ihan 1.0 ft when crossing and 1.5 ft when paralleling sucb conduits. The 
minimum Offsel of the IXC fiber oplic ducts from pipelines would be 3.0 fl when boring 
underneath a pipeline and a minimum of 5.0 ft when paralleling a pipeline. On average. 
Ihe IXC line would be offul 15 fl when paralleling a pipeline. No a1leralions of existing 
cnbles. pipelines, or olher facilities would occur. 
Cable marking ribbon would be installed (either plowed, Irenched. or bored) above all 
conduil installations. The ribbon would be placed approximalely 1.G-1.5 fl above Ihe 
conduil. The tape would be inscribed wilh appropriate warning notal ions. 
Marker poles would be placed every 8()()'I .OOO fl along Ihe ROW. al all road and pipeline 
crossings. and al Ilne-of·sile inlervals in olher areas. Marker poles would be 40fl lall 
high·density polyethylene posts wilh a company sign allached. Marker poles of reduced 
heighl acd of a color similar 10 the surrounding landscnpe may be utilized near cenain 
hisloric propenies and lraditional cullural propenies. 
2.1.1 .7 Slream and WeIland Cro~~ings 
IXC would comply with all federal regulal ions concerrting Ihe crossing of walers of Ihe U.S. 
(including wetlands) as lisled in Title 33 C.F.R. Part 323. The use of heavy equipmem and 
other conslruction activities wilhin 500 fl of surface walers would be conducted as directed 
by IXCs environmental inspector. 
Perenrual streams would be bored. Wellands and riparian areas would also be bored, nOI 
only 10 avoid wetland/riparian area dislurbance bUI also 10 avoid Ule ladies' Iresses and 
Preble's meadow jumping mouse habital. Ephemeral and intermillenl streams would be 
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crossed by plowing or trenching the lines through the streambed during low or no water 
now. U the stream is nowing. water would be either Dumed or pumped across tbe work 
area such that no Dow would oecur in the trenching area during cable installation. In·place 
erosion control measures would mirtimize downstream silta tion. ExcaVlltion would be 
completed from the banl'.5. where possible. In larger streams. the installation may be 
completed in two steps. where water is divened from the wormg side using a coffer dam. 
then divened from the other side to complete the installation. Once construction across a 
stream is complete. the site would be restored immediately. Any now obstructions not 
present prior to cor.struction would be removed. stream contours would be restored, and the 
areas stabilized and revegetated in accordance with landowner preferences. 
The only possible impact to Stream' that are bored is the possible leakage of cuuing and 
lubricating nuid (a non·toxic bentortite clay or si milar material). The smal l size of the bore 
hole and the limited amount of nuid used reduces the risk of in·stream leakage. :luid now 
controls would be available to qUickly seal the leakage. and spills would be contained in 
accordance with Spill Prevention. Containment. and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plans which 
would be prepared for all bores. 
2. 1.1.8 Threading Cables 
Manufacturers typically include a rope within the duct to which the fiber optic cables would 
be auached and pulled through the duc: using a winch. Alternatively. a small plug (a pig) 
may be auached to the cables and propelled through the duct using compressed air. 
2.1.1.9 Splicing Cable., and Joining Duct 
Cables would be spliced in 3 x 4-ft fiberglass. concrete. or metal VIlults buried 1·2 ft below 
the surface along the route. These vaults would be installed in pits excavated using 
backhoes. Individual cables would be spliced using a device to fuse glass fibers. Once the 
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splice is completed, a locating device would be placed above tbe lid to facilitate relocating 
the vault, and the area would be backfilled. Vaults would be constructed at various interJals 
along the route. depending on the lengtb of cable segments received from the manufacturer. 
DuC\5 would be co:mected using coupling devices. 
2.1 I.!P Handhole and Manhole Inslall3\ior 
Handholes would be located along the route ~or cable splicing. pulling. and maintenance. 
Manholes would be installed in Aurora and Salt Lake City' enable easy access to the 
cables for future telecommurtications system expansion. Size is the primary difference 
between the two structures. Handholes are relatively small and are intended to allow 
workers to reach the cable from the surface. Manholes are larGer both in diameter and 
depth and incorporate various safety features because they represent a confined pace that 
workers enter. The follOwing discussion of manholes also applies to hand holes along the 
route. 
Manholes would be made of hard. cortical plastic approximately 3 ft in diameter near the 
top and 2 ft in diameter at the base. It is possible that a few would be cast in place. and 
steel vaults may be used in urban streets. Dimensions and configurations of manholes would 
vary. Installation would typically require the excavation of a 12 x 9·ft hole using a backhoe: 
manholes would be installed Dusb with the ground. Cable would then be threaded through 
the manhole. the sides bacldilled. and the manholes capped in accordance with city 
ordinances. 
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2.1.2 0Dlle. 1 AmDun" . nd Rmr&.rallon Station Construction 
Prefabricated metal buildings (1,200 ft') would be used In ho= tbe optical amplifiers and 
regeneration stations (Figure 2.6). Optical amplifier and regeneration station sites would 
be scalped of vegetation and bladed 10 create a level surface for building erection. Where 
available. a minimum of 6 inches of topsoil would be salvaged and stockpiled on·site for use 
during reclamation. Concrete slabs (30 x 40 ft) approximately 2 ft thick would be poured 
directly on the graded surface. 
Prefabricated metal buildings (1.200 ft ' ) would be hauled 10 the optical amplifier and 
regeneration station sites using tractor·trailer trucks and then unloaded and assembled. 
Buildings would be anchored to the concrete foundation using rebar. Each regeneration 
station and optical amplifier building would be surrounded by a chain·link fence . They 
would not be manned, so no water or sanitary faCilities w'luld be required. Buildings within 
2.0 miles of any sage grouse lek would be equipped with raptor antiperching devices. 
The Lookout optical amplifier sitt would be constructed in a manner similar to that shown 
on Figure 2.6. The site would be located within 100 ft of the highway, so access road 
dimensions would be approximately 250 x 30 ft. The site would be located within LSO ft of 
the highway. 50 access road dimensions would be approximately 250 x 30 ft. The only other 
ancillary facilities to be constructed on federal lands would be a 370 x 3()'ft wide access road 
to the Continental Divide site. Both roads would be located along existing two-tracks but 
would be upgraded to BLM road standards (e.g., crowned·and-ditched) (Figure 2.7). No 
culvens would be required at either site. 
Power to the optical amplifier and regeneration station buildings would be supplied by local 
power companies via shon buried power lines installed 2t each site. Power lines would 
typically be between 0.25 and 050 mile long. In addition, an estimated 16 48-voh batteries, 
a battery charger, and a liquid propane gas·fired generator would be on·site to provide 
power during utility power outages. Batteries would be used to maintain power for outages. 
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Figure 2.6 Plan View: Typical Optical Amplifier/Regeneration Station Building Site. 
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Figure 2.7 Typical Road Cross Section ror Access Roads on BLM Lands. 
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During prolonged outages, gas-fired generators would be UStd to recharge balleries The 
building would be cooled using air conditioners and heated with electric strip heaters. 
Disturbed areas around eacb building tbat are not needed ror operations and maintenance 
would be !eclaimed according to the approved reclamation plan (see Section 2.1.3) . 
2.1,3 Trenching and Pla£t!M1!! n( Updergropnd Electrical Cables 
Underground electrical cables would be placed in 2.(}.to 3.(}.ft (0.6- to 0.9-m) ,,~de trencbes; 
at the Lookout Site, trenches and electrical cables would be placed within the 4(}'ft 
construction ROW (Figure 2.8). Prior to digging trenches, trench locations would be 
marked with paint or stakes. Material would be CJ[cavated with a rubber-tired or tracked 
ba.ckhoe. Suitable trench spoils would be processed on·site to be UStd as fill . Trencbes 
would be CJ[cavated 3.0 to 4.0 ft (0.9 to 1.2 m) deep. and electric cables would be placed in 
the trench using trucks. Trencbes \'Iould be backfilled and tbe ar~a revegetated concurrently 
with revegetation or other construction areas. No debris (e.g .• brush, large rocks. reruse) 
would be buried during backfilling. Loose material in backfilled trenches would be 
com(Jacted with a bulldozer. Within a month prior to reseeding. all available plant growth 
material would be spread unirormly over areas disturbed during trenching. 
2.1.4 Reclamation 
2. 1.4.1 Overview 
Reclamation would be completed as soon as practicable rollowing construction either in the 
rail after September 15 and prior to ground freeze-up (or prior to November 15 in Utah) 
or in the spring arter the ground thaws and prior to April 15. Assuming that construction 
is complete in the fall or 2000. all reclamation would be complete prior to ground freeze-up 
in 2000. 
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Figure 2.8 Typical Electrical Trencb Detail. 
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Reclamation would be conducted on all disturbed areas to comply with tbe BLM Wyoming 
policy on reclamation (BLM 199Ob) unless otherwise specified by private landowneD. The 
shon-term goal of reclamation would be to stabilize disturbed areas as rapidly as possible. 
thereby protecting sites and adjacent undisturbed areas from erosiotl The long-term goal 
would be to return the land to approximate predisturbance conditions through the 
establishment of an ecologically sustainable vegetation community. 
2.1.4.2 Regrading and Seedbed Preparation 
Typi-:aJly, regrading would not be required over the plow line because the surface would 
remain in its approximate original contour. Thesc areas would be left rough. broadcast 
seeded, and raked with a chain or harrow to cover seed. 
Areas that have been bladed during construction would require regrading. the Objective of 
which would be to establish overall slope stability and reestablish local drainage patterns. 
These areas would be graded to the approximate original contour and ripped to a depth of 
approximately 8 inches to roughen surfaces and create cohesion between surfaces and 
t.opsoil. Topsoil. where av:tilable, would be spread uciformJy to a depth of approximately 
6- 12 inches over all surfaces to be reclaimed. All surfaces would then be harrowed or 
disced to looscn crusts and c1~ air pockets. Ripping and tilling operations would also 
serve to loosen compacted soils. 
Feniliurs. cenilled weed free hay or straw mulch. and erosion control blankets would be 
used as shown in Table 2.2. 
2.1.4.3 Seed Mixtures and Seeding Method, 
Seed mixtures (Table 2.3) contain species that are well·adapted to the various environments 
along the route (e.g., shon-grass prairie. S3bebrush steppe) and would belp stabilize 
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Table 2.2 Fertilizer and Mulch. 
AUJotl 10 GaletOD : 
Ga1c.loo 10 Colorado/W),omin£ 
~ .• Ic line ! 
Colorado/Wyominj; ..... line 
10 W)''OmiD&lUtah SoIale :10(, ) 
W)'Omia.gJUtab M.alC lJ.De 10 
Sah l.a1;c UIY ' 
fcrtiJ.izu
' 
N:r (2:3) appUed al a nI" or 
Z7 Ibs .valbbk N/aae and 
(fJ Ibs .valbbk P/aae 
N:P (2:3) .ppU<d at a rate or 
I7 tbs 1\'3iIablc N/aac and 
(fJ II» availabk P laae 
ooe 
ODe 
N • rutrogcn; P • pbmpbor",,; K • pcMUlium. 
P,,,,idcd b) Oen04 Loose. August 3. 1999. Colorado DOT. 
P, ,,,ided by Jobo SIIDSOD, A"8U>I 2. 1999. Wyomiog DOT. 
MuJc.b 
1.5 tons/.ac a.ali\'c: bay, 
medwUally <rimp<d 
1.5 !ems/aac natiw: ~y. 
medwUally <rimp<d 
Slope$ 3:1 or (laUer: 
1.5 loos/aac certified v.-ecd (rcc 
SoIr,v.' or gl'a.s.s hay. mccbuic:a1ly 
crimped; lIopa >3:1: crOlion 
c:oauol bl.a.okcl 
None 
PrO\idcd b)' Wayne Gr%)'mkowW.. Augw;I4, 1999. Utah DOT. A Ked certification report ",""OuJd be supplied 
to tab DOT, Regiun T .... ,o MainICOIDC:r Dn.Uioa in compliancc 'Aith tAc U,oh NQXJ04U Weld Act. 
dislUrbed areas and eSlablish a self·pe'P"tuating plam community Ihat would support 
exist ing land uses along the route. These species may be established via direct seeding and 
have excellent tolerance for the climatic conditions in the region. 
The seed mixtures may be modified if certain species become unavailable or if it is 
determined through monitoring that certain species are not successful by BLM. the state. 
or private landowners. The seed mixtures would not contain noxious weed seed. If 
comm<rcial seeds are used. the seed would be certified and seed viability would be tested 
within 9 momhs of the planting date. auve seed would be collected from plan15 that are 
adopted to similar conditions (e.g .. soils. aspect. and adjacent plant commun.ities) as the area 
to be revegetated. Seed mixture containers woulJ be labeled and available for inspection 
by ;he Authorized Officer (AO). 
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Table 2.3 Seed Mixtures. 
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Table 2.3 (Continued) 
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Seed> would be planted wilb range drills equipped with depth regulators and agitators to 
promote unifonn seed dismbution. Seed> would be planted 0.25 to 0.50 inch deep, and drill 
rows would be 8 to 10 inches apan. Drilling would be done on COntOur in areas where 
equipment can be safely operated on COntour. Wintenat seed, because it is f1ufry, would be 
broadcast over a roughened seedbed arter tn drill seeding other species. Seed would be 
broadcast on all slopes '" 25%. 
In areas to be broauCt>st-seeded (i.e., in areas where it is unsafe to operate a range drill or 
terrain might damage the drill), a cyclone or similar-type broadcast seeder would be used. 
Seeding rates would be doubled and the area raked with a chain or harrow to cover seed. 
2.1.4.4 Pomeeding Maintenance 
Shrub debris (if any) would be scallered on disturbed sunaces for erosion control. Rocks 
would be placed at the base of slope> to reduce runoff and erosion. If landowners prefer 
removal of all debris, these materials would be taken directly to a cenified landfill or placed 
in dumpsters in temporary work areas which would be serviced by a locally licensed 
sanitation company. Vehicles would be prohibited [rom all reclaimed areas which would 
be clearly marked with signs. 
Noxious weed> would be controlled either mechanically or chemically. If herbicides or 
pesticides m\l.:;l be used to control weed> or pests, only BLM-approved herbicides or 
pesticides would be used, and they would be applied by a perrnilled contractor in 
compliance with all federal , state, m,d local regulations . 
2.1.4.5 Revegetation Monitoring 
Revegetation success would be monitored annually by an IXC-sponsored revegetat ion 
specialist and inspected by the AO or olber BLM representative. Erosion condition would 
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be rated using BLM's Erosion Condition Oassification. Reclamation monitoring results 
would be documented annually and provided to the AO. Revegetation measures would be 
repeated, if neeessa:y, until soils are stabilized and a sustaU.able vegetation community is 
established. Operations and mainter.1llce personnel would repon any severe erosion, slope 
movements, or damage to erosion control devices to apptopriate authorities with 24 hours 
of discovery. 
2.1 .5 H" .. rdous Maltrials 
Hazardous material used during telecommunications system construction would include 
petroleum products typically requirrd for heavy equipment operallon (e.g., gasoline, diesel 
fuel, lubricants, and coolants), which contain several hazardous and extremely hazardous 
materials identified in the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) COlUolidoud List oJ 
Chemicals Subject to Reponing Under TIlle 11/ oJ the Superfund AmendmenJJ turd 
Reouthoriuuion Act oJ 1986 (SARA) and 40 C.F.R. 355 (Table 2.4). Project construction 
and maintenance operations would comply with all relevant federal and state laws regarding 
hazardous materials. 
Vehicles would be maintained and operated to prevent accidental leaks or spills. To 
minimize adverse environmental impacts from spills, the following measures would be taken. 
All spills would be reponed immediately to the construction foreman or 
inspector who would direct c1ean·up and notify appropriate agency officials. 
Some construction equipment world be equipped with spill control kits 
(e.g .. shovels, plastic bags, ponable darns, absorbent material). 
Accidental leaks would be cleaned up immediately and contaminated material 
would be disposed of at an approved facility. 
Servicing. refueling. and storing of fuels and lubricants would occur in staging 
areas or off-site at an appropriate facility and would not occur within 300 ft 
of any ephemeral or perennial streams or within 100 ft of any listed plant 
Table 2.4 
VOCa 
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Hazardous and Extremely Hazardous Materials Used During 
Telecommunications SYl>tcm Coostruction, Operation>, and Maintenance. 
H.....-._ CAS , 
""'-IddIy" SO«>O 
"0, 10102~' 
a.-' ICJ02&.IU 
SWM ........ 7446-09-' 
Sulfur cnoude' 144,6..1!-9 
Banum 1'-'0-34).) 
Cad=o .. 744().4)..f 
Cq>pu 7_so.a 
FlOe aucn1 6bcn 
t...od 14)9-92-1 
M_ 1419-96-5 
Nec,t,d 744Q.01·2 
POM 
z..c 7~ 
0.- 11-4)·2 
Ed>ylbcouno 1()()...aIJ 
.. H ..... loo.s.-, 
PAM. 
ToIuc .. IOI-Q-) 
rD-Xykoe 101-)1-) 
.,.Xykac 9J..47-6 
p-Xylcot I06···l!·) 
0.- 11"')·2 
Cu_ 
_201 
Ed>ylb<ou.aoe 1~1'" 
Mdllyl .... -!Myl ..... 16l+O4-4 
"'''''' ...... 
91·20-) 
PAt .. , 
POM' 
T_ I ...... ' 
.. Xykoc 1""1-3 
o-Xyk:ae 9~H 
p-Xykee 1_2-3 
........ 71"'')·2 
Cu_ 9W2 .. 
Cyddoe .... 110-11-1 
Edly __ 
l~l'" 
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Table 2.4 (Conlinued) 
fut:k (COGt,) 
CaaoluIe (coal. ) 
Hautdou.~ 
.. H ..... 
Mcchyl kn-but)'1 ccbcr 
N'f'b_ 
PAIl. 
POM 
T_yt ...... 
T_ 
... Xykoc 
~X)'k_ 
p-Xykoe. 
A ....... 
Cwpnc IUU. 
Elbykee dyed 
F ..... 
I'boopI>on< .ad 
Pow.um bydtoudc 
SodIIum bydtouck 
T ..... y .... aJy<oI 
Cadmo ... 
CadmIum 0"'" 
Lad 
N.cbl bydro.udc 
Pow.u,.. tydroudc 
s.tNncACOd 
Hydrodolonc .ad 
U--. 
U--. 
C"""" 
z... 
1.2.A.-cnmcdIylbeauoe 
a.nu .. 
Cadnum 
C"""" 
... H ...... 
Lad 
10100_ 
Ncckd 
PAIl. 
CAS' 
11G-S4-1 
,6)4..()U 
91 ·20-3 
7UO-l 
, ...... ) 
'01-)1-3 
95-47-6 
1~2-) 
107-02-1 
77)1-3"" 
107·1' · 1 
76-1)-1 
166-31-2 
Ill().jil-) 
IlI0-7) ·2 
111·21-6 
744<>-4)-9 
t306-l9--0 
7.)9-92· 1 
7.....moO 
1310..)1· ) 
7664-')-9 
1647-O1~ 
7_S0-4 
7~ 
9S-6)~ 
74&G-39· ) 
1440-043-9 
7_S0-4 
110-S4-) 
74]9-92-1 
'4)9'*' 
7.....moO 
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Table 2.4 (Conlinued) 
101 ....... H ........... -..... CAS' 
MiIteI1aatous Maurials (coot.) 
t..bneaou (-.) POM 
z... 7~ 
Ma.ar oU z........,...w 
P.- Alu ....... 7429-90-5 
a.nu .. 74-&0-,,.., 
.. &.<y' UcoboI 71-)6-) 
CoMIt 1440-41-< 
Lad 7.)9-92-1 
M_ 709-96-5 
PAIl. 
POM 
SuIh.nc odd 1664-9)-9 
ToI ..... 101-0.' 
T ..... y""'"" 121 ..... 
Xy .... 13)0.20-7 
l.l.1~ 71·jiW 
a-ttuaoc 110-$4-) 
PAIl. 
POM 
Sol' .... 1 .1.1~ 11 · '5S~ A __ 
61-64- 1 
.-&.<y' UcoboI 7~oO 
Carl>oo_ 56-23-5 
lIopropyl alcohol 67-63-0 
M""'y''''''y'_ 101-10-1 
101_ 67'~1 
PAIl. 
POM 
T ....... , ...... ) 
Xy .... UJo-20-7 
Sw1ioa IMd Echy' ...... 60-29-7 
CAS' for nitrolen diox.idc. an exuemely hazardous mmrial _ 
Extremely hazardous mmrial . 
PA'is - polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon>. 
POM - polycyclic orsanio maner, 
L{O 
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species. Used oil or unused lubricants would be stored in appropriate 
containers. removed from the site daily. and disposed of at an approved 
facility. Service truck operators would not allow residual fuels or lubricants 
t.o drain onto the ground. 
When not in used, construction equipment would be stored in staging areas 
or off·site at appropriate facili ties. 
Thus. accidental leaks would not result in violations of any federal or state hazardous 
material or waste regulations. 
IXC would confa"" with provisions of the Toric Substances Control Act oj 1976. a.~ amended 
( 15 United States Code [U.S.c.] 2601 . et seq.) with regard to any toxic substances that are 
used. generated. or stored on the ROW or on facilities authorized under ROW grants 
(see 40 C.F.R. 702-799 and especially provisions on polychlorinated biphenyl-
40 C.F.R. 761.1-761.193). Any release of toxic substances (leaks. spills. etc.) in excess of the 
reportable quantity as established by 40 C.F.R. 117.3 would be reported as required by the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response. CompensaJion, and Liabiliry Act oj 1980. 
Section 102 B. Copies of reporu required by federal or state agencies for a release or spill 
of any hazardous material would be furnished to the AO within 5 working days of 
occurrence. 
[XC would nOt generale any hazardous waste during the construction or operation of the 
propo~ed project. 
IXC would bire a COntractor to provide an adequate number of portable toilets at the 
construction si te. lXC would ensure that sanitary wastes were removed and disposed of at 
an approved facility in accordance with state and local laws. Contractors would also provide 
trash barrels or dumpsters to collect construction site trash (e.g .. lunch wrapp~rs): solid 
wastes would routinely be removed and disposed of at an approved facility. 
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2.1.6 Opera lions and Maintenance 
Little or no activity would occur on t.he ROW during operations and maintenance. The 
cables. and ducts. once installed. do Dot require maintenance unless a break occurs, at which 
time an alarm system would immediately indicate the approximate location of the break. 
The exact location would be determined by using a reOectameter which uses a light signal 
to detect tbe break's e' ~ct location. A small (5 x 5·ft) area (lver the break would be 
excavated using a backhoe, the break would be spliced. and the excavated area would be 
backfilled. 
Technicians would visi t the reg:neratian stations and optical amplifiers once per week. 
The operations and maintenance work force would include approximately three field 
technicians for the life-of-praject. Operatiolls and maintenance would also include up to 
10 full · time personnel at IXCs headquarters in Austin. who would monitor the system 
electronically. 
If it is necessary for [,(C to perform maintenance or repair work on a portion of the fiber 
optic line located under a bored area: IXC will conduct all activities at th;: ends of the bore 
areas unless the repair work is a result of damage caused by a third party. In those 
instances, the repair may have to take place at the point the damage occurred. !XC would 
notify BLM and/or FWS of these locations when work must be done within a bored area 
established to avoid cultural resources or sensitive wildlife habitaL 
2.1.7 Work Foree 
An eslimated five construction units would be operating simultaneously along anyone 
segment of the route during cable installation. ID addition to heavy equipment operators. 
laborers, and supervisors, crews utilizing four-wheel-drive pickups would provide manual 
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labor (or (encing. spool allachmen~ splicing. reclamation, elc. Each conslruction spread 
would require a work (orce o( approximately 15 workers. so an estimated 75 workers would 
be employed in the third and (ounb quaners o( 1999 and the second and third quaners o( 
2000. 
The operations and maimenance work (orce would include approximately three field 
technicians (or the Ii(e-o(-project_ Operations and maimenance would also include up 10 
10 full-lime personn~1 at lXCs headquarters in Austin. who would monitor the system 
electronically. 
2.1.8 AccesS. Equipment. and fumc 
o new or reconstructed access roads would be necessary (or tbis project. Existing roads. 
(ences. structures. or drainage (acilities that are damaged during construction would be 
replaced or repair~d to a condition equal to or beller than that which existed before 
construction. The width and alignment o( existing roads would not be altered. Roads would 
not be used i( deep rulling (in excess o( 4 inches) could occur. Off-roa1 travel would be 
required. but all off-road traffic would remoUn within the 40-ft construction ROW. 
IXC would comply wi th existing federal . state. and county requirements and restrictions 
developed to protect road networks and the traveling pUblic. Arrangements would be made 
with the Wyoming DOT. as required. to transpon oversized loads to tbe project. Otherwise. 
load limits would be observed at all times to prevent damage to existing road surfaces. No 
dust control me.sures would be necessary. Project activi ties would be suspended during wet 
condit ions tbat would cause vehicle tracking o( sediment onto paved roads. 
During construction. a maximum o( 19 vebicles would be on the ROW at any one time 
(Table 25). Only the pickup trucks and the refu~ling trucks would make daily round trips 
to a given construction spread, so there would be an estimated six round trips per day 
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Table 25 Construction Equipment_ 
Task 
Site preparation 
Site u.c.Ivltion 
(in areas wbere ripping or 
trenchin, In' required) 
Plowin, 
Boring 
Duct and cable installllion 
Equipment Needed 
Bulldo .... ' 
Backhoe' 
IO-yanl dump truck' 
FroDl-end lolder 
Pavement saw 
Buildour' 
Backhoe' 
Treocher 
Rock ... heeI 
IO-yanl dump truck' 
Jackhammer/rock ..... 
Bulldo .. r with plow implement 
Backhoe' 
Tractor-trnler (uble .... 1 tnnsportlllon) 
Borin, machine 
Truck and trailer (or borin, machine 
Backhoe' 
S.ooo-,alloo borio, fluid truck 
Duct truck 
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TrlClOr trail« (delivery o( duct and uble reeb) 
BacldillinJ . gridiog. and res!Ofllion Bulldoz.er' 
Backboe' 
Asphalt truck 
Drum rollers 
All <>perllions Pickup trucks (4)' 
________________ Refuelin, trucks (2_)' ___________ _ 
Total number o( construction velJicles 19' 
11 anyone constnJuJon site 
One piece o( this type o( equipment ... ould be used (or muhiple wks on uch construction spreid. 
SO the number o( vebicles II any constructioo 'prell! ... ould be minimized. 
An estimated (our piclrup trucks and .... 0 refuelio, trucks would be required II uch construction site. 
Excludes borio, machioe and borio, suppon equl~ment since boriog ... ouId OCCIIr II spocific lowions 
w~ plo",io, ltrencbin, equipmtllt ... ould or ' opentin,. Also excludes res!Ofllion equipment 
since constn .tion and ICS!OfllioD W(;uld OCCIIr sequeo1\ially. 
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(36 per week assuming a 6-day wotk week) during construction. Tractor-u ailer trucks would 
deliver supplies (e.g., duC!, cable) to the spread about every other day, SO there would be 
an estimated three tractor-trailer round trips per week, so construction traffic 'vould result 
in an estimated 39 round trips per week. During mobilization and demobilization. all 
vehicles listed in Table 2.5 would make one round trip. for a total of 23 round trips. All 
proposed access to the ROW (i.e .• approved existing roads and lXCs ROW corridor) would 
adequately convey this volume of traffic without safety problems. An estimated three pickup 
trucks would be used for operations and maintenance. 
2.1.9 Abandonment 
The conduit and cable would be abandoned in place. and all aboveground features would 
be removed and disposed of at a suitable location. Any remairting sunace disturbance 
would be recl::Jmed and revegetated according to landowner specifications. 
2.1.10 Project-wide Mlligation 
2.1.10.1 Air Ouality 
Water or other dust suppressants would be used as needed for dust control at all 
construction sites. Equipment would be properly maintained to minimize emissions. 
2.1.10.2 PaleontQlogy 
If important fossils are discovered during construction. work would cease within HlO ft of 
the discovery. and the find would be evaluated by a BLM-approved paleontologist. 
Construction would not resume until the site was avoided or otherwise mitigated to BLM's 
satisfaction. Venebrate fossils. or plant or invenebrate fossils that could contribute to the 
scientific knowledge of ancient and modem ecosystems. are considered important. 
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2.1.10.3 Streams and Wei lands 
The following measures would be implemented to protect streams and wetlands. Stream 
and wetland crossings would be completec! as described in Section 2. 1.1.7. IXC would 
comply with all federal regulations concerrti.ng the crossing of waters of the U.S. (including 
wetlands) as li.s1ed in Title 33 CF.R. Pan 323. The project meets the criteria for coverage 
under the Nationwide 12 permit for compliance with the Clean WalU Aa. The use of heavy 
equipment and other construction activities within SOO ft of surface waters would be 
conducted as directed by rxcs environmental inspector. in consultation with BLM. 
Stream banks to be placed or trenched would be stabilized to prevent 
slumping. 
Boring entry and exit points would be located outside of rip::.rian areas. 
Refueling and staging would occur at least 300 ft from the edge of a stream 
or stream bank at all Slream channels. 
Sediment control measures would be utilized. as needed. at aU stream 
crossiI,gs. 
Where streams would be trenched. stream banks would be reslabiliz.:d with 
large angular rock. Riprap would be placed from the channel bottom to the 
normal high water mark on the bank. 
If a venical bank is cut back, it would be reslored 10 its original CORlour and 
stabilized. 
Construction vehicles would nOI cross venicaUy sloped channels. 
Slabilizing vegetation would not be removed unless absolutely necessary. 
Most streams crossed would be ephemeral. wher: stream-side vegetation 
would be composed of upland species. Many of these streams would be 
plowed or trenched. Stream-side vegetation would be reestablished 
immediately following completion of the crossing. Riparian areas would be 
bored, SO stream-side vegetation would not be affected. 
Streams would be crossed at right angles to the channel when possible to 
minimize III-stream disturbance. 
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2. 1.10.4 Soil. 
The following measures would be implemented to minimize imparu to soils. 
No construction or routine maintenance activities would be conducted when 
soil is too wet to adequately suppon construction equipment (i.e., if such 
equipment create rull i~ CJ(cess of 4.0 inches de~p). 
Cenified weed free straw mulches. cenified weed free hay bale barriers. silt 
fences. and water bars would be used to control soil erosion. 
Soil erosion control measures would be monitored. especially after stonos, 
and repaired or replaced if needed. 
Disturbance would be limited to that whIch is necessary for safe and efficient 
system installation. 
All disturbed areas would be restored to the original contour and reclaimed 
as described in Section 2.1.3. 
~ 1.1U,S :-'01 C 
All equIpment would be properly mumed. and consrruction would occur only during da:'light 
houp~ 
2. 1.10.h Vegetauon 
The follo-.,n& measures would be implemented to minimize imparu to vegetation. 
Disturbance would be limited to that which is necessary for safe and efficient 
system installation. 
All disturbed areas would be restored to the approximate original contour and 
reclaimed as described in Section 2.1.3. 
Weeds would be mechanically controlled in all disturbed areas. If herbicides 
are needed to control weeds. BLM would be consulted and herbicides applied 
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by a licensed contractor. Equipment would be washed at a commercial 
facility prior to any construction and during construction if noxious weeds ' e 
encountered along the route. 
2.1 10.7 Wildlife 
The following measures would be implemented to minimize imparu to wildli[e. 
Electrical distribution lines to the regeneration station and optical amplifier 
buildings would be buried, where practicable. 
Any aboveground lines would be constructed in a:cordance with Suggesttd 
PracJices for Roptor Protection on Power Unes, Stale of the An in 1996 (Avian 
Power Une Interaction Committee 1996). 
In the vicinity o[ prairie dog colonies and sage grouse leks. aboveground 
power poles would be equipped with raptor antiperching devices. 
Disturbance would be min;,nizer' '" that which is necessary [or safe and 
efficient system installation. 
Construction would not occur within 0.5 m·.le of any active raptor nest (or 
within 1.0 mile of any active ferruginous hdwk or listed species) during the 
nesting season (February 1 through July 31 ) (see Table 2.6). 
All areas disturbed by cable plowing and trenching would be restored to their 
original cOntour and reclaimed as described in Section 2.1.3. 
Surveys for raptor nesting sites and roosting areas would be completed for all 
segments of the route where construction would take place during the nesting 
season (February 1 to July 31). 
During the nesting season. the HLM would be notified of all active raptol 
nests within 0.5 mile of construc:ion areas. The FWS would be notified of all 
T&E raptor species nests found within 1.0 mile of the rou te. The FWS would 
be notified prior to construction, if any waivers of the raptor nest protection 
stipulations are granted by the BLM. 
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Construction would not occur in big gam. crucial wint .• r rang. durin!: critical 
wint.r periods (Nov.mber 15 through April 30) (se. Tabl. 2.6). 
All per.nnial streams and th.ir associated riparian ar.as would be bored. 
Distance of th. bore from th. str.am chann.1 would vary d.pending on th. 
w.dth of the riparian area: bores would be mad. in uplands. 
2.1.10.6 Thr.at.n.d. Endang.red. OIndidate and Sensitiv. (IEC&S) SDeci"s 
Surveys have been conducted on all segm.nts of th. ROW Dot previously inv.ntoried to 
d.t.rmin. if any TEC&S animals and plants or th.ir habitats occur within or adjacent to 
the ROW. Th. following mitigation measur.s would be impl.m.nt.d. 
Construction actIvities would not occur or would be minimized in ar.as of 
known criticai or s.nsitive habitat. 
Construction would not occur within 1.0 mil. of any activ. bald eagle. 
peregrine falcon. or ferruginous hawk nest from February I through July 31 
(sec Table 2.6). 
Potential Preble 's meadow jumping mouse and Ute ladies' tress.s habitat 
would be bor.d. 
Surv.ys for bald eagl. n.ning sites and roosting areas would be complet.d in 
tbe Bear River drainage if construction would take place during the nest ing 
season (F.bruary I to July 31). 
Prairie dog colonies witb 0.5 mil. of the ROW may be surveyed for bun<>wing 
owls during the nesting season prior to construction. 
Only mountain plovc:r have the potential to be impacted by project construction. Mountain 
plov.r would be aff- ed if project construction. operations. or maint.nance results in plover 
monality due to collisions or nest d.struction or abandonm.nt Dir.ct monality due to 
vehicl.-plov.r collisions would be rare and thus impacts would not be Significant. Much of 
th. construction in Colorado. wh.re most of th. rout. is plov.r habitat, would occur outside 
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of th. n.sting season (i .•.• aft.r July 31) so no .ff.cts due to ncst destruction or 
abandonment are anticipat.d in Colorado. Th.r. is littl. plov.r habitat in Utah. and 
construction would occur outside of th. n.sting season, so construction along th. Utah 
ponion of tb. rout. would not significantly impact plov.r. In Wyoming, how.v.r. 
construction would occur in pot.ntial nesting habitat during the nesting season. Mountain 
plov.r habitat would be mapped prior to construction in 2000 in all areas tbat w.r. not 
constructed in 1999. Where plov.rs would be disturbed during n.sting. the following 
mitigation measur.s (whicb follow FWS 1999 Mountain Plover Surv.y Guid.lines 
I FWS 1999)) (Appendix B) would be implem.nted. 
MouDtain plover surv.ys would be conduct.d betw •• n May I and June 15 in 
sui tabl. habitat to d.termin. plov.r pres.nce/ absence. Potent·.1I habitat 
would be mapped aft.r lXC completes construction in 1999 ,r prior to 
construction in the spring of 2000. Construction in plov.r habitat in the fall 
1999 would not affect plov.rs becauseth. bre.ding and nesting season is ov.r 
for the y.ar and plov.rs would have migrated to wint.ring areas .Isewhere. 
D.tail.d visual obs.rvation of the area within 656 ft (200 m) of a proposed 
disturbanc. would be made to detect tbe presence of plovers. All plov.rs 
located would be observed long . nough to detenoin. if a nest is present 
Wher. possible, these observations would be made from a stationary vehicle. 
as plovers do not appear to fear vehicles. 
If DO visual observations arc mad. from the vehicl.. the ar.a would be 
surveyed using all-terrain vehicles. 
Three surveys, separated by 14 days. would be conducted during the survey 
period. 
If an active nest is found, dev.lopment activities would be delayed 37 days or 
I w.ek post-hatching. If a brood of flightl ess chicks is found. activi ties would 
be d.layed at least 7 days. 
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Grading activi ties would be minimized during the period from May 25 through 
June 30 to lessen bnzards to early developing chicks. 
No Dew surface-disturbiog activities would be allowed during the reproductive 
period April I through June 30 within 656 It (200 m) 01 identified mountain 
plover concentration areas. These are defined as areas where broods and/or 
adulls have been docu:nented in at least 2 01 the past 3 years. 
These measures would ad equal ely mitigale polenlial imparu. so project imparu would be 
negligible. 
If any other TE&C species are discovered along Ihe rouie during conslruction, BLM and 
the FWS would be notified immedialely, and appropriale sleps would be taken 10 mirtimiu 
imparu and mainlain compliance with the £ndangt!red Species Act. No miligation (olher 
than conslruclion si le managemenl practices 10 minimize disturbance) is required lor 
ensitive species because impact.~ would be negligible. 
~ . 1.I0.9 Cullural Rewurces 
In Wyoming. Class III cullural resou rce surveys have been completed on all segments 01 the 
ROW nOt previously surveyed, and reports have been sub mined 10 obtain clearance Irom 
BLM and Ihe Siale Hisloric Preservalion Offices (SHPO). In Colorado, surveys have been 
compleled wilhin all state highway ROWs in accordance wilh Colorado DOT requirements. 
In Utah, surveys have been compleled on FS lands and within all st.ale highway ROWs. If, 
during construction. any previously undiscovered cullural resources are encounlered in 
Wyoming, work would immediately cease in the area 01 the find and Ihe BLM's AO would 
be contacted. If any cultural resources are encountered in Colorado or Utah, Ihe 
appropriale SHPO would be conlacled. Work would nOI resume until approved by the AO 
(in Wyoming) or an authorized SHPO representative (in Colorado or Utah). To avoid 
impacting conlribuling portions 01 the Uncoln Highway and Old Highway 30 road grades, 
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crossings would be bored. The costs 01 any cultural resources miligalion work would be 
borne by lXC. Construction woul;! occur as agreed to by BLM, SHPO, and IXC during the 
Section 106 ronsultalion process. 
Mitigation (or Native American cultural concerns would include such actions as mortiloring 
during and after conslruction by representatives 01 affected lribes as agreed to during 
consultallon. Tribal elders may perform ceremorties as part 01 Ihis activity. 
2.1.10.10 Visual Resources 
All semi-permanenl and permanent facililies would be painled 10 blend with Ibe exisling 
surroundings in compliance wilh the appropriale visual resource managemenl (VRM) 
objectives. Optical amplifier and regeneralion stalion buildings would be painled Carlsbad 
Canyon. 
2.1.10. 11 Miscellaneous 
Ditches and Culverts. All irrigation. overflow, and roadway dilches: lead-offs Irom culverts 
or cui ections: and lead-in ditche crossed by the project would be cleared 01 any male rial 
which could obstruct wa.~r now. The work would be accomplished so that reasonabl. 
conformance to the previous line, grade, and cross section is achieved. If any culverts clog 
due 10 project activities. the pipe would be Ihoroughly cleaned to provide an unobstructed 
now 10 and through the pipe. Any loose male rial on the backslope adjacent 10 the enlrance 
01 culverts would be removed. 
Fire Control. During constru<.:'ln. I .C would nOlify Ihe AO of any fires and would comply 
with all rules and regulaliors admirtistered by the AO concerrting Ihe use. prevenlion, and 
suppresSIon 01 fires on lederal lands. 
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work area. Suppression would continue until the fire i~ OUt or until the crew is relieved by 
an authorized representative of the agency or landO'Nller on whose land the fire oc<:urred. 
Heavy equipment would not be used for fire suppression outside the ROW without prior 
approval of the AO unless there is imminent danger to life or property. IXC or its 
contractors would be responsible for all com associated with the fire suppression and the 
rehabilitation of fire damage resulting from their operations. 
IXC would designate a representative for fire control during construction to ensure that 
each construction crew has fire·fighting tools and equipment available at all times. including 
extinguishers. shovels. and axes. The number of tools needed would depend on the number 
of persons working in the area. IXC would ensure that spark ~rresters are maintained on 
intemal combustion engines during construction. operation. and maintenance. 
~. ' ;onstructir,n vehielts would be equipl"'d with litter disposal containers. Contractors 
would be informed that any littering within the projtct area could result in their immediate 
dismissal. DISposal of garbage and other refu.-.e would he in authorized disposal sites or 
landfills. Construction sites would be maintained in a Slll,i:ary .-andition at all times. 
Spill PreVtnllon. Containment and Countermea.~ure Plan. SPeC PI3!l5 have been prepared 
for all bore locations and would be located on·site in all construction areas as well as in the 
construction contractor's offices. 
Stormwaler Pollution Prevention (SWPP) Plan. SWPP PI3!l5. to ensure that erosion is 
monimlzed during storm events. have betn prepared and would be located on·site at all 
construction Slles as well as in tht construction contractor's offices. 
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Survey Monuments and Markers. IXC would protect all survey monuments and markers 
within tbe ROW. If any markers or monuments are destroyed during ronstruction. 
operation, or maintenance, IXC would repon the incident in writing to the appropriate 
regulatory agency and take responsibility for restoration at the direction of that regulatory 
agency. 
Tram. and Public SafelY. Construction would result in minor transportation·related impactS 
such as traffic delays (especially in urban areas) where construction occurs in busy road 
ROWs, increased traffic at construction sites. and increased tractor· trailer traffic to and from 
the ROW. ImpactS would be temporary and limited in area. Construction. operation. and 
maintenance are not expected to cause safety hazards or to notably inconvenience motorists 
or other adjacen' users because !XC would implement the following measures to mitigate 
impactS to traffic. 
Construction·related traffic would be restricted to routts approved by BLM 
or privatt landowners. Temporary use I"'rmits for aocess to fed.,al. state. and 
county road use would be obtained prior to construction. 
Existing. BLM.approved roads would be used to access the ROW so no new 
road construction is anticipated. Construction equIpment would be restricttd 
to the ROWand to BLM·approvtd roads. 
Specified roads would be bored. 
All intersecting streets and alleys. public and pnvate drives. and bUSIness 
entrances would be kept ol"'n, exeept as absolutely required to install cable 
across the feature . The necessary permits for closures would be aequO/cd. 
At no time would construction. operations. or maintenance inhibit emergency 
vehiele passage. 
IXC would provide signs. Oags. and Oagg.,s as .. .quired by the Mallual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Ikvices for Strrm and Highways (Fed.,al Highway 
Administration 1978) and applicable state DOT standards. 
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In the unlikely event that existing traffic controls must be modified during 
construction. a traffic control plan. approved by the state DOT. would be 
implemented. 
Traffic delays would be minimized. The maximum traffic delay a t any 
location would be 10 minutes or as otberwise directed by the state DOT. 
2.2 ALTERNATIVES 
1.2.1 Alternatives Considered but Not Evaluated In Detail 
The proposed route (see Figure \.1) was selected to follow existing ROWs 50 that lillie new 
dis turbance would occur. Several alternative routes were evaluated hut are not analyzed in 
detail in this EA due to environmental or easement concerns associated with those 
alternat ives. 
Ahernative Au Routing Alternative. This alternat ive followed the ECI route in ilS entirety, 
whereas the Proposed Act ion deviate from the ECI route for approximately 186 miles. IX 
has opted to take a more easterly route through Colorado because IXC has determined that 
the lXC route would be easier to engineer and construct. The Proposed Action also follows 
a more nonherly route from Rawlins to Table Rock to improve access to the ROW for 
operations and maintenance. Other deviations from the ECI route were made ba>ed on 
land"","er preferences. 
Alternative B-Routing Alternative. Initially, lXC proposed to install cable from Piedmont, 
Wyoming. directly south, adjacent to Guild and Byrne Reservoirs; however, this alternative 
was rejected because the area is known to rontain abundant cultural resources. 
Numerous other routing alternatives were evaluated but rejected because of difficulty in 
acquiring private easemenlS or to avoid cultural resources. 
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Al ternative C-Altemative Construgion Methods. Plowing and trenching are the most 
expedient construction methods and would be used for much of the route. However. IXC 
has opted to bore, rather than plow or trench, numerous sensitive resources including 
perennial rivers, wetlands and riparian areas. and contributing ponions of Old Highway 30 
and historic railroad grades to minimize impaClSto these features. Furthermore, rather than 
blading the ROW prior to plowing or trenching. lXC would minimize blading to tbose areas 
where it is absolu tely necessary, thereby reducing overall disturbance. These alternative 
construction methods were incorporated into the Proposed Action and are not analyzed as 
separate alternatives. 
2.2.2 No Action Altern!tlve 
Under the 1'0 Action Alternative, a ROW permit would not be granted to lXC by BLM ~d 
the proposed telecommunications system would not be constructed. 
Table 2.6 presenlS a summary of envir< nmental consequel!cr~ and mitigat ion measures. 
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Table 2.6 Summary of Environmental C011Y-quences and Mitigatioll Measures. 
Propc.od"""'" No """'" t .. _ 
Tuaporat)' lhonoCa1n No_ 0.. ___ ..,.,-: 
~....-..- .. propct ~ or COGItI'UdIOa 
~. and uhawc ~ 
-No ........ No~ No rma&a&ion III OOCUMI)' 
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__of _1oooW..,., 
oa Ihc WhIle RlVU'. W' j River, 
~on61 auesofprnwwly HUM, &ad Fort U ....... IOf1r\I.bou 
............. I&ad &.Ild 011 rocb or Ibe Mcuvcnk Croup 
Corwmpoon or Aft CIICmA&cId No_ Obwft Wa&r:r ftocn ~y pa1IVCUd 
79.200-316.100 plIoM 0( ..... ~(c., .• ~ __ ): bore 
~--:-.~ pcnoda of low or DO Dow 
Oucu.tbant-e or 1.100 acra of lOW, No_ Muaaa:a.c da.cub<uleC; ~rac:QI IIOt.I 
1.0)9 aero or wlecb ha'n: preVJOW.l)' ctosKJn pr'IICUCU YaCiJ .IIa are 
becn-"'" ........... , nd.wDod: ....... 
~ aD4 rKla.maOoa 
C~rcla&cd. taaporvy No _ Work My o"MJ dlybpt houn '" 
UlC'ru.tellft IIIDlIC raIdmcI.&J are.u: propcriYlINfDc all 
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J.O AFFECl'ED ENVIRONMENT 
Critical elements of the buman environment (BLM 1988), their status in the project area, 
and their potential to be affected by tbe proposed project are listed in Table 3.1. Three 
critical element (areas of critical environmental concern, wild and scenic rivers, and 
wilderness) are not present on the route and are not di5cussed in this EA In addition to 
the critical elements. this EA discusses potential effects of the proposed project on other 
physical and biological resources. surface ownership and use, socioeconomics and 
environmental justice. and visual resources. 
3.1 PHYSICAL RESOURCES 
3.1.1 Air Ouality 
Air quality along the propo ed route is generally good and is in compliance with state and 
national ambient air quality standards except near Denver. which is a nonattainment area 
for carbon monoxide. PM,o (paniculate matter of less than 10 microns in diameter). and 
sulfur dioxide and Salt L.a ~e City. which is a nonattainment area for carbon dioxide and 
PM,. (BLM I 999a). Tne principal air Guality pollutants along the more rural portions of 
the route are paniC'Jlates (BLM 1997:157. 1999a). Fugitive dust (uncontrolled wind-carried 
panicles) from natural sources, surface coal mines. oil and gas fields. highway construction, 
r:lads. and other types of development or disturbances (e.g .. recreation and livestock 
grazing) increase the ambient level of suspended panicul~tes along th route. especially 
during dry windy periods (BLM 1987). Visibility in the region is typically very good (greater 
than 70 miles). and fine panicles are considered tn be the main source: of visibility 
degradation (BLM 1997b) . 
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Table 3.1 CritiC1l ElemenLS of the Human Environment Along the Proposed ROW. 
Element' 
Air quality 
Areas of eritiC1l environmental concern 
O,itural remains 
Environmental justice 
Fannlands (prime or unique) 
F100dplain.\ 
Inva.~i\·e oon·n:llive species 
ative American religious concerns 
Threatened and endangered species 
Wastes. hazardous or solid 
\ ater quality (surface and ground) 
Wetland / riparian zones 
Wild and scenic rivers 
Wilderness 
3.1.2 Geologic Haunls 
Status on Project Area 
Pctentially affected 
one present 
Potentially affected 
' 0 effects anticipated 
No effero anticipated 
o effects anticipated 
Potentially affected 
Potentially affected 
o effects anticipated 
o effero anticipated 
No effects anticipated 
' 0 effero alll icipated 
one present 
None present 
Addressed in 
Text of EA 
Yes 
0 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
0 
' 0 
Fiber optic cable installation and construction of anciUary facilities would occur in areas of 
. tabiliud sand dunes. especially in tbe Red Desen Basin in T19 • R97W and R98Wand 
inTI . RIIOW;T18. R IIIW;T1 . R1I3W;andTl6.RI14WneartheS __ etW:ller/ 
inta County hne (Case and Boyd 1987). There are no known active faulLS along the 
proposed route although it passes adjacent to a duster of faulLS near Evanston. Wyoming 
(Case et a!. 1990). and one Quaternary fault 6 miles east of Upton, Utah (H~cker 1993). 
Middle. to late·Pleistocene faulLS also occur on the eastern edge of Salt Lake City (Hecker 
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1993). Several histonc eanhquake epicenters occur adjacent to the route. anI! eanhquakes 
are a potential hazard. 0 known landslides occur berween Aurora. Colorado. and 
Fon Steele. Wyoming (",ersonal commurucation. June 1999. with Jim Case. Wyoming 
GeologiC1l Survey). landslides occur on the proposed route in the vicinity of Sulphur Creek 
Reservoir (Section 30. TI4 . R I 18W) anj approximately I mile we5t of the Bear River near 
the Wyoming/Utah state line (Sections 9 and 10. TI2N. R 120\ ). The route intersects less 
than I mile (total) of polCn:ial land Iides in these areas. 1n tab. potential land lide areas 
occur adjacent to the route primarily berween the Wyoming state line and Coal ·lIe. and a 
few landsli~es occur berween CoalviUe and Salt Lake City (Harty 1991). 
The route crosses numerous floodplains. especially assoc;"ted wi th perennial streams uch 
as the South Plane. onh Plane. Laramie, Medicine Bow. Black's Fork. and Green Rivers, 
and numerous creeks (e.g .. Crow. Owl. Lodgepole, Rock. and Biner Creeks) where nooding 
may be a hazard. Failure of the W. nship Dam near Wa.nship. tab. could result in flooding 
alon~ the route berween \ anship and C .... ·, 'lIe (Hany et aI. 1988). OOSel to Salt Lake 
City. several county dams and natural lakes are considered high hazards for failure that 
would inundate the route along 1-80. 
3.).3 Paleontological RW/ulttS 
In Colorado and tab and iI much of Wyoming. the cable would be Installed on previously 
disturbed Ian where construction would not affect paleontological rc>ources. Previously 
undisturbed areas along the route and at optical amplifier and regeneration station si tes are 
underlain by a variety of rock formations. many of which are known to be rich in imponant 
fo ils (Table 3.2). 
The Cretaceous Laramie formation is known to be fOMii rich in the Colorado plains area. 
The T <niary Denver formation contains birds, mammals. reptiles. plants, invenebrates. and 
trace fo i1s. 
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Table 3.2 ew Disturbance Area Pakontological POl<ntiaJ. 
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The Ogallala (onnalion. which underlies lhe Sp<er Road portion o( lhe roule is k:lown 10 
conla.in mammals. r<ptiles. and birds. 
The Goos< Egg (onnalion includ<s red beds and Iimeslones o( Pern,ian and Triassic age in 
southeastern Wyoming. This fonnalion is essenlially bafT<n of fossils excepl for a few 
poorly pre e",ed gastropids and scaphopids. algae. and fragmenlary. unid<ntifiable fo ils 
(Boyd 1993; Thoms' 934). 
Known fossils from the Chugwater fonnalion (now divided inlo (our fonnalions) includ< 
small reptile (OOlprints. bivalves. fish scales. repliles (Corosaurw a/col'ensis 3 semi·aqualic 
reptile; an undescribed Iheodonl; and a phytosaur). and slromatoliles (Carini 1964; Case 
1936; Lull 1942; Love 1948; Picard 1967; Cavoroc and Aores 1991). The Bridg« fonnation 
is w<:I·known for producing scienlifically significanl vertebrale (0 ils inciuding inseclivores . 
primales. rodents. carnivores. condylanhs. artiodactyls. p<rissodactyls. fish. lizards. nakes. 
and crocodiles. 
The Brown's Park fonnation is known 10 conlain significanl vertebrate and invertebrale 
(ossils in south-ttnlral Wyoming and northern Ullorado where Ihe fossil of maslodoOl. 
rhinocerous. procyonid. chalicoth«e. camel. oreodoOl. and anlelop< have been di covered . 
In Ihe Sarnloga valley. remains of hor.oes. camels. oreodonts. merycodonts. rabbits. !lean. 
aOlelope. and beav« have been (ound (McGrew 1976; Monlagn< 1991). In addilion to 
mammal fossils. lhe fonnation has produced the remains of freshwaler algae. gastropods. 
diatoms. and pollen. 
A variety o( unconsolidaled or s<mi-consolidaled sediments of Oualernary ago. including 
alluvium. colluvium. I<rrace gravel. dune sand. loess. playa lake. and olher lak< deposits. 
occur althe surface in lhe Wamsun« area (love and Christiansen 1985; Love el al. 1993; 
Grasso 1990; Mears 1987). No (ossil vertebrtlles have been identified in lhese deposits to 
dale because lh<y are newly recognized. bUl lhey have lhe polenlial 10 contain Plchlocene 
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mega- and microfauna. Remains of anima'" such 35 ho ... es, camels. deer. pronghorn, bison. 
mammoths. and Olhe ... occur in these types of depo 115 throughout Wyoming (Ande ... on 
1968. 1970: Hay 1924: Bager 1972; Irwin 1962: Knight 1903; Long 1971: Zelmans and 
\ alker 1994). Fuh. reptile. and bird remains ar. also known from some locations. Most 
of these remains have been Identified from well-known cave (i.e .. Ullie Box Elder Cave. 
BeU Cave. Homed Owl Cave) and natural animal lrap (i.e. Chimney Rock Animal Trap. 
alUral Trap Cave) localities but isolated finds have occurred and are possible in the 
Wamsuller area. 
Rocks In the Wasatch formation contain abundant fossils. including mammals. reptiles, bird. 
mollusks. arthropods. anu insecu. 35 well 35 numerous other vertebrate and invertebrate 
species (Breithaupt 1990: Roehler e t 0.1. 1988: Simnacher 1970: McKenna 1955). 
The Green River formation contains f05.,,15 from each of the five biological kingdoms and 
is well·known for i15 abundant fish fossils (Grande 1984). Mammalian fossils are nOl 
common since Green River fossils are predominantly from lake bed deposition; however. 
rept ile (crocodiles. alligators. a boa constrictor). amphibian (frogs. salamanders). bird 
(erhcans grouse). and invertebrale fossi'" (insect<) a,. ahllnda"t. The fo iI nora from Ihe 
Green River formation indudes a dive ... e mixture of trees. shrubs. and nowe .... 
The White River and Wind River formations may be very rith in fossil vertebrates, 
invertebrate. and plan15 (Emery et aI. 1987: Beckwith 1942: Blackstone 1975: Moor 1960: 
Davidson 1987: Eaton et aI. 1978: Prichinello 1971). The Hanna formation u known to 
conlain the ,.mains of terrestrial vertebrates. invertebrates. and plants (Gill et aI. 1970: 
Ryan 1977: Ullegraven 1995: Secord 190 6). Prior to the 1970s. the only vertebrate fossils 
reported from the Hanna formation were fish scales. turtle fragments. and the fragmentary 
iaw of a contlylarth (Claenodon) . During the late 1970s. a nearly complete lower jaw of a 
phenacodont condylarth (Terrnciaenodon) was discovered fossil vertebrates from the Banna 
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formation . The Hanna formation u now known to include a wide variety of mamma .... 
reptiles. and fISh (If Paleocene age. 
The Fort nion formalion is knov'tt to conlain significant vertebrates. invertebrates. plan15. 
and trace fossils (Rigby 1980: Winteneld 1978. 1982, 1999). The Baxler Shale and Blair 
formalion of the Mesaverde Group have yielded only invertebrates and trace fossi'" (Cobban 
1995: Roehler 1993: Home et 0.1. 1980; Shannon 1985: Hendricks 1979. The Mesaverde 
Group. however. contains significant vertebrates. invertebrates. plants. and trace fossils 
(Breithaupt 191\5; Case 1987: Clemens et aI . 1979: Clemens and Ullegraven 1986: 
Ullegraven and McKenna 1986: Merewether 1990). 
The Cretaceous Frontier formation near Coalville. Utah. contains plants. vertebrates. 
invertebrates. and trace fossils . 
3.1.4 11nel'll l Resourtes 
Mineral resources occurring along the route inc\u~e coal. oil. gas. coalbed methane. granite. 
limestone. dolomite. alluvial s" nd and gravel. bentonite. scoria. pumice. and clay (DeBruin 
and Boyd 1991 : Barris and Meyer 1986: Barris et aI. 1985: Jones 1991). 0 econ.'mically 
recoverable depo its of precious meta'" or uranium are known to occur along the route 
(Hausel et .1. 1992). No active quarries or mines occur along the roule. 
Since Ihe cable would be installed along aiMing transportation and utihty corridors. any 
potential for developing mineral resources has already been precluded: therefore. the projecl 
would not affect mineral resources. and they are not discussed further in this EA. 
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3,1.5 Surface and Ground Wa!er 
Over SOO ephemeral, inlerminent. and perennial streams and wetlands would be crossed 
during cable ilUlallalion. The primary perennial Slreams along the roule are the Soulh 
Plane River, Laramie River. Rock Creek. and Medicine Bow, Nonh Plaue, Green, Black's 
Fork. Smith's Fork, and Bear Riven. 
Surface water quality is typically poor because mOSI of the streams along Ihe route have high 
concentral :~lU orlolal dissolved solids. All pe,.nnial stre= and inlerminent or ephemeral 
streams with well ,defined beds and banks would be bored under, and stream channels would 
nOi be affected. F100dplailU adjacent 10 these stre= would also be bored and Ihus would 
nol be affecled. ffecl! due to potenlial spills of boring nuids would be mitigaled a ' 
described in ection 2.1.1.7. 
The tOUle also cros es the wale heds Ihal supply drinking waler to Sall Lake Cily's 
occupanls (Figure 3.1). The walersheds traversed b Ihe pro~'Osed liber oplic cable include 
Parley's anyon and Emigration Canyon. Both Salt Lake City and Sall Lake ounty have 
e"en.\I"e water rights 10 surface runoff from these and other walersheds nonh and enst or 
alt Ltke ily. Canyon walers are extremely valuable because Ihey are the cily's closesl 
high ' \luality waler supply, walcr from canyon streams can be delivered to most city 
cuslomers by gravity Oow wilhoul pumping. and waler used for snowmaking al local ski 
ar.1ll> affords a degree of slorage as it is usually Ihe Insl 10 melt. Surface water runoff is 
trealed prior 10 enlering the municipal water syslem. 
Ground waler would nOI be affecled by Ihe proposed project and is not discussed runher 
in Ihis EA. 
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3. 1.6 Solis 
Soils along the route vary from the fenile loams of the South Plaue River vall~y to badlands 
and rock OUtcrops in Wynming's upland areas (Table 3.3). Most soil along the rOUte have 
been previously di5 turbed and reclaimed. The new di5 turbance areas consiM of soil5 of the 
Otero.Thedalund.Nelson MOClDtion (Klug Lake area). the Argiustoll5·Haplustolls· 
Torriorthents 33sociation (Speer Road). the Argiborolls·Haploborolls and Torrionhents· 
Camborthids associations , :loger's Canyon). and the 10rrionhents·Haplargid · atrargids 
and Torrionhents·Camcrthids·Haplargids associations (Reel Desen to Table Rock exil and 
Green River). 
Some oils along the rOute would be highly susceptible to wind and/or water erosion 
(Larsen and Brown 1971 : Sampson and Baber 1974: Crabb 1979. 1932: Reckner 1998). 
especially after vegetation removal. Badlands have an extremely high water erosion hazard. 
whereas sand dunes and fine·tex tured soils have a seve re wind erosion hazard. Various soil 
type. along the route have characteristics such as shallow depth to bedrock: stony. sandy. 
or clayey textures: steep ,lopes: elcess lime: elcess salt: presence of bentonite or other 
shrink.swell ctay<: low strength: poor drainage: and small stones. which limit their use for 
construction and/or make revegetation difficult. 
In olorado. numerous soils in preVIously undisturbed are classified as prime farmland'. 
including the Olney fine sandy loam (0-6% slopes). the Vona sandy loam (0-3% slopes). the 
Otero sandy loam (0-3% slopes). and the Paoli fine sandy loam (0-6% slopes). An 
estimated 2.7 miles of the route would be in previously undisturbed prime farmland soils 
3.1.7 ' Is 
Traffic on local and county roads. state highways, and 1·80: road and highway construction 
activities: trains; aircraft (especially near Denver and Salt Lake City); and wind are the 
Table 3.3 Soil:. 
Co","y 
A .. poIIo co ... "y' 
Weld Counoy' 
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Major Soil A .... d .. iooI 
Fondit-Weld uooc:i .. ioo: Deep • .-rty level 0IIld .... oy slopia,. loom)' uocIolhal 
have . d.yey Ioyer" tho ... booIl : 'onnod tIIIinIy in .i1Iy • ..oIi.ulIlIIkri'" 00 .oothill. 
W,ld.AckDo-COlby ...... Iotloo: I/..,Iy lev.1 to R«p ... dl, 'niDed. I .... y .... 1. 
fonnod in _II ... cIq>ooill: 00 uplutdl 
Nunn-SaLaota . .. oelatlon: Nearly lenl. wcJl-draloed. loamy toib ronned ia alluvial 
matwaJ . uadc.rlaln by ,,..ve.1 1.0 IOIDC pl.acel; OIl ttrnea and rIAl 
Alluvi'" Laod ..... l.iioo: !'Ieotly lev.l . pootly dnolnod to wdl-dniDed . ..... y 0IIld 
lItIdy .... 1. fonnod in ....... 0IIld rive< ckpoIllI: 00 nondpw.. 
AxaI"".V ... ·Tnotktoo _Iotloo: N..,ly level to """'aly .Iopin, . .. ,II-dniDed 
0IIld IOmowbat u_ivdy dniDed . loom)' 0IIld lItIdy ... 11 .onnod in _Ii ... ckpoIlu: 
00 uplanm 
P1 .... , .UIID.ReooItill ..... i .. ioo: Neotly leve) to ...... aly slopia, . ",dl-dniDed. 
loamy .oil. fanned In old alluvium on iGkrbcddod abaJe and undIlODe; on uplaDdJ 
Tmy. ReooItill .T .... 1 uooeIotioo: Genlly .lop;", lo .... p. wtU-dnolnod 0IIld 
aomewbat uuuivtly draIned. commooJyandy IOU.: ua upl.and.J 
Reoobill : , eny·SlUD,I ...... i .. loo: Sballow to _Iy doep. ",.II-dnolnod 10 hilly 
.... 11. <XI pw.. 0IIld uplOllld rid, .. 
Olney-Ne&loa.PlatDc:r ... odatioa: Oroep. wtll-dralnod. oearIy l .. ve.1 to rollln, IOih: 
on plains Md .dja«ol .I'"-In tcrTKd 
A!tvan.DIcooo u..oei. t;oa; Oroep. wclt-draiocd. neIll)' level to ,md)' undulatinl 
lOin: on pWru ud IdjKCOI .. ream lerncet 
AJaJoa.Pedl woc,. doo: ~, ... cll-dralDCld to uceaivtly drained. DC&tly lent w 
hilly 101It: 00 rid,,, o. blab pw.. 
..... iUllOlII.Rock CUl<."'!"Ullk 10rriortbmll: Rock OU""'I' 0IIld tboollow to doep. well · 
drained and uceuivdy dnUnod. oeuly level 10 tteep .oil.: on ec.arpmmta and 
colluvial (uu 
OIncy.K1rn-Ot< ....... Iotioo: Deep . ..... Iy lev.1 10 tDOdcntely Ilopia,. welJ-dnolnod 
t&Ddy lo&mt Mel loama rcm:D,g Ul o:;,ed alluvium and aoollan depoti ... 
Wdd-COlby _111100: Deep. . -, Ievd to _Iy .Iapin, .... U-dniDed I ..... 
.onnod in "" __ IIID cJepooill 
NUDD~H.vCftOa UlCXialioo; [)eep. lent aDd ,.,.,1)' level. weJl-dra.i.Ded 10&I:Dt and 
clay loams r01'1DlCld ill .. Uvvium 
V"'eol. V .... -o.aond uooci .. loo: Deep . ..... Iy levd to modentcly .Iapin, .... U· 
dniDed to .. _i,ely dniDed uocIo 0IIld lItIdy ....... ........t in -'lID cIq>ooiu 
NIllND.Dooooo- Al tv ... uooclotioo: Deep. 1",.1 0IIld .-rty levd. w,lI-dniDed I...". 
aDd clay loami formed In alluvium 
Aquolit-Aqucnll. BuW.nJ ..... illloo: Deep. level 0IIld .-rty levd. pootly dniDed 
0IIld _bat ucatively dniDed . ..... y ... 10 0IIld lItIdy I.."" fonnod in "'Iuvlum 
Olen>-ThodaIuod· Nelooo ..... 1. tJoo: Deep 0IIld _Iy doep. _rly lev,llo 
lIIOd<nIdy slopia, ... dl-dniDed . lItIdy ...... 0IIld cloy ....... onnod ;" "'luviulD 0IIld 
aeollan depotltJ and lD rcsidwm from abaIe and lirr:atooc: 
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Table 3.3 (Conlinued) 
Albany Cowl!)' 
Catboo Co,""},, 
M<jo, Soil A>ooci .. ionJ 
ArFut&oIl •. H.pl\Ulk)Ut-Tonkw1.hallJutOC&atioa: Out· lOcI IiJbloCOlorcd lOiI. OD 
uplt.nd pi ..... . _ . and r .... which oro ...wly mol" in ........... durinl 
IU~ hW'ty levtl &0 rollin, uJ)ltDdt; (on:aed (rom &lluvium and residuum 
Toniort.bmlJ. aballow ... od.dOD: Out· Mel liabl~lprod lOiu 011 upland plainJ. 
tct'TllCel. &ad (aAJ wbkb ate UJUIJly moiJIln IOt'De peN durin, fUmmc.r; formed I.a 
reeiduum 00 Iltcp uplaadt 
ArJiboroll •. H.plobcHolI. &MOt.i.atioa! dotnina.nlJy d.vk-colorcd lOib of the mountains 
and mountain valley. thai are uwalJy moil. in lOme puU durin, the summer, Conned 
(rom tellduum 
BoyI .. um. .. , .Rotk Oul<n>p UIO<I .. loo: V<ry Wllow 10 mockrol<ly dotp. well · 
drUncd. neatly levc.11O moderately tl«p IOU .. aDd rock OUIC1Op oa foothlll. &Od 
-.-..... 1",," 
Roam.Rock Outcrop UIOC.ialkJo: Sballow. wdl-drainod. ,enlly .Iopio, 10 vcry Itotp 
0011. and rod< 0II1<n>p 00 (00Ibi11o and -.-.... """" 
CbcMII~N.tha.le-Rotk Outcrop UtOCil,ioo: SbaUow or modc,.t.ely deep. -.ell · 
drainad. amll)' .Iopin, to Vf:r1 Itetp lOil. IDd rQ(k ou.sc.rop on ridlU. canyon . icks. 
and mountain .Iopet 
PiIOl Peak..c.nwaJl·Rock OuLtrop auoc:i.don: Very abaJlow to moduatc.ly deep. 
well.cfraincd. ,colly alopin, to lleep toil. and rock outcrop 00 (.u.etlJ dip .lopeI . 
uuc:tun.! bcocbcl. Ind canyon .idal 
WytOlo--Tieti~Fiveoh u..ocialioa: ShaJlow. modtratt.ly deep. Of very d«p. Wel l-
droiocod . .... Iy levd 10 mock .... ly ...." 0011. 00 .-. hill •• "N<turol bmc:bu. 
aUuvial (AnI. aod ~ 
Fortllo-Popoehia-DiamondviUe ....dation; Modentely deep or vtry deep. W(II -
dnined. Dealty levcJ 1.0 mocktaleJ)' .tctp .oilt on ttmoel. fan t.pfODI. hiU. and 
rid ... 
G<rdrvm Famlly-Torwortb·Elkol UIO<ialloo: V<r'J dotp. well-<lroiocod. """Iy lev<11O 
1<oIly oJopiol 0011. 00 [&II lcrneeo. _ lcmea. and hillol_ 
Torriortbal .. . Wllow _ ....... ialloo: Dominaally lIabl .... l.,...) 0011. o( 
bulAs, Lc.moet . and flftl whicb arc \.LlUaI1)' dry Of IDI)' be mobt in IOIDe ,.,u dUM, 
the NaUDCr: fOf"l'Dllld from residual malc1lW 
ToninuvtOts-FluvaqucotJ-Hap1aquc:pU UlClCiatioa: DomiMntJ)' lipl-colomillOit. of 
buw. I.etnc:a. and flftl wbleb are UIUIU)' dry or may be mol .. In lOme patti dUM, 
lhe 0WJlID<r (ormod (rom II'IlUf !1ICd ......naI. 
Torriortbal ... HaplarJlcb-N .. rvJIdo UJOCIOlioo: Domiaaall) llabl<Olorod 00110 o( 
buw. tm"IICCII. mel (anJ wbkb arc UIUAlI)' dry Of may be modt ill lOme puU durin, 
lbc 1U0UDt:r: formed from reeiduum 
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Table 3.3 (Conlinued) 
s_ ....... Cowll)" TorriorIbm~Hapiotplo ..... ialioo: Domiaaally liabl .... l.,...) 0011. o( 
bul.nI. \cmCII. Utd (&01 wbkb arc UIUIlJy dry or IDI)' be moitt in tome puU dUM, 
the IWDIIlCr: fOf'lDOd from retiduum 
Uinta Cowll)" 
Summil and Sail 
LaIc. Cowlu'" 
TorriorIbm ... HapiarJldo-NWVJido _auoo: Dominaally liabl<Olorod 0011. o( 
butu. W1'KeI, aDd (uu wbk.b I.tC UIUIIJ)' dry Of IDlY be moi.Jc in IOtDC patti durin, 
the IUJDIDCr. fOf'lDOd from ,.ktuum 
TorriorIbm ... alkali ..... ialloo: Domiaaatly liabl<Olored 00110 o( baalat. - . 
aDd (ana which arc uaually dry or mAy be moi,tl t.n lOme: puta durin, the IUrDmCr. 
(ormed (rom ......,.......s ..... riah 
CtyoboroU..cryortbal ....... ialloo: Ovt· and liabl<Olorod 0011. o( lhe hiab 
IDOUDI.&inJ thai are UAIoaIly moi.tt: formed (rom rr.:Iiduum 
Torrinuventt--Auvaqua"lt.-HaplaqutpC,l UIOCiadoa: DomiAand)' 11&bI-colortd IOib o( 
buIat. _. and ( .... wbkb oro ...wly dry or moy be mol .. in ............. durin, 
lhe IUmmcr; (ormed (NfO II'MIpOf1<d lNlcrial. 
TorriorIbm ... HaplarJido-N .. ..,.;do uoociall ... : Domiaaally liabl .... l.,...) 0011. o( 
buw. ~. and (ADI wbkh are ulUally dry Of may be moist io lOme pm. durin, 
the "unmc.r, fonDDd (rom retiduum 
Toninuveag-P1uvaquc:ag~HapIMluepc:a U:IOC:i&lioo: Domi.nantJy lipl-colorcd 1011. o( 
buw, ~. and fuu whkb are UMIIJI)' dry Of may be moist In tome puU durin, 
lhe IUlZUI><r. (ormed (rom I"""",,,,,,, ..... rial. 
Cryoborollo-Cryoqea" ..... lOlion: Ovt- and Ilabl<ol""') 0011. o( lhe hiab 
rDOUDWna I.b&I are """"Iy moist: (ormed (rom t.tuuportcd rr.tcrialJ 
Cryobo,,,II..cryortbal .. owocl .. loa: Ovt- and liabl .... 1ored .oil. o( lhe hlab 
mounw.a.. Ilw. are u.uaIly moi.Ic; formed from fUiduum 
CaJciorth.id. Torrionbtou UIOCwion: Docnin&all)' li&bl-colorcd .Ooil. of baJins. 
le:mc:a, and (anJ wbkb are UI\IoI.Ily d.ry; formed from rctiduum 
HarI<m-Wallolr.ua-LucI<y S1ar-Gappmoycr owocialioo: Doep 10 Wllow 00110 dcrivocl 
(rom "loci oocSlmeowy rocb oa hiab moua ..... 
Emi .... loo.Brod-Rotk land UIO<iatioa: Domiaaally WlI_ 0011. and rod< It.nd 
derived from mixed eedimc:awy rocb oa low mounl.&inJ 
Lar .... and Brown (1971). 
Sampson and Baber (1974). 
Cribb (1979, 1982)_ 
Kronenber,er et aI . (1971). 
Recwr (1998). 
Woodwltd et aI. (1974). 
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primary sources of noise along the proposed route. The A·weighled sound pressure level, 
or A·scale, is used extensively in the U.S. for the measurement of t'Ommunity and 
rransportal ion noise and is a measure of noise. in A,weighled decibels (dBA), which is 
directly correlated with some commonly heard sounds (T.ble 3.4). Noise·sensitlve areas 
along the route include residences, recreational areas, OCI.upied raptor nests. sage grouse 
leks during the breeding and nesling season. and CtUt ·al winler range for big game species 
during critical winter periodS. 
Ambient noise levels on rural portions of the route are around 30-40 dBA in the moming 
and evening and 5()'60 dBA in the afternoon when wind speeds are typically greatest (BLM 
I 995a; 1; 95b). Farm valley areas, such as farmlands adjacent to the route in Colorado. 
typically have ambient noise levels of 30-40 dBA (EPA 1971 ; Mestre and Wooten 1980). 
In urban residential areas. typical daytime noise levels are between 50 and 60 dBA. and 
suburban and small town noise levels are typically 4()'50 dBA. Peak levels may be in the 
rangc of 80 to over 90 dBA (e.g .• in the vicinity of an airport while an aircra~t is land ins). 
These levels correspond to noise levels of a soft whisper (30 dBA). a library (40 dBA). a 
quiet office (50 dBA). normal conversation (60 dBA), a factory (80 dBA). and heavy truck 
traffic (90 dBA). 
3.2 BIOWGICAL RESOURCES 
3.2.1 VegetAtion 
3.2.1.1 Plant Communilies 
Much of the land on which the cables would be installed has be~ n previously disturbed and 
reclaimed. Characteristics of vegetation to be disturbed during con truction varies 
depending on the seed mixtures used during previous reclamation and the degree of invasion 
by native species from adjacent undisturbed areas. Adjacent native vegetation consists of 
grasslands. shrublands. and forests (Figure 32). 
,I 
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Table 3.4 Comparison of Measured Noise Levels with Commonly Heard Sounds. 
Source dBA DacT.ptlon 
Nonna! breath in, 10 Barely audible 
R",~ l n, leaves 20 
Soft whispet (II 16 ft (5 m») 30 Very quiet 
Library 40 
Quiet office SO Quiet 
f'lonna! conversa.ion (I! 3 II (I m)) 60 
Busy traffic 70 
Noisy omce with machines: fllClOty 80 
Heavy truck (I. 49 ft (15 m») 90 Constant exposure endangen heating 
In Colorado. much of the land adjacent to the route is farmed (Larsen and Brown 1971 : 
Sampson and Baber 1974; Crabb 1979. 1982: personal communication. June 1999. with Dave 
Weber. Colorado Division of Wildtife [CDOWJ). and primary crops include winter wheal. 
barley. sorghum feeds. corn. and sugar beets. Both dryland and irrigation farming 
techniques are used. 
ative vegetation in central Colorado is typical of mid·grass prairie. where dominant species 
include sand. big. and ti llie bluestem; western wheatgrass; blue and sideoats grama; 
switchgrass; prairie saodreed; needle·and·thread grass; sand dropsetd ; sand sage; 
buffnlograss; and sedges (Larsen and Brown 1971; Sampson and Baber 1974; Crabb 1979. 
1982). To the north. mid-grass prairie grades into short-grass prairie which is dominated 
by blue grama and buffalograss. Mixed·grass prairie. which covers most of eastern 
Wyoming. is dominated by needle·and-thread grass. western wheatgtllS!:. blue grama, 
Sandberg bluegrass. threadleaf seage. needle leaf sedge. Junegrass. Indian ricegrass. prickly 
pear cactus. scarlet g1obemallow, (";nged sagcwor\, Hood's phlox. and various species of 
millcvelcb and locoweed. 
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The route intersectS a small ponion of ponderosa pine vegelation southeast of Horse Creek. 
Wyoming. where ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, aspen, and limber pine are the dominant lIees 
(Knight 1994). Common shrubs include antelope billerbrush. chokecheny, commonjur.iper, 
rose, and Saskatoon servicebeny. Dominant grasses. grasslike species. and forbs are 
bluebunch wheatgrass. Idaho fescue, and king spike fescue, elk sedge, Ross sedge, ..rrowleaf 
balsamroot, bear beny, bedstraw, and heartleaf arnica. 
Most of the route in Wyoming crosses sagebrush teppe. a mosaic of shrublands typically 
dom;'lated by Wyoming big sagebrush (Knight 1994). Other cominon shrubs include b~4ck 
sagebrush. greasewood. Gardner's saltbush. basin big sagebrush. and silver sagebrush. 
Understory species include western wheatgmss. Junegrass. needle-and-thread grass. Sandberg 
hluegrass. prickly pear cactus, carlet globe mallow. and rnbbitbrush. 
In the Red Desen area and between Rod Springs and Grnnger the route passes through 
desen shrub vegetation where greasewood. shad cale. fourwing sahbush. Gardner saltbu h. 
wintenat_ spiny hopsage. and kochia are the most common shrubs. Common grasses and 
forbs include alkali sacaton. alkaligrass. blue grama. bluebunch wheatgrass. bolliebrush 
squirrehail. foxtail barley. Indian ricegrass. needle-and-thread grass. salin wildrye. saltgrass. 
Sandberg bluegrass. western wheatgrass. fringed sage goosefoot. greenmolly summercypress, 
halogeton. Hood's phlox. Hooker sandwon, monolepic, pepperweed. pricklypear cactus. 
salicornia. scarlet globe mallow. sea bligbt, spiny aster. wild onion. and yellow beeplanl. 
In the far western ponion of Wyoming. the route passes through juniper vegetation 
dominated by Utah juniper or Rocky Mountain juniper (Knight 1994). Other common 
species include true and curlleaf mountain mahogany. black sagebrush. big sagebrush. 
Douglas rabbitbrush. rubber rabbitbrush. Wood's rose. blue grama. bluebunch wheatgrass. 
king spikefescue. Junegrass. fringed sage. hairy goldenaster. Hooker sandwon, Lamben 
locoweed. mouse-ear chickweed. prickly pear cactus. pu5S)'toes. sulfurilower buckwheat, 
yarrow. limber pine. and ponderosa pine. 
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In tab. the route passes through sagebrush step~ and juni~r vegetation types. which are 
described above. 
Weeds known to exist along the route in~lude ho:uy cress. houndstongue. black henbane. 
Canada thistle. Russian thistle. and ha:ogeton. 
3.2. 1.2 Wetl~nds 
\ etlands- including ponds. reservoirs. and Slreams-oecur in riparian areas adjacent to 
streams. springs. and wet meadows along the route. Wetland vegetation in the region i5 
l)l'ically dominated by grasses and grasslike s~cies. with forbs and woody plants being much 
less abundant.. Common wetland grass and grasslike pedes include common spike· rush. 
baltic rush. alkali grass, eb:-aska sedge. foxtail barley. slender muhly. tufted hairgrass. and 
~edges. Common forb ~cies include deep· root poveny·weed. western yellowcre55. and 
bUllerc:up s~cies. whereas common shrub ~cies include silver sage. willow. and rose. 
The prim:uy funClional values of wetlands in the area include ground water recharge. 
nUlnent retention and removal. and sedimem trappmg (Salvesen 1990). Other imponant 
funClional value include ground water dileharge. food chain suppon. and wildlife habital. 
3.2.2 Wlldllff 
3.2.2.1 Big Game 
Five big game s~cies occur along the proposed route : pronghorn. mule deer. white· tailed 
deer. elk. and moo e (Ap~ndix A) (BLM 1999; UDWR \999). In Colorado. the route 
would cro three big game herd units: 87. 94. and 104 (~rsonal communication. August 
1999. with Gene Schoonveld. CDOW). Unit 87 supporu an estimat.d 2,000-3.000 
pronghorn. 200 mule deer. and a few while· tailed deer. Unit 9-1 contains few pronghorn and 
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about 500 each of mule deer and white-tailed deer. Unit 104 supporu about 50 pronghorn 
and 100 each of mule deer and white·tailed deer. 
In Wyoming. the route would ero 14 pronghorn herd units. which suppon between 500 and 
46.800 animals. de~nding on the unit. Populations for four units are above WGrn 
population objeClives; the remaining 10 herd units are below population objeClives. 
sugge51ing that pronghorn populations across the state are slightly depressed (Table 3.5). 
Mule deer populations are above objeClive in four of 12 herd units crossed by the proposed 
ROW. The white-tailed deer population objeClive in southeast Wyoming i5 1.750. and there 
are presently about 1.000 while-tailed deer in the area. Elk populations are above objeClive 
in 10 of 11 herd un.its. Moo e IIGPulations are at objeClive in three of four herd units (100. 
120. and 890 animals) and below objeClive by 10% (1.350 rather than 1.500 animals) in the 
founh. 
Herd unit data were not available for tah. but the route crosses habitat for all five big 
game s~cies. The Chalk Creek drainage in Utah is considered high "alue summer habitat 
for moose (UDWR 1999). 
In Colorado. approximatrly 25 miles of the route (from the Wyoming/Colorado border 
south) i5 pronghorn severe winter range and 10 miles (in the same ar~) i5 a winter 
concentration area (www.ndis.nrel.colostate.edu). No other big game critical habilat occurs 
in Colorado. 
In Wyoming. approximately 22% of the proposed route (134 miles) i5 considered pronghorn 
crucial winter or crucial winter/yearlong range. Approximately 6% of the proposed route 
(32 miles) i5 considered crucial winter/yearlong mule deer range. Crucial winter or 
winter/yearlong range i5 defined as range that i5 a c!etermining faClor in the ability of a big 
game population to maintain itself at a desired level over the long term (WGrn n.d.). 
Construction would n t occur in crucial wimer range during winter. so pronghorn would not 
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Table 3.5 Big Game Herd Uni • Population Objectives, and Estimated Population Table 3 (Conllnued) 
Sizes. 
Populilion Eotirrwed Pen:ent of 
Popuillion Eotimatod Pen:en, of Herd Units Cbj<Cllve Popuillion Obj<Cllve 
Herd Units Objecth'e Popull"on ObjO<1ive Steamboat 4.000 2.100 5) 
fIJwaIImI South Rock Springs 12.000 7.500 6) 
Unh 87 2.()()().).000 Uinlll 20.000 16.800 84 
Uni,94 Fe., Wyomlns Ran,. SO.OOO 40.000 80 
Unh 104 SO WhIlc-lAIlrd Pm 
OAik Bluff. 4SO 500 III Unit 87 Few 
Iron Mouncaln \l.000 16.792 129 Unh 94 500 
Cooper Lake ) .000 4.)94 t46 Unh 104 100 
Modicine Bow 45.000 )1.196 69 South ... , Wyoming 1.7SO 1.000 59 
Elk MountAin 5.000 4.736 95 
Iron Springs 12.000 9.275 n Iron Mountoln 1.800 2.008 112 
South FefTh 6.500 5.900 91 Snowy Ran,e 6.000 6.704 112 
BlIP 9.000 ~ 100 57 Laramie PeU/Muddy MountAin 2.5SO 4.000 157 
Rod Desen 15.000 II 625 78 FOfTU )SO 510 146 
Biner Creek 25.000 16.600 66 Sierra Mldre 4.200 8.000 190 
Sublette 48.000 46.800 98 Shamrock 75 120 29) 
South Rock prin,s 8.000 5.800 7) Steamboal 500 1.100 220 
UinlaiCodu MountAin 10.000 P.1OO 87 Pecilion 300 )SO 117 
Caner Leas. 6.000 11 .000 18) South Rock Sprin 1.000 1.100 110 
Uin" 600 500 83 
Uni,87 200 West Green River 3.100 3.783 122 
Unit 94 500 MII!IB' 
Unn 104 100 Snowy Range 100 100 100 
Gos.hen Rim 14.500 19.622 I3S UintA 900 890 99 
Iron Mounwn 15.000 15.960 106 Lincoln I.SIlO 13SO 90 
Laramie Peak 14.000 \l.n3 98 dear River Divide 120 120 100 
Sheep Mountain 15.000 18.733 125 
Shirley MountAin 10.000 4.365 .. 
Elk rudy. If eve:. occur alan, the rau'e In Colorado. Pllue Valley 20.000 17.286 86 Moa>e .... 1101 known to occur alan, the raute In rolorldo. 
BaalS 18.700 20.000 107 
Olin Lakes 500 4SO 90 
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be displaced from crucial winter range during critical winter periods. In Wyoming. crucial 
winter/yearlong elk range covers approximately 1% of tbe route (9 miles). Much of the 
available elk habitat along the route is winter range. which is generally associated with 
foothills. rugged terrain. and washes located in sagebrush-grassland habitats (Lyon and Ward 
1982). 
In tM. ihe route would pass through approximately 8 miles of moo e critical winter 
habitat. 0 other big game crucial winter habitat is known to occur on the Utah segment. 
o white-tailed deer crucial winter range occurs along the ro~te . 
3,22,2 Other Mammals 
Based on observation records (Wyomin!\ atural Diversity Database IWNDDJ 1999; 
olorado aLUral Heritage Prograrr.IC HPJ 1999; personal communication. June 1999. with 
Jim Weber. CDOW; Utah Division of Wildlife Resources IUDWRJ 1999) and range and 
habitat preference (Clark and Stromberg 1987; WGFD 1992). numerous mammal species 
are known to occur or are likely to occur on or adjacent to the route (Appendix A). 
3.2.2.3 RaDlou 
All raptors and the ir nests are proteCled fTom take or disturbance under the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act (16 U.S.c. 703-711) and Wyoming statutes (Wyoming Statute IW.S.J23-I-IOllll1d 
23-3-108). Certain pecies are also afforded proteClion under th Bald £0&1. Protection Act 
(16 U.S.c. 668-688d) IlI1d the £ndangtretl Species Acr (16 .S.C 513-1543). An estimated 
28 rapt or species are known to occur along the route (see Appendix A). 
In the Colorado and Utah portions of Ihe route. construClion is scheduled outside of the 
raplor nesting season. so no raptor nest location maps are presented. Very few raptor nests 
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occur along the rou te in Colorado. The area is monitored by CDOW for nesting golden 
eagles and sensitive raptor species. and no nests for these species occur Illong the route 
(personal communication. August 1999. with Jerry Craig, CDOW). Swainso~'s hawk. kestrel. 
and grea: homed owl nests may occur in lone trees along the route. Burrowing owls were 
observed within prairie dog colonies during surveys of the route (TRC Mariah Associates 
Inc. 1999). In Wyoming, n total of 280 known raptor nests are located within 0.75-1.0 _nile 
of the proposed route (Table 3.6). Of these nests. eight were known to be active in 1999. 
although it is likely that a much larger number were active. The majority (52%. or 
146 nests. plus 14 artificial structures) were ferruginous hawk nests. Other raptor species 
known to nest in the vicinity of the route include red tailed hawk (31 nests). golden eagle 
(30 nests), Swainson's hawk (10 nests). prairie falcon (36 nests). great homed owl (8 nests). 
burrowing owl (3 nests). merlin (I nest). and kestrel (I nest). Most rapt or nests are located 
in topographically diverse areas along the route. but the entire route is suitable raptor 
nesting habitat. The route is also suitable raptor foraging and perching habitat. 
BU' has identified three raptor concentration areas (RCAs) along th~ route: I) the 
Medicine Bow; 2) Red Rim; IlI1d 3) Cherokee !lC'As (BLM 198'1a:205-207). The Medicine 
Bow RCA intersects the rout . . whereas the ;>Iher rwo RCAs occur wi thin a mile or two of 
the route. These RCAs contain nesting concentrations of ferruginous hawks. golden eagles. 
and/or prairie falcons. 
3.2.2.4 Upland Game Birds 
Ten upland game bird species-ring-necked pheasant, mourning dove. sharp-tailed grouse. 
quail. blue grouse. ruffed grouse. chukkar. Hungarian partridge. sage grouse. and California 
quail-occur in the vicinity of th' rout~ . Ring-necked pheasant. sharp-tailed grouse. quail. 
and mourning dove occur in the cultivated fields adjacent to the route in Colorado (personal 
communication. August 1999. with Rick Hoffman. CDOW). Mourning dove is also a 
common summer resident in Wyoming habit8u. This species is highly adaptive. but prefers 
'b0 
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Table 3,6 Known Raptor Nesu' and Sage Grouse Leks' Along the Route. 
Fenu,mous hi_ie 
(1.O-mile buffer) 
Total DO. of natI 
No. m"tWnKlive 
F.mI,inoou... k 
ortIllc:Wneo' 
(I .O·mile burTer)' 
1\ o. of 1tNt:lutel 
Known aclive 
llNeturet 
Red·oalled hawk 
(O.7S·mll. burrer) 
Total no , of new: 
No. known lC1ivc 
Golckto .. ,Ie 
(O.7S·mllc burre,) 
TotaJ 00. of neW 
No. k:Down Klive 
SwainJOft ' , hawk 
(O.7S·mll. burr«) 
Total no. 0: DelUI 
No. known K1;:""I 
Prairie fAlcon 
(0 .7' ·mll. burrer) 
ToWno. or~ 
No. ItDowa .cliu 
0_ bomc.l owl 
(0. 7S·mll. burr.,) 
TooaJ DO. 01 ..... 
Map Name (I : too.OOO Seal. BLM Mopoo) 
Red 
Rock Medicine o-n Rock 
Laramie RiVet Bow Rawlinl Ruin Spria" Kr.mmeru EvlUUWa To<aJ 
- ' t9 3t 146 
1< 
" 
15 10 31 
II 30 
10 
19 1< 36 
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Table 3.6 (Continued) 
M"" N ..... ( I : 100.000 Seale BLM M"fIO) 
Rock MediclM 
~",. Unmi. RI ... Bow RAwlw 
BUN'O'Wint owl 
(O.7S·mlle buller) 
ToW no. of Dt:ttI 
No. 1mowu 1Idl .. 
MwiD 
(0. " ·mile buffer) 
Total no. of DUll 
No. bown AC1ive 
Katrt:1 
(0.7' ·mlle burr .. ) 
Total no. or DUU 
No. known lCtive 
Totti raptor nc.It. 
Total DO. or DeIU II 32 102 
No. lcnov.~ k,jve 
Sin {iDHIK I .. 
(2.O-mlle bull.,) 
TooaJ 00. 01 lob' 21 
='0. kDown Ktivel I' 
BlM (unpublishod data). 
BlM (unpubli.bod data); WOFD (unpubliJhod dua). 
- - none recorded. 
Red 
0-.. Rock 
BuiD Sprinp Ke...".,., 
U 39 
81 
E • ......, TooaJ 
210 
31 
17 
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open land wilh scallcred vegelalion Ilnd requires lree5 or some Iype of slruclure for ne5ling. 
MOllrning dove concentrations are usually highesl near power lines. buildings. and other 
area.' of human di5lurbance. and Ihey. areas are common along Ihe roule. 
The Utah ponion of Ihe roule is considered yearlong habilat for ruffed grouse. which 
summer in clearings in open woods and winler in coniferous fOre51 (Robbins el al. 19~3). 
Blue grouse habi"'l (woodlands and mountainous foresl) also occur along Ihe rOule in Ulah. 
Chukkar yearlong habilal (open. rocky. barren ar~as) occurs on Ihe roule near Sail Lake 
City. Califoma quail habital (mixed woodlands) occurs between Coalville and Wanship. 
and Hungarian par1ridge yearlong habital occurs in Ihe Coalville \i cinity. 
Sage grouse habilal is characlerized by an interspersed mixlure of sagebrush and grassland. 
In winler. sage grouse use tall dense stands of sagebrush Ihal remain relalively exposed 
Ihrough deep snow (Greer n.d.); low sagebrush on windswepi knolls are also used as feeding 
siles (Hupp and Braun 1989). During spring. sage grouse galher on breeding grounds (leks). 
which are characterized by open areas (e.g .• meadows. low sagebrush zone5) surrounded by 
denser sagebrush cover (Greer n.d.). Sage grouse often relurn year afler year 10 Ihese leks. 
although their exact localion may vary from year 10 year. 
Thiny·eighl sage grouse Ick localions have been idenlified wilhin 2.0 mile5 of lhe route 
(Table 3.6). Sevenleen (45% ) of Ih~se leks are known tL have been active al leasl I of the 
pasl 3 years. The area wilhin 0.25 mile of a lek center is considered polenlial breedir.g 
habilal. Breeding habilal is protected from surface dislurbance from February 1 10 May IS. 
Sage grouse lend 10 nesl within 2.0 miles of Ihe lek cenler (BlM 1987a:202); this area ;" 
considered probable nesling habitat and is prolected from surface disturbance from April I 
10 July I. Approximalely 38 miles (6% ) of Ihe rOule is considered polenlial sage grouse 
nesling habi ..... 
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3.2.2.5 Other Birds 
A e5timated 264 other bird species potentially occur along the roule (Appendix A). and 
mOSI of the route contains habitat for any number of these spedes. 
3,2 2,6 Amphibians and ReDliles 
Approximately 49 amphibian and reptile species potenlially occur along the route 
(Appendix A). and much of the route contains suilable habitat for any number of these 
species. 
3.2.2 7 Fisheries 
Founeen slreams along the roule are capable of supponing game fisheries or suppon 
imponanl aquatic resource valUe5: the Soulh Plalle. Laramie. Medicine Bow. Nonh Plalle. 
Green. Black's Fork. and Bear R ivers and Rock. Wagonhound. Fourmile. Biller. Liltle 
Biller. Sulphur. and Yellow Creeks. These larger rivers suppon a variety of troul (rainbow. 
brown, cullhroat) and other game fISh specie5. Other fISh species polentially OCCUr in some 
of the smalle r ?Crennial streams. including rewide shiner. speckled dace. and falhead 
minnow. The remaining streams. draws, and washes wilhin the along Ihe route are 
interrnillent Or ephemeral and are nOI known to suppon permanent fISh populations. 
All perennial stream crossings would be bored. so no impaCtS 10 fisheries would OCL'Ur; 
Iherefore. fisheries are not discussed [unher in Ihis EA. 
3.2,3 Threatened. End.nRm!. C.ndld., •. • nd SI!It=Stnsl tlyt Spsslts 
The FWS offices in Denver. Cheyenne. and Sall Lake City were coOlaCled tn mitiate 
informal consultation and obtain lists of threalened, endangered. and cand,dale (TE&C) 
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species potentially p,esent along the loute (personal communication, June 1999, with Oay 
Ronish, FWS, Denver; M&y 1m, with Michael long. FWS, Cheyenne; and May 1999, with 
Reed Harris, FWS Salt lake City). In addition, observation records of threatened and 
endangered (T&E), candidate, and state·sensitive species were requested from tbe CNHP 
(1999), ~DOW (1999), UDWR (1999), and WNDD (1999). 
The Endangered Species Act (1~ U.S.c. 1531·1543) pH,teClS listed T&E plant and animal 
species and their critiea1 habitats. T &E, candidate species, and special status species are 
those that have been specifically designated as such by the FWS, BLM, FS, or state 
governments. An estimated 178 such species may occur 210ng the route (Table 3.7). 
3.23.1 Federal Threatened and Endangered Species 
T&E spedes potentially occurring along the route include black· footed ferret (BFF) 
(endangered), Preble's meadow jumping mouse (endangered), bald eagle (threatened), 
peregrine falcon (endangered), whooping crane (endangered), Mexican spoiled owl 
(t~reatened), southwestern willow nycatcher (threatened), eskimo curlew (endangered), 
piping plover (threatened), June sucker (endangered), and Ute ladies' tresses (threatened) 
(FWS 1999a. 1999b, 1999c). In addition to T&E species, Canada lynx, mountain plover, and 
Colorado bUlle my plant are proposed threa::ned species and swift fox is a candidate species 
potentially occurring in the along the route. Special status species likely to occur along the 
route include a variety of mammals, birds, rlSh, and plants (Table 3.7). 
Black·footed Ferret. The BFF was once distributed throughout the high plains of the Roctcy 
Mountain and western Great Plans regions (Forrest et aI. 1985). Prairie dogs are the main 
food source of BFF~ (Sheel! et aI. 1972), and rew ferrets bave been bistoriea1ly collected 
away from prairie dog colonies (Forrest et al. 1985). BFFs were coruidered extinct until a 
small population was discovered ncar MeeteelSC, Wyoming. in 1981. In Colorado, the 
CNHP documents BFF occurrences in TIS, R66W, and TtO, ,R66W. The WNDD (1999) 
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Table 3.7 Threatened, Endangered, Candit:ate, and Sune·Sensitive Species Known 
to Occur or with Potential to Occer in the Route Vicinity. 
GIobolI 
NdonJ T..-aI 
s.-&N .... C~NIlIIC -.' R.uot' _..-' 
~ 
M.......Io 
u"",u ,YOIi.I ~- GS SIB. SI ' ''' M,.,utJ.,-, F ...... ..,..... GS S18 . SIN 
M,.,u- Looa·"&&Od_ GS $lB, SZH 
lAnDtrTcuriJ ltOC1i'flOIMl Sd~boa GS $lB. SZ?N 
IAlittnuCIIVfnu H..".boa GS S1B, SZ?N 
1'k0flbu fD'tIoNnwbi T_.",~boa GO SIB. 5111 
,..".,...polJJJM.> PaI\id boa GS S18. szn.r 
.r«.lfylD,tu~ 1')0...,.- GO 51 
~J(: .AIU wfOO"'ll pocht ~ G1 5 1.51 
""optUIuupt/U"tU Great buua poc.kd raou. m S~ 
7Ap<u~,,~ Pn:bk ........ JU ... GS . T1 51 
V.Jwbr S'WiIt ro .. c (» 51.$l 
U,1tU tuCltn Ctu:d)' IA browo beat E. T. NL GO 51 
Mtuu"''';'~J 8lack·(oocod (cn'd E, XI< GI 51 
L,.. ~ (AKA F<'" /pu _nuU) Caood.o Iyu (AKA N_ PT GS SI 
Amr:ncan Iyu) 
Bonlo 
(ja'l'tld'_, 
c __ 
GS S18. SZN 
l',kc:tINU"1dv",1ryrtcItm 
I __ pdoan 
Gl S18. SZN 
NyCftClNtu ",aiCtKta BlI<t<TOWaOd .. p. ....... GS $lB. SZH 
6wnJ,rpJu Ft::nup.ou.h.lwt GO $lB. $lN 
FoIa>~ Mcrlio GS 51B, SZH 
FIIIco",,,rrvW 
..... '"""- E 
OttuoJriIu oJooN/1VUU S-r ....... GO SIB, S17N 
OttuoJriJu......., MouaWa pIovtt PT G1 $lB. SZH 
HGliIl"tJu~ &Id..p. T 
Nvantbu 4MVfiaaoI6u ~<Vrlcw GS $lB. SZH 
lAnu~ c.liIonoio pII GS 511B. SZH 
..tdwrv~riIt --",_1 GO $lB, SZH 
s.,omu,-.. e-.pho<bo GS SIB. SZN 
leunu prtUiIonIM S-', .- GS SI7B. S2H 
......... 
. .,n.afttriItMM , ..... - GS $l.S4 
.,. AnoJopItrp- Wyoooq Iood E Gl. Tl 51 
-,.,.,.., N"-' \oopotd &va GS $l 
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Table 3.7 (Conljnued) Table 3.7 (Continued) 
GIoboII GIoboII 
"""'" 
T.-.I FeduaI T-..I Sc....mcN ... eoa...o. NUDC 
-' 
It.W' Sl.k Raal""'O Sc:inIIifkN .... C-.N .... Swuo' It.W' ..... ..-. 
R ...... 
".... .. -
w ___ ~ C) SI 
em.a&.u "n4u ~ 
Mod",t ___ 
CS. Tl S1. S2 1'Itt.u""~vv. aIIJo 
.."....- a.. cs 51 I'uh 
""""0fMInW 0p0I pIIIor Cl $l 
"""""'....,-""""""" 
Coiondo Atva' cua2we.I crou. a. . n . Tl $l l'I9-- lIoftod.......,..t' Cl $l cu. .."... Le-...._ Cl.a. 52 
-,_ ......... ~pooohood as 51 
.... <'fpM H"",-,,_ CI 5X 
-,- .......... 
--.--. 
as 51 cu._ RoouodwI ......, (\>oo)ulI1 C). a. $l' IIDrlrPo ""Yd- ....... ..-J.~ Cl 52. 52 
-.., ....... H...,-_ as $l ~~vU'.jClJwJaJ a......s.d as. n 51 c...............,.,..., 8\ud0c0douektt a. 52 S) ~~vu. """ R_ a.. CS. 51 
"""'"-u "'-' ~-.c:krr C). a. $l TOl 
"- s".-, .. ..,;,w UkL.dta·~ T Cl 52 A...,..l"''''"'"'''''''' u.-_ Cl 52 7NLtJP"t..a CIW'.-u- a..... ..... ~ CI 51 
A,.", pnwIMJuta VU'. nwl'Old DI.IJtIl rock efUI GS. Tl ' $l ~ 
Antbu uUJyt Sdby rock C'ftM a.1. 0 51 M....a& 
A.strG~ mlaonu ,at. ~ Mo.blllllkwcdt ~. n1 51 
NutrltJ ,.,""'~ Olo<k-t-.d_ E. XI' C I 5H 
AltT4Il4Wu M~ Nmo.'. aMIkvddI C2 52 
'Upou ......... ",A>ln Pn!IhM:' • ...sow " ..... cS. n 51 IUI70I AbiJ rACnlllUlU '0"&1 . ".,lnun Trda.te'. f"I«1ftOM ma1kvdth as . Tl 51 
"""',...,~ &nnlhdCh Cl $l 0 ..... 
AltTofGbt .. ~bau ".,...~moI.k>·d<h a. 52 
"""".,.w Ft:trvp.ou...Ju; .... k a. $l0. S<N 
_tv:iIlU ~".tID vu . MDhrIl LoIIIJe"&CllIVed hncbU bNJ,h a.. as . 51 
TO! 
~~ McCown' lloettpur CS $lB. SZN 
Gz'Q mt'W1 CnwclCdtc as 51 """"""'-
a.--Jooa>I>w cs S1B. SZN 
a'.IWM~1 Owahcy' . cbude Cl 52 ~--. 
""'"" pIo¥u 
T 
0,"-, nooJu SIc ..... ..",..- as 51 ",""""",,--.-u 'I_pao- PT Cl $lB.5ZN 
Cry~ <OI/uuu RoIbn>' .-,. Cl 51 Foko I""'Irvuu ........ 1.- E 
~,nu~ Ed>o~ as 52.$l HobMnou """'",...,., Bold .... T 
!hXWi.WIMJ puvt4Id SIp. ptI1'W1IU4 ")"-'.~ CS. Tll 52 Gnu-....... """""""" ..... E En<>,-"- 0. __ wold buckwtoeot a.. as 51 -.""'""" EalCilDO 01 ...... E 
En<>,- Jooohn H..,.... wild buckwtoeot as 51 
--
Loouo .... E 
GwrG~IIIp.~ 
C __ ypIMI 
PT Cl. n 52 JIno_,..,... MCDCUI IfP""C J owt T 
~Ji1bI SP"NX t7U Vat. ~nIM u ... .,.....,. ... CS. Tl 51 ........-
~""'''' Ward·.~"ft'd C' $2 "'"'" ,.,.,.. N ...... IooponIfn>s as $l 
uUJW" UGprtJJfrGIij 
-bWdapod m $1 FUIt 
"''''''''''''' ,.."n. 
RCId povaqo-weed as 51 
-""--
H.....,tMod_ as sx 
Maltlntbnro "'"".. \baa aoohly a. 51 
"""""'''''''''~ MaybeD iocoweaI CS. Tl $1 -'nulnNM~ "'y-~ Cl $l a..u-·~IIIP·~ c-...-,. ..... PT m.n 51 
"nuJIftftt:M~ w_~ as 5H U-I~ SIIowypnirlo ....... as $l. S< 
I'It«wbG,~ Vat. ,u..u'1IJ Dacn ~ p\uc<ba a. . n.n S11 ~,.tibmoIU u.~· ...... T C2 52 
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Table 3.7 (Continued) Table 3.7 (Continued) 
<l'oWI CIcboII 
F ..... T_ FodonJ 
T_ 
s......M"_ C~N ... ....... Raot' _lIMO" -...s.,,_ C_Naae 
-.' Raot' _RaM" 
1!J.U Cfp', Itatfttt, "'I" 8""" owiA Nf A 518 
M_ (SPlSD) 
~CIf)'t'''l1nO' 
-
NfA Sl. SJD ~- "oe:kpocl:_ ..... NfA 51 (SD)' (SPlSD) cr-,.~ U ... ,..... ... NfA 51.Slm E.."u..- rnaJA. ...... 
s-II __ 
T NfA E EMM-._ ~ .... NfA 51 e~ 
""--',- N ..... Qy-c ........ NfA SJ (SO) FfIIco prr'l""'" ..... ".. Calcoo E NfA 51 
GoIo ,..., Wol_ NfA Slm a-Alypu rridou C-...- NfA SJD(Sp) 
JJw-.<w"''''''''' <\11-•• _ .... NfA SI 
n.. __ 
~ ...... E NfA 
""""""~ 
... _ ....... 
" fA SI an.......dnuU 
- ...... 
NfA 
Lyv ~ (AXA ,.,1&6 IW'fu ~) t ...... 1yIu (AKA N_ NfA SI cAal1t(:a CtIInJH B ... ..- NfA 5l. :WD 
"'--1yIu) (SPISD) 
AI.,.u....,rw:D'MI M..- 52 (SD) HoIiM,.rwl#~ Bald -ale T NfA 
N/A N,Iarv~I""u LcwV'~ NfA 51. S3 N~~J M .......... 
" /A 51 (SPlSD) (SPlSD) 
Nll'MIftU~n"t\I VIIfpIIJt.VCf.....,ft'lOIe NfA Sl (SPlSD) /t4It!t!trntflQ~ ~cut"" HfA llB (SPlSD) 
MlUultl"",,,,,,,.J 
1!Iad. __ 
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Uyotu dryMtlfOtl"J 
F __ 
" fA 53 ~,........, ... n.--co.......".. ... NfA 51. SJ (SD) 
""""''''''''''"'-
'A'~ -a.foot.d GliYOO.t " fA $), 54 
- ... .-. stwp- " fA 
-"""""" ~'.- NfA 51 (SPISD) s.."...,.....aa. ......... -. N/A Ny~J~ a.. '--Iod .... NfA Sl SIriz_"""'" Muicu IIipCIIk'd owl T NfA T 
"""""-~ PIb NfA Sl (SD , TOomI-a7Md au.IfIl, CnMOI_ " fA Sl (SPISD) 
,.,~~ ota~ poc:bt ___ NfA 51 . Sl (SD) l}~,.;..s-"'" -. .......,....w_ NfA 51. Sl (SD) 
"'''''''XIU~ Nor--. rock .".,. NfA SI (SPlSD) \01'1"1'0 HIJu BeD', vireo NfA SI . S18 
--...... T_._ .... NfA 
(SPlSD) 
s,. ............ ' Iq .... W~"...... ........ NfA S1. Sl (SD) ~ 
s,. ............ s,.u.- ~ ...... od ........ " fA Sl. $l (SD) .,.-- ............. C ,..11\ S2 (SP) 
s,. ............ ~~ 
---"...... ........ NfA SJ (SD) ,.~~ ""'- ..... " f A Sl (SP) 
TMatwM~1lWDCIIIftIII BnDIoooo fr....aod .... NfA $l. :W f'Mwi«riJ ,,,.,.. Pocili< ....... fn>s Nf A (SD)  ___ v ___ 
" fA Sl (SD) ~twrONa ~fn>s C Nf A 51. 
Iludo 
--
--
AC"ai""" ,17lhJu N~~ ... k NfA $l (SP) 1t-..,.'I1CtpOinuu Lowlaad.....,.s boa NfA 51. Sl (SP) 
~,...,-~ ~- NfA (SPISD) RqoOIoo 
-fI-ou 
__ owl 
NfA Sl. S3 (SP) EM/W.-_ an. P'laUM , .... b NfA (SPISD) 
'lIIftt~ S.......,.·.~wt 
" fA SlB (SP) ~Itu, ... ~ c.ar.n..~ " fA Sl 
c-nu~ s.,. ........ NfA Sl. $l ~IIU_ .... ~ U .... -.bapo>W Nf A S2. Sl (SP) (SPl5D) ~1tu __ "'11M/ 
U .......... NfA Sl. SJ (SP) ~- M_ ..... PT N/A SIB (SPISD) OpJvoJrJI W"""" Smooohp-. fA 52 (SPISD) 
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Table 3.7 (Con.inued) 
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Table 3.7 (Con(inued) 
FtdcnI ....... doIInltlona: E - endan,erod. ddined In the Eni1DnItrtd Sp.dts Aa as I species, 
subspecies. or var iety in d ..... of extinction throuiboul all or I li,nlflCln' portio" of iu r&nlt; 
T - thrwencd. defined in the Eni1DnItrtd Sp.dts Aa II I species. lublpCCies. or variety likdy to 
become endanaerod in the foreseeable future throu,houl all or I li,nincan. portion of iu ran,e; 
C - candidlle. species for which tIIrren' information supportS tho biolo,lcal appropriateness of 
propos in, to lilt .. endan,erod or thrwencd. bu. proposed rules bl"" no. yet been wutd; 
PT - proposed thrwencd. WI formally proposed for liltin, IS thrwencd; NL - no. Iltted 
(in certain areas, e., .• AI asia); XN - experimental. no ....... lial popUlation. 
Global rank doIInitlona: G - ,Iobal rank. refen to ran,ewide s1llUS nf I lpecoes; T _ trinomial 
rank. ref.,. to rana-ide s1llUS of subspecies or variety; I - .... itieal ly Imperiled because of extreme 
rarlly (ofWl know from five or few .. extant OCtIImtICCI or very few remainin, individuals; 
2 - Imperiled because of rarity (ofWl known from .ix to 20 OCtIIrrenca) or because of factors 
demonstrably mUi .. I species vuloenble to exlinction; 3 - rare or local throu&hou' is ran,e of 
found locally in I reltricted ran,. (usually known from 21 '0 100 OCtIIrrences); 4 - apparenlly 
sOCllre. althou&h the lpec.ies may be quite rare in partS of iu ran,e. especially II the periphery; 
S - demonstrably secure. althou&h the species may be rare in paru of iu ran,e. especially on the 
perip/1ery; 7 - ques.ions ""isl '"larding the wi&ncd G or T rank of. IUOn; Q - ques.ions exist 
'"Iardi .. the IUOnomic validity of I lpecles. subspecies, or variety; NIA - not applieahle. 
Stal. rank doIInilloM fOt Wyomi,. . Colorado, and UWI: S - state rank. ref.,. '0 the stale lWUS 
of the IUOn (species nr subspecies). l llte rank diffen from swe to stale; I - critically imperiled 
becaUJe of extreme ruity (ofttn know from five or (ewer extanl occurrenca or very few remaining 
individuals; 2 - imperiled because of rarity (ofWl known from six to 20 OCtIIrrences) or becluse of 
factors demonstrably making I species vuloenble to extinction; 3 - rare or local throu&hou, is ran,e 
of found locally in I reltricted ran,e (usually known from 21 to 100 occurrences); 4 - :war<nlly 
secure. althou&h the specits may be qu ite rare in paru of iu ran,o. especially II the periphery; 
S u demonstrabiy secuno. althou,b the speclts may be rare in paru of iu ranae. espc>:ially on the 
periphery; B - breedin, rank. I .we rank modifier Indicatln, the sWUS of I mi(l&"'ty species 
duri .. the breed in, season (used monlly for mi(l&toty birds and bats); N - noDbroodina rank. I StAW 
rank modifier indlatin, the S1llUS of I mlaratOty species durin, the nonbreedin, season (used mostly 
for ml,ratnty blnls and bats; ZN - WI thll ar. not of si .. iflCln. concern durin, the nonbroodln, 
season. such WI are ofWl not encountered in the larne lOCations from year to year; H _ known only 
from bistorical records. 1950 is tho tII.nff for planu. 1970 Is the cutoff for animals; X - believed 
'0 be OJl.inct; 7 - questions exIs. '"Ilrdin, the wl:ncd S rank of. taxon; conservation species _ 
n-. Utah criteril of endan&erod. thruteoed. or of lpeclal concern bu. It cc.mtlly nalvin, 
sufficient special lIWIIIement under conservllion aareemenu. 
Spedal Ulab clellcnatioQt (In ~): SO - species of special concern. blS experienced I 
substantial decrease in population. dlttribution. or habilll IvaJlabUity; SP - species nf special 
concern. OCtIIrs in limited areas and/or numben due to I n:otricted or speclaliulll habitat; T _ Utah 
threatened. any wildlife species or IUbspeclts wbich is likdy to become an endana nd species within 
the foreseeable fuw", throuibout all or Isianifican. pan of iu ranae in Utah or the worid; E - Utah 
endan,.red. any wildlife species or .ub ies which is threatened with ""lirpllion frol .. Jtah or 
""tinction resulti", from low or dctl. _ :Jmben. alteration and/or reduct ion nf habitAl. detrimental 
environmental chan,es. or .ny combl .... lon of the abo"". 
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lislS three potential occurrentC.\ within 1.0 mile of the proposed route in Secllon 21. TI6N. 
R73W: S.ccion 34 . TI9 . R96W: and Section 12. TI9N, R98W. Approximately 32 mil .. 
of the route occurs within the BFF Primary Management Zone (PMZ) 2. PMZs are areas 
designated by the WGFD. BLM. and FWS to assist in the management of the BFF 
reintroduction effon. PMZ I (Shirley Basin) was established as the preferred release: site: 
PMZ2 (Medic.ine Bow) was designatrd as a secondary release site. although no ferrelS have 
been released in PMZ2. 
In Wyoming. the area south aod east of the Nonh Platte River was declared ferret.free 
prior to the re introduction of ferrelS in Shirley Basin (WGFD and BLM 1991); thus. BFF 
searches would not be required along the route east of the Nonh Platte River to the 
Wyoming/Colorado state line due to the experimental/nonessential designation and 
management guideline presented in Ihe ferrel plan. In Colorado. two prairie dog colonies 
between 75 and 100 acres in size occur along Ihe rOUle. bUL since conslruction would occur 
wilhin road ROWs. no burrows would be affecled and ferrel searches are nOI required. In 
Wyoming. Ihere are two prairie dog colonies filling Ihe crileria for suitable BFF habitat 
(Sections 17 and 20. TI8N. R 112W). If Ihe FWS delermines Ihal ferrel sUlVeys are 
ne~ssary. sUlVeys " . uld be com pie led prior 10 construction in accordance wilh FWS ferret 
sUlVey prolocols. No prairie dog coloni .. were obselVed along Ihe roule in Utah. BFFs are 
no: likely 10 be adversely affected by Ihe proposed projecl ; Iherefore. Ihis speci .. is nOI 
di cussed funher in Ihis EA 
Preble's Meadow Jumping Mouse. Preble's meadow jumping mouse is a small rodenl Ihat 
occurs in low undergrowth consisting of grasses, ('lrbs. or a I1runure of grasses and forbs in 
wet meadows and riparian corridors and where tal l shrubs and tOw tre .. provide adequate 
cover. It also prefers lush vegetalion along wal<rcoursC.\ or herbaceous underslori .. in 
wooded areas wilh close proximity 10 waler. Along Ihe proposed ROW. polential Preble's 
meadow jumping mouse habital occurs from Laramie to Aurora in numerous weI meadows 
.. nd riparian areas (Table 3.8). It has recently been documenled in Laramie. Albany. and 
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Table 3.8 Preble's ~~eadow Jumping MOllSC Protection and Potential Protection Areas.' 
State! 
WateBhed Sueam Name Read! 
~ 
SoIIth Plane' Cro.· C~ (all forbl Upstream of Hereford Rand! 10 montane 
SoIIth Plane' Lod,cpole Creek From County Road (CR) 214 upstream 10 
(all forb) 2.S miles do ... lIllream of HIJh .... )· 8S 
South Plane' Lod,cpole Creek From 2.S miles upstream of HiJh .... y 8S 10 
(all forb) montane 
South Plane' Loo< Tree Creek Poniolll from Colorado borw upsueam 10 
(all forb) hud 
SoIIth PI.ne' Dale Creek (al l forb) Ponions t l'O,-. \Alorldo border ups"rcam 10 
hud 
North PI.tte' Horse Creek (all forb) CR 128·2 10 head 
SoIIth Plane' Cro ... Creek 1.0 mile upsuum and 1.0 mile do ... nsueam 
of SWSE. Sec . 26. TI4N. R67W 
SoIIth Plane' Cro ... Creek 1.0 mile upsuum and 1.0 mile do ... nstream 
of NESE. Sec. 27. Tl4N. R67W 
South Plane' Cro ... Creek 1.0 mile upstream and 1.0 mile dO"'lIlueam 
of NWNE. Sec. 27. Tl4N . R67W 
SoIIth PI. ne' Cro ... Creek 1.0 mile upsueam and 1.0 mile do ... nstream 
of SWNE. Sec . 27. TI4N . R67W 
SoIIth PI.ne' Cro ... Creek 1.0 mile upstream and 1.0 mile do ... ns" ..... 
of NENW. Sec. 27. TI4N. R67W 
SoIIth Plane' Lod,cpole Creek 1.0 mile upstream and 1.0 mile dO ... lIltream 
of NWNE. Sec. 29. Tl6N. R69W 
North PI.ne' HorseC~ 1.0 mile upsueam and 1.0 mile do ... nstream 
of NWNE. Sec. lS. Tl7N. R70W 
North Plane' South Fork of 1.0 mile upstream and 1.0 mile do ... nstream 
Horse Creek of SWSE. Sec. lS. Tim. R70W 
~ 
SoIIth Plane' OwIC~ SWSWSW. Sec. 9. TIIN. R66W 10 
NWNWNE. Sec. 17. TIIN. R66W 
SoIIree: ......... . r6.fw •. 'ov/preblclW)'l'l'pI.hun: ......... . r6.fw •. JOv:preblcloomp • . hun. 
PoIentiai mouse protection ar .... 
Mouse prot.ection area . 
County 
Laramie 
Laramie 
laramicl 
Albany 
Laramie 
Albany 
Laramie 
Laramie 
laramie 
larAmie 
laramie 
Laramie 
wamie 
laramie 
wamic 
Weld 
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Weld Counlies (BlM 1mb; CNHP 1999). as well as along Horse and Lone Tree Creek.s 
near Ihe rOUle (BlM 1999b). 
All pOieniial Preble's meadow jumping mouse habital would be bored; Iherefore. Ihe mouse 
and ilS habital are nOi likely 10 be adven.cly affected by the proposed project. and it is nol 
discmsed funher in Ihis EA 
Peregrine Falcon. Peregrine falcons nesl on tall cliffs. u.\ually within 1.0 mile of a Slream. 
river. or ClClensivc brush or woodlands which provide concenlrated food sources and open 
areas 10 hunl (Call 1978; Snow 1972). Percgrine falcons nesl on subslanlial rock oUlcrops 
(usually wilh SOUl hem exposures) in small caves or on overhanging ledges large enough 10 
accommodale Ihree 10 four full'gr.JWll nesllings. Peregrine falcons feed almost ClCclusively 
on birds. many of which arc l1550cialed wilh riparian wnes and Illrge bodies of waler (i.e .. 
walerfowl). 0 peregrine falcons have been documenled along Ihe roule (CNHP 1999; 
W DO 1999; UDOW 1909). bUI Ihey have been olJserved in Ihe Foote Creek Rim and 
Simp on Ridge areas outh of Highway 30/287 (BlM 1995a. I1J95b; Weslern Eco YSlems 
Technology. Inc. 1998). They may occasionally forage anywhere along Ihe roule. Projeci 
conslruction is nOl likely 10 adversely affect any peregrine falcon or ilS habital so Ihis species 
is nol discussed funher in Ihis EA. 
Bald Eagle. Bald eagles have beeD proposed for delisling. bUI for Ihe purposes of Ihis 
analysis it will be trealed as a Ihrealened species. Bald eagles ase known 10 nesl near Horse 
Creek Reservoir in Colorado (personal communication. June 1999. with Dave Weber. 
CDOW). Medicine Bow (BlM 1995). and Bear (BLM 1999b) Rivers and Rock Creek 
(Weslern EcosYSlems Technology. Inc. 1998) drainages neas Ihe proposed ROW. The 
nearesl known nesl is located approximately 1.25 mile from the rOUle along the Seas River 
in Wyoming (BlM 1999b). They typically require cliffs. large trees. or shellered canyons 
l1550ciated wilh concenlraled food sources (e.g .• fisheries or walerfowl concenlralion aseas) 
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for nesting and/or roosting areas (Edwards 1969; Snow 1973; Call 1978; Sleenbof 1978; 
Pelerson 1986). 
Bald eagles forage widely during Ihe nonnesting season (i.e .• fall and winter) and scavenge 
on animal carcasses sueb as deer and elk. In Colorado. several pairs of bald eagles occur 
in the vicinity of tbe roule and eagles wimer in and around the several reservoirs near the 
rouie (personal communicalion. Augusl 1999. witbJerry Craig. CDOW). Potential roosling 
siles and winlering aseas. l1550cialed wilh Ihe lasger rivers. occur sp"radically along Ihe 
rOUle. and a roost si te was documenled in 1990 near the rOUle along Chalk Creek in Utah. 
Two eagle observalions bave occurred within 1.0 mile of Ihe roule. in 1988 and 1990 (BLM 
1999b). Since no kr.own neslS or rooslS occur near the route and because bald eagles would 
only rarely forage on the roule. Ibe proposed project woulJ nol affect bald eagles and this 
species is nOI discussed funher in this EA 
Whooping Crane. Whooping ernne breeds in marshes. sloughs. !,rairie polholes. and lake 
margins with abundanl emerge~1 vegetalion in isolaled undislurbed areas. Foraging may 
occur in adjacent uplands. Nesting typically occurs from late April Ihrough mid-July. 
Whooping cranes winter in sail marshes and barriers islands in TClCas and New MClCiro. 
During migration (mid-September). this species feeds in croplands and prefers 10 roosl in 
large wellands or on sandbars in wide unobstructed channels. isolaled from human 
disturbance. 
Allbough none have been docum"nled along Ibe rOUle. whooping cranes may migrate across 
it However. none of the proposed route is isolated from human disturbance. so whooping 
cranes are unlikely to utilize the Iimiled cropland or few wetlands a10llg the route during 
migration. Therefore. this species is nOI likely to be adversely affected by the proposed 
project and is not discussed funher in this EA. 
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c'lkimQ Curlew. Eskimo curlew could occur in Adams and Weld Counties, but none have 
heen documented along the route (CNHP 1999; CDOW 1999; BLM 1999; TRC Mariah 
Associates Inc. 1999). Their spring migration route CJltends nonh from South and Central 
America and through the Great Plains Slates, generally east of Colora~o. Rased on their 
documented migration panems, their presence in the project vicinity is CJltremely unlikely. 
and tbey are ,lot likely to be adve($ely affected by the propostd project. Eskimo curlew are 
not addressed funher in this EA 
Least Tern. Least tern may occur in Weld County, Colorado (BLM 1999bi, but none have 
been documented along the route. Preferred habitat includes bare river sandba($ wi th 
adjacent open reaches of river which OCCU[$ along the South Plane near the route. The 
South Plane River and adjacent sandbars would be bored, so no habitat would be affected. 
Direct mortality is unlik.ely, so tbe project is not likely to adve($ely affect leas tern. and it 
is not addressed funher in this EA. 
Pipjng Plover. Piping plover may occur in Weld County, but none have beer. observed along 
the rout.e. Preferred habitat includes rlry ponions of sparsely vegetated Sl!ndy areas along 
rive($ and reservoi($; areas adjacent to the S,:uth Plane River may contain suitable habitat. 
Because the South Plane River and the adjacent riparian areas would be bored, the project 
is not likely to adversely affect piping plover. Piping plover are not di5cussed funher in tbis 
EA. 
June Sucker. The June sucker is endemic to Utah Lake and its drainages; criLo:aI habitat 
OCCU[$ in the Provo River approximately 45 miles south of tbe proposed project (pe($Qnal 
communication. June 1999, with Jim Muck, FWS, Utah Field Office). Sinr~ the project 
would not affect Utah Lake, its drainages, or the Provo River, no impacts to th June sucker 
would occur as a result of project construction. operation. or maintenance, June sucker are 
not discussed funher in this EA. 
ql 
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Ute Ladies' Trems. Ute ladies' uesses was fi($t identified in WYOhJng in August 1993 
(BLM 1994), and it is suspected to occur throughout southern Wyoming in appropriate 
habitats, This species gr:lWS along streams, rive($, ponds, reservoi($, wetlands. and other 
riparian areas whicb occur at intervals along tbe entire route. 
In Colorado, all documented populations of Ute ladics' tresses occur west of the proposed 
ROW, although suitahle habital may occur along Fint and Second Creeks and the south 
Plaue and Poudre Rive($ (BLM 1999b). It bas been documented in T5N, R64W, eas' of 
tbe proposed ROW (CNHP 1999). All wetland crossings appear to be unsuitahle babitat 
for this species becaus.: of CJlccssive alkaline conditions or dense ove($tory of trees and/or 
shrubs (TRC Mariah Associates Inc. 1999). In Wyoming. approximately 25 miles of the 
route would cross FW5-designated Category I areas wbere Ute ladies' tresses bave been 
documented and surveys have been completed. including Dry Creek, Tromley Gulch, the 
headwate($ and the South Fork of Hof$C Creek, and Schoolhouse Creek (BLM I 999b). 
Other drainages may also provide suitable habitat for this species. In Utah, no known 
populations occur along tbe route (BLM 1999b). 
All potential Ute ladies' tresses habitat would be bored or olherwise avoided (a list of 
stream crossings and crossing metbods is provided i~ Append;. A In the POD for Ihis 
project); Iberefore. this species would not be adversely affected by Ihe proposed project, and 
it is nOI di5cussed funher in this EA 
Mexican Sooued Owl. The mixed coniferous forests required by tbis species are not presenl 
along tbe Colorado ponion of tbe rOule. Funherrnore, the nonbem CJllenl of Mexican 
spoued owl range terminates soutb of the southern exlent of the proposed cable. Therefore, 
Ibis species is not likely 10 be advef$Cly affected by the project and is not discussed funher 
in this !:"A. 
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3.2.3.2 ProPOSed Threalened Spec~ 
Three proposed threatened species may occur along the proposeo route: Canada lynx. 
mountain plover. and Colorado butterfly plant. 
Canada Lynx. Canada ly.lX are typically found at elevations above 4.000 ft in a mosaic of 
forest conditions, ranging (,.om early successional to mature coniferous and deciduous stands 
(Koehler et al. 1979). Snowshoe hare is their primary prey. and hunting habitat includes 
dense young vegetation. Tree squirrels. voles. and mice are also preyed on (Ruggiero et al . 
1994). 
High elevation forests occur along the route nonbwest of Cbeyenne. Wyoming. and in 
nonheastern Utah. Canada lynx bas been documented near the route in Section 16. Tl2N. 
R20W. Since limited habitat disturbance would occur. the proposed project is not likely to 
adversely affect this species. and it is not discussed funher in tbis EA-
Mountain Plover. The mountain plover inbabiL' the high dry shongrass plains along the 
route (Figure 3.2). The focus of ~-eeding activity appears to be nonheastern Colorado 
(Graul and Webster 1976). and shongrass prairie and disturbed areas on and adjacent to 
the route in Colorado is good mountain plover habitat Parrish e t al . (1993) noted that 
mountain plover nests i" Wyoming were found in areas of shon «4 inches) vegetation on 
slopes of less than 3%; any shon grass. very shon shrub. or cushion plant vegetation type 
could be considered nesting habitat In western Wyoming. it occurs along ROWs and in 
areas wnh Gardner'S saltbush (personal communication, August 1999. with Vicki Herren, 
BLM. Kemmerer). They are well-documented in Carbon County south of the proposed 
route (TRC Mariah Associates Inc. 1995; Western Ecosystems Technology. Inc. 1999). 
Thus. mountain plover habitat is scattered along the entire route. 
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Breediog bird surveys between 1966 and 1987 ; ow an overall decline in the continental 
population of m' untain plovers (FS 1994a). Surveys completed in 1991 indicate that only 
4,360 to 5.610 mountain plovers remain on the Nonh American continent (P,". 1994b). 
Probably the most imponant reason for the decline of t!:e mountain plover is degradation 
of wintering habitats (e.g.. southern Texas. California) (Knopf 1994). Loss of breeding 
habitat due to cultivation and prey-base declines resulting from pesticide use also tbreaten 
mountain plover survival (Wiens and Dyer 1975). However. cattle often maintain the open 
blue grarna/burfalo grass habitat !~vored by mountain plovers. so livestock grazing may 
benefit the species (Klipple and Costello 1960). Impacts to m04ntain 1I10ver would be 
mitigated 10 negligible levels using the project·wide mitigation measures described is 
Section 2.1.9. so this species is not discussed funher in this EA-
Colorado Butterfly Plant. In Colorado. Colorado but\erfly plant has been documented in 
Section 32. TI2N. R66W. nonheast of Carr in Weld County-the route passes through this 
section. Habitat along Crow and Diamond Creeks on and adjacent to F.E. Warren Air 
Force Base near Cheyenne bas been designated the Butterfly Plant Research Natural Area 
(FWS Proposed Rule. 50 C.F.R. Pan 17). and Colorado butterfly plant has been 
documented in the vicinity of Horse Creek Road in Laramie County. Potential habitat 
includes wetlands and riparian habitats. AU potenlial habitat would be bored or otherwise 
avoided; therefore. this species would not be impacted and is not discussed funh. , in 
this EA-
~didale Species 
The only candidate species potentially occurring along the route is swift fox. which inhabits 
eastern Great Plains grasslands, occasionally utilizing agricultural lands and irrigated native 
hay meadows. No swift (0.< have been observed along the route (WNDD 1999; CNHP 1999; 
CDOW 1999; BLM 1999b; TRC Mariah Associates Inc. 1999). and while individuals may 
occasioDa!ly cross the route. the potentia: for impacts is tnremely remote. Therefore. swifl 
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fox would not be adversely affected by the proposed project. and it is not nddressed funher 
in this EA. 
3.2.3A State'Sensitive Species 
Database searches indicate that 178 state·sensitive species occur or potentially occur along 
lhe · oute (Table 3.7). During field surveys opal phlox. Payson's bcnrdtongue, and 
loggerhead shrike were observed. 
3.2.4 WIld Horses 
Wild horses inhabit the prairies in central and we.~tem Wyoming. but are not known to 
occur on lands crossed by the route in Colorndo or Utah. Because wild horses tend to avoid 
areas of human activity, they are nOt likely to occur in the immediate vicinity of the route 
(which is largely adjacent to roads near tbe busy 1·80 corridor) and would not be affected 
by the proposed project. Wild hor", are not discussed funher in this EA. 
3.3 CULTURAL RESOURCES 
ne cultural and historic setting of the proposed ROW is described in detail in the Wasatch 
Rench Fiber Optic Installation EA (BLM 1999a). Additional cultural resources C:atabase 
literature (Oass I) and field (Oass ill) surveys were conducted along tbose ponions of 
IXC's route that deviate {rom the Wasatch Reach. 
The surveys completed for the Wasatch Reach revealed 204 cultural resource sites and 
51 isolated finds. Ninety-eight of Ihe sites were recommended as eligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). These sites included tbe foUowing: multiple segments 
of the Lincoln Highway and Old Highwny 30; multiple crossings of Ihe CaJj{ornia·Mormon. 
Emigrant, and Overland Trails; historic canals and railroads; the original Little America site; 
IO! 
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numerous culvens on the 1868 transcontinentnl rail grade; historic railroad camps; the 
townsite, cemetery, and kilns of Piedmont; the Fon HnlIeck Road; the Rawlins to Baggs 
Road ; the Rawlins wood pipeline; and numerous prehistoric sites. 
Twenty·four sites were found in tbe areas where IXC route deviates from the Wasatch 
Read.. Founeen of these sites were recommended to be eligible for inclusion on the 
NRHP, and 10 sites are not eligible. The 14 eligible sites include tbe 1868 Transcontinental 
Railroad. multiple segments of the Lincoln Highway and Old Highway 30, the Overland 
Trail, and numerou.~ prehistoric si tes. 
Five Native American tribes have expressed interest in several sites along the route. Native 
American consultation is being conducted by BLM; it has been completed for the Walcott 
to Table Rock ponion of the route and is ongoing for the remainder of the route. 
3.4 UNDOWNERSHIP AND USE 
3.4.1 Landown~ ... hiD 
The fiber optic cable would be instn.Ued on a mixture of fede.ral (116 miles (19.0%] of 
BLM·managed lands and 1.0 mile (0.2%] of FS-managed lands), state (20 miles (3.0%)), and 
private (474 miles (78.0%]) lands. lXC has procured the necessary easements to access and 
construct on sUle and privale lands. The federal authorizations are pending successful 
completion of the environmental review process. Landownership would not change as a 
result of the Proposed Action or No Action Alternative so it is not discussed funher in 
this EA. 
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The principal land u e within the proposed ROW are transportBtion (local, county, tate, 
and federal roadwn ) and utiJjties (telecommuni tions system.s, pipelines). Adjacent land 
u e include cropland. livestock grn.zing land. residential areas, municipalities. oil and g 
field recreation. and wildlife habitat. Existing land uses would not be affected by tbe 
Propo ed Action or No Action Alternatives and thus are not d ' cussed further in this EA. 
A ariety of di persed recreational activities occur along the route. predominantJy bunting. 
ight- eeing. and off-highway vehicle tra e. Since most of the route i along highwn and 
other roads, mo t recreation laXes place from ehic: . 
.5 10E 0 OMIC D ENVlRO 1E AL]USTI E 
The propo ed telecommunications tern would p through three tates. II counlie , and 
numerou cities and towns. Demographic conditions along tbe roule range from densely 
populated urban areas (e.g .. Salt Lake City. with 950.2 people per quar mile) to rural 
areas (e.g., Carbon County, with 2.1 people per square mile) (Table 3.9). 
All counti except Weld County. Colorado. and Albany County. Wyoming. are more 
prosperous than the state( ) as a whole, Minorities make up less than 10% of county 
populations along the entire route. Telecommuni lions tern installation would not 
unduly affect low-income or minority populations; therefore. environmental ju tice is not 
d' ell ed further in tbi EA 
l03 
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3,6 VISUAL RE:.OURCES 
Landscnpes along the route rMge from those that are heavily inJluenced by man (e.g., the 
urban areas of Aurora. Cheyenne, Laramie, Salt Lalce City, etc.) to very scenic vistas with 
little human intrusion (e.g .. Roger' CtlDyon. Red Desen Basin, Wasatch National Forest). 
Accordingly, visual quality along the route rMges from poor to excellent. 
The BLM's VRM system seeks to maintain scenic values and visual quality on federal lands. 
VRM classes represent tbe visual mMagement objective of acceptable visual chMge ,..jthin 
a charal1eristic landscape (Table 3.10). A class is based on three facto($ : scenic quality 
evaluation. sensitivity aoaJysis. and delineation of distance zones. VRM Oasses I and II are 
most valued, Oass III is of moderate value. Md Oass IV is of least value. 
The FS has a similar set of visual quality Objectives (VOOs) defined as preservation. 
wherein management decisions must preserve the visual quality of a given area: retention. 
where management activities are usually not evident after I year: panial retention. where 
management activities should ~ subordinate to the surrounding landscnpe within I year: 
and modification. where management activities dominate out blend with the landscape. 
In Colorado, private lands along th-! route do not fall within any federal VRM classification 
system (FS 1997). The entire ~i.tem would ~ installed in existing road ROWs. and thw 
would ~ compatible with the existing landscnpe. Across Wyoming. the route would cross 
primnrily Oass m and Class IV landscapc5 (Figure 3.3). Approximately IS miles of tbe 
route, in the vicinity of Mountain View, Wyoming. would ~ in Oass II areas. 
In Utah. the Chalk Creek Road ponion of the route, ~tween the Wyoming/Utah state line 
and Coalville, is classified by the FS as a panial re tention area. The remainder of the :oute 
(I.e .. along the 1·80 corridor from Coalville to Parley's Canyon and along State Higbway 64 
through Emigration Canyon to Salt Lalce City) is classified as retention in the {oreground 
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Table 3.10 BLM's VRM Oass Objectives. 
aa.. Dacriplioa 
PrC6Cn'< the ........ chonau 01 the IaDdsapc: akhouah tIW cia.. p<CMda maiAly I", 
ootllra! ccoIoiiaI cIwo~ limited deY<lopa>eot KIMI}' may be allowed Ia ..... < IIUIo, iT 
the IeYCJ 01 c:baaa< t~ the chonaeristic: IaDdsapc 10..,,- low &ad DCalIy 1IAIIOIictabk. 
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and panial retentiol' ;n the middle· and backgrounds (personal communication, July 1999, 
with Larry Gillbam. FS). 
The previowly undistur~d ponions of the route fall into the following VRM classes: 
K1ug Lalce, Colorado-no VRM classification; 
Speer Road. Wyoming-VRM Oass m; 
North of Roger's Canyon. Wyoming- VRM Oass IU ; 
South of Rawlins, Wyoming-VRM Oass m; 
Red Desen to T~ble Rock Exit, Wyoming-VRM Oass IV; and 
Green River- VRM Oass m. 
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4.0 ENVlRONMEI'n'AL CONSEQUENCES 
Environmental consequences of conslruction, operation, and maintenance of tbe proposed 
telecommunication system are discussed below for each potentially affected resource for the 
Proposed Action and No Action Alternatives. Discussions of impaClS that can be reasonably 
expected from project implementation are included, and mitigation measures and residual 
impaClS are discussed, wbere appropriate. Project·wide mitigation measures, presented in 
Section 2.1.9, are part of the Proposed Action, and impact analyses assume tbat these 
mitigation measures would be effectively implemented. Additional mitigation measures are 
recommended for some resources to funh~r minirruze impaClS and are evaluated assumin& 
a maximum new Jisturbance area of 68 acres and a total disturbance of 1,113 acres, 
including previously disturbed ROW. 
An environmental consequence or impact is defined as a modification of the existing 
environment brought about by development activities. ImpaClS can be a primary result of 
tbe action (direct) or a secondary result (indirect) and can be permanent or long·lasting 
(Iong·term) or temporary and of shan duration (sbon·term). ImpaClS can vary from only 
slightly discernible to a total change in the environment. 
Shon·term impactS occur during and immediately after construction and arc usually obvious 
and disruptive. For this project, shon·term impaClS are defined as lasting 5 years or less. 
Long·term impaClS are project·related changes made in the environment that remain 10llger 
than 5 years. 
Cumulative impactS result from the incremental impaClS of the proposed project added to 
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions. This project would be constructed 
in previously disturbed corridors .. new disturbance would total approximately 68 acres. 
Existiog disturbances along the corridor include farming; road construction; utiliI!' system 
ROWs, especially the recent construction of the Eel, Williams Commurtications. Inc. 
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(Williams), and Level 3 Commurtications, Inc. (Level 3) telecommurtications systems 
(Figure 4.1); the Pioneer Pipeline project; oil and gas field development; cities; towns; and 
residences which bave caused thousands of acres of disturbance. Reasonabiy foreseeable 
development include highway reconstruction, pipel.ine construction, oil and gas field 
development projeClS, and range improvements. BLM determined that no significant 
cumulative impaClS would occur due to the ECJ, Williams, and Level 3 projeClS (BLM 
\9993, \999c). New disturbance of approximately 68 acres would contribute to cumulative 
impatlS but at a level that would be unnoticeable given the current disturbance. 
Redisturbance of approximately \,045 acres would only minimally create impaClS that are 
overlain on rather than added to past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions-
these are addressed for eacb resource below. as appropriate. 
4.1 PHYSICAL RESOURCES 
4.1.1 Air Qu.llly 
4.1.1 .1 Prowed Action 
Construction would result in an increase in paniculate emissions (including PM,. in dust) 
which would minimally and temporarily affect air quality in the immediate area. Exposed 
soils would also be subject to wind erosion which would cause slight increases in paniculates 
until di.' turbed areas are revegetated. Construction vehicle operation would result in the 
emission of poUutants such as carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide. volatile 
organic bydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxi1es. In Denver and Salt Lake City, emissions would 
add incrementally to the a1ready-exceeded levels of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, sulfur 
dioxide, and PM, .. 
Particulate emissions would be minimized by limitiog disturbance to that which is required 
for system construction and using water for dust conlro~ as needed. Vehicles would be 
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properly mruntained to minimize pollutant emissions. None of the anticipated e1llJssions 
would cause ,,:0:3tions of state or federal air quality standards in attainment areas and 
would negligibly contribute to pollution problems in nonattainment areas, so impacts would 
not be significant. 
4.1.1.2 y Action Altemalive 
Under the No Action Alternative, no additional air quality impacts, above and beyond those 
resulting from emting land uses, would occur. All federal and state rur quality standards 
would continue to be met except in Denver and in Salt lake City, which are nonatwnment 
areas for one or more of the following (see Section 3.1.1): carbon monoxide, carbon 
dio><ide, sulfur IJio><ide, and/or PM, .. 
4.1.1,> Mitigation 
No additional mitigation is required. 
4.1.1.4 Cumulative Impag,. 
The project would add incrementally to the emissions of the poioutants for which Denver 
and Salt lake City arc nonatt:Unment areas. The increa...,' would not likely be measurable 
and would be temporary, so would not contribUle noticeably to the nonattrunmeO! status of 
these areas. Project construction. operation. and mruntenance, combined with other rur 
pollutant emissions (e.g., cities, towns. oil and gas fields, coal mines, traffic on unpaved 
roads, exhaust emissions, livestock grazing), would not cause any violations of federal or 
state air quality standards so cumulative impacts >/QuId not be sif" ificant. 
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4.1.2 Geologic Huard! 
~.1.2 . 1 Pro!!f!sed Action 
Construction would not occur in Oooded areas, and ducts would be buried sufficiently deep 
beneath channels te. prevent e.cposure during Ooods. Optical amplifier/regeneration station 
buildings and power lines would not be located in nood·proue areas. No impacts from 
nooding arc anticipated. Duct and fiber optic cables are flexible anJ could withstand even 
large earthquakes. Optical amplifier and regeneration station buildings would be 
constructed to withstand moderate earthquakes (up to 6.0 on the Richter Scale), so 
earthquake.related impacts would be minimal. The proposed route does not cross any 
subsidence areas, and optical amplifier/regeneration buildings would not be located on or 
near subsidence areas, so no subsidence·related impacts would occur. 
No cable, optical amplifier/regeneration station building sites, or power lines would be 
located in 1000wn landslide areas. 
Where construction would disturb sand dunes, potential exists to reactivate dune movemenL 
During cable installation. large dune complexes in central and southwestern Wyoming would 
be plowed, unless trenching is absolutely necessary, to mirtimize disturbance. Construction 
site management would include limiting the number of vehicles on site. limiting the nuo.ber 
of vehicle trips across the si te, and minimizing disturbance to only that which is necessary 
to complete duct and cable installation. No optical amplifier/ regeneration station buildings 
would be constructed in dune areas. lXC would implement stringent erosion control 
measures when constructing on dun~ and would stabilize and revegetate these areas 
immediately following construction. No significant impacts would occur. 
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4.1.2.2 NQ Agion Ahernative 
Under the No Action Alternative. geologic hazards would continue to pose current levels 
of minor risks to life and propeny. 
4.1.2.3 Mitigation 
No additional mitigation is required. 
4.1.2.4 CUmulative Impam 
Potential e(feC15 from geologic hazards are mitigated on a case·by·case basis by avoiding 
known hazard areas and/or using geotechnical techniques to enable safe construction and 
operation of facilities within and adjacent to hazards. Thus. facilities along the route are 
not at unacceptable risk. and the cumulative effeC15 of the proposed project in conjunction 
with other facilities along the route would be minimal or none. 
4.1.3 Paleontological Resourses 
4.1.3.1 Propo~ed Action 
Some new disturbance would occur in areas where the surface formations have high 
potential to yield imponam paleontolOgical resources that could be demoyed during 
construction. Because disturbance would be minimal. the potential to accidentally destroy 
imponant fossils during cable installation or optical amplifier /regene.ration station 
construction is very low. (XC would comnlete predisturbance surveys and construction 
monitoring 10 avoid accidental fossil destruction if required by BLM or FS. Otherwise. IXC 
wnuld mitigate any impaC15 on the site in consuhation with BLM. If imponant fossils are 
discovered during construction. all excavation activities within 100 ft of the discovery would 
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cease until the site has been evaluated by a BLM·approved paleontologist and avoidance 
or mitigation measures have been implemented. Therefore. impaC15 would not be 
significant. 
4.1.3.2 0 Agion Ahernative 
Under the No Action Alternative, no new disturbance would occur due to cable installation 
or building and power line construction. so paleontological resources would not b;! affected. 
4.1.3.3 Mitigation 
No additional mitigation is required. 
4.1.3.4 CUmulative ImpaC15 
Substantial development is occurring throughout the Front Range of Colorado. across 
Wyoming. and along the Wasatch Front in Utah. some of which could lead to the loss of 
imponant fossil resources. For construction in areas with high paleontologic potential. BLM 
and FS may require predisturbance surveys and construction monitoring to avoid accidental 
fossil destruction. Since high potential areas would be presurveyed. if necessary. and effeC15 
mitigated. and the standard paleontological protection stipulations would also be applied. 
cumulative loss of paleontologic resources would be minimal. 
4.1.4 Surface Water 
4.1.4.1 Proposed AClion 
Cable installation and building and power line construction could cause erosion and 
sedimentation in surface waters along the proposed ROW. thereby adversely affecting 
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surface waler quality. IXC would bore all live Streams, and bore pits would be sufficienlly 
distanl from the cenler of the stream and sufficiently barricaded wilh erosion control lO 
prevenl excavaled malerial or dislurbed soils from enlering surface waler. Wetlands would 
also be bored and similarly prolected from sedimentalion. Dislurbance would be limiled 
10 lhal which is necessary for sYSlem conslruction. 
Pollution prevenlion practices, such as mini'lliring disturbance; inslalling Slraw bale darns, 
sedimenl fences, rock check dart.s, ele.; and prompl stabilizalion and reclamation of all 
disturbed areas would be implemented along lhe enlire rOUle, including :he Snit Lake City 
walersheds. A covering of geoleJ<lile, chicken wire. or olher male rial would be used lO 
prOlect straw bales from grazing by liveslock or wildlife. With these and the aforementioned 
miligalions, impacts 10 surface waler quality would be negligible. 
An eslimaled 25·100 gallons of waler per 100 (I of bore (0.25·1.0 gallon/fl) would he 
ronsumed in Ihe production and use of drilling nuids. An eslimaled 60 miles of Ihe rOUle 
would be bored, so lOiai waler consumplion would range from 79,2()()'316,800 gallons. Since 
consumplion would be distribuled over lhe lenglh of the rOUle, waler would be obtained 
from numerous sources SG no one source would be adversely affected. In urban areas, waler 
(or drilling nuids would be oblained from nearby fire hydrants; a portable meler would be 
altached 10 lhe hydran and !XC would reimburse Ihe perminee (e.g .. lhe county or 
municipality) for Ihe amount of waler used. In more rural ueas. arrangements would be 
made wilh local lOWns or cilies lO use an exisling waler source . 
4.1.4.2 No Action Altemalive 
If Ihe ROW is nOI granled, no effects on surface waler quality or quanlity would ""cur due 
10 fiber oplic cable inslallalion or building and power line conslruclion. 
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4.1.4.3 Miligalion 
o addiliooal miligalion would be required. 
4.1 .4.4 CUmulaljve Impacts 
Exisling disturbances and land uses along lhe corridor inevitably conlribule lO surface water 
pollulion. primarily sediments bUl also occasional spills. However, slringent surface "'aler 
quality prolection measures are in place and are enforced such Ihal runoff from 
developments meets specific waler quality slandards and surface waler quality is mainlained 
for its designaled uses. Thus no cumulat;ve surface waler qUality effects are anlicioaled. 
Surface waler is used exlensively along the roule (e.g .. irrigaled croplands, roads. c:ties, 
Iowns, oil and gas fields), and the proposed project would result in con.!umplion of 3>: 
addiliooal 79,2()()'316,800 gallons over aboul I year. Use is regulaled, primarily by st.ale 
aUlhorilies, such lhal Ihe overall hydrologic integrity of surface wa"r sYSlems is nOI 
adversely affected; Ihere(ore, cumulalive effects would nOI be significant. 
4.1.5 Solis 
4.1.5.1 Prooosed Action 
Telecommunicalions SYSlem construction (cable inslallation and building construction) would 
resull in new disturbance of approximalely 68 acres of soils, a1lhough lotal disturbance 
would be approximalely 1,113 acres. An estimaled 4.9 acres of prime farmland would also 
be dislurbed. Soil fertWty and slructure would be disrupled lemporarily, and dislurbed soils 
would be subjeCllo acceleraled wind and waler erosion. Temporary soil comp'Clion would 
be caused by heavy equipmenl traffic during conslruClion. Erosion, compaction, and surface 
crusling due lO raindrop impaCl may result in reduced productivity, decreased infiltralion, 
and decreased waler slorage capacity. 
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Impact\ to soils would be minimized by limiting disturbance and thrOI gh timely and rigorous 
application of erosion control and recl.:mation measures. \Yt,, 'e soils have been compacted 
along trenching or boring sites, they would be adequately ripped and tilled prior to 
reseeding. Plowed areas would nOt be ripped because ripping would result in unnecessary 
additional disturbance. Revegetation and soil stabilization measures would be implemented 
and repeated, if necessary, until vegetation is ,eestablished and/or erosion is minimized. 
Shon·term !>Oils impact\ due to construction may be moderate, but long-term impact\ would 
be negligible. 
Soils impacts due 10 operau,,:lS would be minimal because operalions lraffic would be 
limiled 10 roads accessing the oplical amplifiers and regeneration stalions. MaiD!enanCe 
(i.e .. repairing a break) would include minimal soil disturbance, but because mainlenance 
activi ties would occur infrequenlly (possibly neve,) and repair si les would be reclaimed. 
Ihese impacts would be negligible. 
Proper conutinment of oil and Cuel in slorage areas and regular maintenance of equipment 
would minimize polenlial soil contamination due 10 sl'ills during construction. opera lion. and 
maintenance. Cont:uninaled soil from accidental spills would be cleaned up immediately 
as required by regulation. 
4. 1.5.2 No Agion Alternative 
Under the 0 Action Allemative, no new soil disturiJance would occur and soils previously 
affe'1ed would nOI be redisturbed due to fiber optic cable installation or building 
conslruction. operations, and maintenance. 
4.1.5.3 Mitigation 
No additional mitigation is required. 
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4,1.5.4 Cumulative Impact\ 
Because new disturbance would be limiled 10 68 acres, the proposed project would only 
minimally conlribul~ 10 the cumulative impact\ 10 soils disturbed by Carming, urban 
developmen~ road construction, oil and gas developme~t, and other activities occurring 
al,lOg the corridor. Redisrurbance of an estimaled 1,045 acres oC soils woul'; contribule 
minimally 10 soil lransponalion from disturbed areas to adjacenl areas because such soils 
would be stabilized as soon as practicable. Tn:refore, cumulalive impacts 10 soils would nOI 
be significant. 
4.1.6 Noise 
4.1.6.1 Proposed Agion 
The Proposed Action would result in temporarily increased noise levels in and adjacent to 
the construction areas due to equipment operation. The Neise Control Aa of 1972 sugges15 
that noise levels below 70 dBA do nOl cause hearing loss in humans and levels below 
55 dBA, in general, do not cause adverse impacts. Trucks and heavy equipment typicalty 
generale notsc levels of 85-88 dBA at a distance of 50 ft (Cunniff 1997). Equipment 
operation would occur during oaylight hours only. Equipment would be properly muffled. 
On rural ponions of tbe rOUle. truck and heavy equipment operati"D would be well above 
ambient levels (which are 3040 dBA in the morning and evening and 50-60 dBA in the 
afternoon). In farmed areas. construction noise would also be above ambient levels (which 
are 3040 dBA). The anlicipated 85-88 dBA generated during construction would also be 
slighlly above ambienl levels in urban residential areas (which are 50 and 60 dBA) and in 
suburban areas and small towns (which are 40-50 dBA). 
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During electric p<" ver outage~, balleries wo~ld be used to operale the optical amplilietS and 
regeneration stati"ns, .md prr.;>ane genera tOtS would occasionally engage to provide power 
to recharge the balleries. Since the optical amplifier and regeneration sites would be 
located near roads, DOise from occasiODaI geDerator operation would be similar to or less 
noisy than occasional traffic. 
Sensitive receptotS would include nearby residents, patrons and employees of nearby 
businesses, reueationisu. .md wildlife. Residents and business associates may hear 
construction noise for up tu a day or two, but it is not likely to advetSCly affect any 
residents, patrons, or employees. Recreationists in areas adjacent to the construction area 
would also hear additional noise, but most recreationists seeking quiet would be funher 
fTom roads, so no significant advetSe effects are anticipated. Wildlife would be temporarily 
displaced from construction areas due to increased noise. Generator DOise may also 
occasionally and temporarily cause wildlife displace"!ent from optical amplifier and 
regenerat ion station sites. 
4.1.6.2 ND Action Ahemative 
o impacts from noise from LXCs development would ()(XUr under the No ActlOD 
Alternative. 
4.1.63 Mitigation 
o additional mitigatioD is required. 
4.1.6.4 Cumulative Impact.' 
Cumulative ef,ects would be negligible because construction would be temporary. 
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4.2 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCE, 
4.2,1 Vml.tit'n 
4.2.L1 Plant Co~ 
ProPOSed Action. The proJl"!ed prl'ject would result in disturbance of approximately 
68 acres of native ve~·tation and 1,045 acres o(previously disturbed vegetation. Vop.etation 
removal and temporary changes in vegetation types in new disturbance areas (e.g., shrubland 
to grassland convetSions during reclamation) and weed infestations constitute shon. and 
possibly long·term impacts. Mitigation measures to limit vegetation impacts would include 
minimizing the eXlent of disturbance, using weed control practices as deemed appropriate 
by BLM, and implementing prompt revegetation. Impacts due to building construction 
would include long. term vegetation removal under t>uiJding (oundations (approximately 
02 acres total), but these sites would eventually be reclaimed. Power line constructio~ 
would resuh in an additional 0.4-0.8 acres o( disturbance. No impacts on vegetation (rom 
maintenance would occur unless the line is repaired, and disturbance at the repair site 
would be reclaimed so that impacts to vegetation would be temporary and negligible. 
'0 Action Ahemative. No impacts to vegetation (rom IXC~ development would ()(XUr 
under the No Action Alternative. 
Mitigation. No additional mitigation is required. 
Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative effects would be negligible because only about 68 alT, 
o( disturbance to previously undisturbed vegetation would occur due to the Proposed Action. 
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4.2.1.2 Wetlrnd~ 
Proposed Action. Wetl3Jlds would be bored and thus would not be affected b'l the Proposed 
Action. The only possible impact to wetl3Jlds tbat are bored would be the possible leakage 
of cutting and lubricatinl! fluid (a nontoxic bentonite clay (lr similar material). The sruall 
size of the bore hole and the limited amount of fluid used would reduce .e risk of 
in.stream leakage. Fluid flow controls would be available to quickly seal the leakage, a.~d 
spills would be contained in accord3Jlce with spec Plans. 
Optical amplifier and regeneration station buildings and power lines would not be 
constructed within 100 ft of 3Jly wetl3Jld. Operation and :naintenance activities would not 
adversely affect wetlands. 
o Action Alternative. No impaClS on wetlands would occur due to IXes proposal under 
the No Action Alternative. 
Mitigation. No additional mitigation is required. 
Cumulative ImpaClS. Since the proposed prcject would nOt affect wetl3Jlds, it would not 
contribute to cumulative impacts to this resource. 
4.2.2 W1ldllr. 
4.2.2.1 Proposed Agion 
~. Direct impaClS to big game would include potential collision·related monality. 
Under the Proposed Action, the potential for such direct monality u slight. 
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Indirect effeClS would include habitat loss due to vegetation removal and big earne 
displacement from areas wbere construction u occurring. Up to 68 acres of new dUturbance 
wnuld occur in habitat for pronghorn, mule deer, and elk and an additional 1,045 acres of 
previously duturbed babitat for pronghorn, mule deer, elk. and moose would be :mpacted, 
These babitat losses represent a very small fraction of the available babitat in the various 
herd units affected. Because tbe entire route U on or near roads, many of which are fairly 
busy, big game are already somewhat c!isplaeed from the route; therefore, project 
construction would result in minimal and temporary IldJi ' !~n~ duplacement. 
The route crosses crucial winter r.mge for pronghorn, mule deer, elk. an~ :noose; 
construction would not occur in big game crucial winter range from November 15 to 
April 30 unless otherwise permitted by the AO. The lookout, Continental Divide, and 
Granger building sites are within pronghorn crucial winter range. The Piedmont building 
site is within mule deer winter r.nge. Since roadways are often seeded with species that are 
nO! attractive to big game, loss of roadside vegetation in winter range would not impact 
overall crucial winter range habitat effectiveness. 
Otner Mammals. Reptiles. and Amphibians. Direct mortality due to collisions with vehicles 
or inadvenent burial in a trench would occur infrequently if at all, so direct impaClS on 
other mammals, reptiles, and ampbibians would be minimal. The indirect effeClS of up to 
1,113 acres of IOSI babitat also would be negligible because adjacent habitats would be 
available. 
.B!ol2n. Direct impacu to rap tors during duct instaIJation and building construction could 
include the very unliJcely potential for collision· related mortality and nest failure mortality 
due to disturbance during the nesting season. Breeding and nesting birds could be adversely 
affected by noUe and human activity associated with construction if it causes adults to 
abandon nests or young. Duct installation and building construction would nOt occur within 
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0.5 mile of any active raptor nest or within 1.0 mile of any active bald eagle nest during the 
nesting season (February I - July 31) unless otherwise permitted by the AO. 
The Lookout building site is witnin 0.25 mile of a ferruginous hawk and prairie falcon n"'lt. 
The Rock River/Lookout site underground power line route would be located within 
0.5 mile of eight raptor nests and within 1.0 mile of one additional nest The Hanna 
building site is within 0.5 mile of a ferruginous hawk nest and 1.0 mile of a Swainson's hawk 
ne! . The Knob's si' : is ";thln 1.0 me- of seven ferruginous hawk nests and the Red Rim 
and Shamrock Hills ReAs. 
Indirect impacts could include habitat loss and a reduction in available prey due to prey 
habitat loss. An estimated 68 acres of new disturbance would occur in potential fo'".ging 
habitat The previously disturbed ponions of the route may provide good foraging h Ibitat 
beCl.use shrubs have usually been cleared and thus prey are ea,ier to see. Ploject 
connruction impacts to raptors would be minimal. Operation and maintenance a", 'vities 
are not expected to adversely affect raptors. 
Upiand Game Birds. Direct impacts to upland game birds could include collision-related 
monality. Indirect eff~cts could include habitat loss. isplacement from construction areas. 
and disruption during the breeding and nesting season. 
Upland gome bird monality due to collisions with project-related vehicles is unlike.ly so no 
direct impacts are anticipated. Since upland game birds tend to avoid areas of human 
activity. disturbance in the roadways along tbe route would minimalJy affect babitat 
availability. Funhumore, roadside vegetation is poor babitat for upland game hirds because 
it usually consists of species that are unattractive to birds and because roadsides are 
frequently mowed, eliminating cover. Disturbance along pipeline or other utility ROWs 
would result in minimal and temporary habitat loss, and these indirect effects would not be 
significant. The Hanna building site is within 2.0 miles of four sage grouse leks. and the 
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Piedmont site is within 2.0 miles of one lek. Noise from OCCJ.Sional genenltor operation 
would be simh IT to or less than the occasional traffic along the adjacent roacb. Bu ds on 
leks or nests may bear generators but they are not likely to adversely after: them a%:) more 
tban existing traffic. Upland game birds would be disturbed slightly d.uing opcr .. tion and 
maintenance due to vebicles on the ROW. 
No surfnce-disturbing activities would occur within 0.25 mile of an active sage gJouse lek 
from February I to May 15 or within 2.0 miles of a lek from April I to July I unless 
otherwise permitted by the AO. 
Other Hirds. Collision·related monality of other birds (e.g .. son~h;'ds. \l3.terfowL 
shorebirds. waders) would constitute a direct impact, but is unlikely and would not result 
in a significant impact. The indirect effect of habitat loss would nOt be significant. 
Amphibians and RePliles. Amphibians and reptiles would be directly affected via collision· 
related monality or burial but these effects would not be significant. Indirect effects would 
include habitat loss and displacement from construction areas. but these effects would be 
minimal. 
~.2.2.2 No Action Alternative 
Impacts to wildlife would continue at present levels (e.g., infrequent monaJity due to 
collisions with vehicles, habitat loss from existing disturbances, displacement due to noise 
and human activity) under the No Action Alternative. 
4.2.2.3 Mitigation 
No additional mitigation is required. 
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4.2_2.4 Cumulative Impacts 
Wildlife are being affected by a large number of developmenlS along the route, most notably 
by urban development along tho Front Range of Colorado and the Wasatch Front in Utah. 
Federal undenaJc:ings such as oil and gas field development. livestock grazing. coal mining. 
and the installation of three other telecommunications systems and the Pioneer Pipeline also 
have/ would bave widespread effeclS on wildlife, some of wbicb may be signifiClllt 
(e.g., BLM determined that turbine-related avian monality from windpower development 
would constitute a significant impact). However, the effe<1S of IXCs proposal on wildlife 
are so minimal that project effeclS combined with other developmenlS would be 
impercept ible and temporary. The project would not add to significant cumulative impactS 
on wildlife. 
4.2.3 State-Sen.ili .. . peei .... 
4.2.3.1 Proposed Action 
Direct impact.' to state-sensi:ive species would include collision-related monality and. for 
birds. mortality due to nest destruction or abandonment. Collision-related monality would 
occur rarely_ if ever, so these direct impactS would t.e negligible. Animals such as mollusks. 
reptiles, and amphibiatlS would be at higher risk of collision-related monality because they 
are not as mobile as mammals and birds_ 
Indirect effectS due to habitat loss would be negligible because tbe project would r.:sult in 
little new disturbance. Again. effectS would be greatest for the less mobile species but are 
not expected to be significant for any species. 
Monality due to nest destruction or abandonment is also unlikely becaue: construction in 
Colorado and Utah would occur oUlSide the nesting season. 
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Wyoming Slate-sensitive raptors (i.e., ferruginous hawk, merlin, and burrowing owl) would 
be protected by avoiding construction within 1.0 mile of active nests during the nesting 
season. Prairie dog colonies within 0.5 mile of the route may be surveyed for burrowing 
owls during tbe nesting season prior to construction_ Direct impacts to these species due 
to collision-related :nonality is unIikely_ Indirect effectS caused by nest abandonment would 
be mitigated as described above. The srr.a1l amount of habitat loss is not likely to adversely 
effect tbese species. No significant impactS to state : ensitive roptors are anticipated. 
The Wyoming state-sensitive waterfowl. shorebirds, &nd waders would not be affected 
because major streams and wetlands along the route would be bored. The remaining 
species (snowy plover, long-billed curlew, California guU, eastern phoebe. and Scott's oriole) 
could experience rare monality and minor habitat loss, but effectS would not be significant. 
ImpactS to state-sensi tive plant species could include inadvenent destruction of individuals 
and habitat loss. Two state-sensitive plant species (i.e .. opal phlox and Payson's 
beard tongue ) were observed along the route-these individuals are located oUlSide the 
existing disturbance and would be avoided_ Other state-sensitive planlS and habitat are 
likely to occu. along the route. However, because all but 68 acre.; :If the roule have been 
previously disturbed, tbose individuals present either tolerate or prefer disturbed habitat. 
so additional disturbance, while i t could cause loss of individuals, would not adversely affect 
habitat. Disturbance in the 68 acres of previously undisturbed areas could result in both 
individual and babitat loss. but since the disturbance area would be small and adjacent 
available habitat, impactS would not be significant. 
4.2_3.2 No Agion Alternative 
Under the 0 Action Alternative, no impactS to state-sensitive species would occur due to 
IXCs proposed project. 
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4.2.3,1 Mitigation 
No additional mitigation is required. 
4.2.3.4 Cumulative Impan. 
State-sensitive species are being affected throughout Colorado, Wyoming. and Utah by 
urban developmem. road construction. oil and gas development. coal mining. etc. The 
Proposed Action woul" affect these species minimally if at all . and thus would imperceptibly 
add to cum"lative effecLS. 
4.3 CULTURAL RESOURCES 
4.3.1 Proposed Action 
The proposed a1ignmem was sdectd in pan to minimize impactS to cultural resources 
[,ased on the res" ,LS of the ECI project and a preliminary file search. Where the route 
diverges from the ECI project. existing two-track or improved roads would be followed and 
the IXC cable would be installed. at least panly .... i thin disturbed ROW. Several silroS that 
are eligible or potentially eligible for inclusion on the NRHP occur wi thin the area of 
potential effect of the Proposed Action. The potential impactS to each of those sites are 
discussed below. as are recommendahons to avoid or mitigate those impactS. 
The 1868 Transcontinental Railroad grade is eligible for inclusion on the 
RHP. The Proposed Action would parallel the grade and cross it at five 
locations 10 Ihe wesl of Rawlins. Wyoming. Each crossing would occur wilhin 
a noncontributi.ng ponion of the grade in areas IIf road or pipeline 
diSlurbance. Because each crossing wOI.ld occur wilhin a disturbed area. the 
Proposed Action would nOI adversely eifect Ihe bislorir. propeny. Ponions of 
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tbe rOule that parallel the grade near Rawlins would be marked with 
unobtrusive signage after construction to minimize visual impactS. (be 
Proposed Action follows the 1868 Transcontinental Railroad grade for a 
number of miles in Uinta County in southwestern Wyoming. The grade has 
been CJCI.ensively modified for current use as a county TOad. Crossings of the 
grade would be done by boring 10 avoid impactS. Due to ongoing disturbance 
and use as a road. the Proposed Action would tlot adversely effect the hiSloric 
propeny. Numerous culvens within the Transcontinental Railroad grade 
would be avoided by the Proposed Action. 
The Proposed Action would intersect numerous RHP-cligicle hiSloric lrails 
including multiple crossings of the auifomia-Morrnon Trail, Emigrant T rail. 
and Overland Trail. Each cTossing of a significant lrail by Ibe Proposed 
Action would occur within an area of OIsturbance along an existing road. In 
mOSI cases. any evidence of the original trail has been removed by road 
disturbance. The Proposed Action would not adversely effect historic lrails. 
The Uncoln Highway and Old Highway 30 are eligible for inclusion on the 
NRHP. The Proposed A~'1ion would cross or parallel Ihe two hiSloric roads 
in numerous locations across southern Wyoming. Where the route parallels 
a contributing ponion of either road. the IXC cable would be burieJ within 
or immediately adjacent to area disturbed by initial grade construction. To 
,void impacting contributing ponions of either road grade. crossings would be 
bored rather than plowed. Unobtrusive signage would be used to mark the 
ROW to minimize visual impacts. 
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Two historic railroad camps near Thayer Junction. Wyoming, and the original 
U llle America site are eligible for inclusion on !be NRHP. Significant 
ponions of !bese sites would be avoided ei!ber by rerouting !brough disturbed 
or noncontributing areas or by boring below the si tes. 
Numerous cultural propenies of prehistoric age that are eligible for inclusion 
on the NRHP occur near the Proposed Action. Most of !bese si tes oc • .,.r 
adjacent to existing roads and have been panially disturbed. Disturbed 
noncontributing ponions would be crossed by the Proposed Action at most 
sites. Undisturbed ponions of the sites that contain significant cultural 
deposits would be avoided by realignment of the cable route or by boring 
below the sites. 
Effects to traditional cultural pro~nies would be minimized by rerouting the Proposed 
Action to avoid physical impacts and lessen visual impacts. Protective barricades would be 
used during construction to protect traditional propenies located near tbe route. 
The optical amplifier and regeneration station building si tes would be locat~d to avoid 
cultural resources so no impacts due to building construction would occur. Power lines to 
these facilities would be aligned to avoid impacts to significant cultural resources. 
Because none of !be known significant cultural resources si tes would be affected, tbe 
Proposed Action would not affect cultural resources. In !be event !bat cultural resources 
are discovered during cable installation or building construction in Wyoming. activities 
within 200 ft of tbe discovery would cease and tbe discovery would be evaluated by a BLM-
approved archaeologist. If any cultural resources are encounte~ed in Colorado or Utah, tne 
appropriate SHPO would be contacted. Appropriate avoidance or mitigation procedures 
would be implemented prior to continuing construction. 
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4.3.2 No Action Alternative 
If tbe ROW grant is denied, no impacts to cultural resources wou.'d 0«",;' as a result of 
IXC's proposed project. 
4.3.3 MItigation 
No additional mitigation is required. 
4.3.4 Cumulative ImpacU 
For projects thAt involve federal lands or fed eral permits, all cultural resources impacts 
would be mitigated in accordance witb the NaJionai Hisroric PreservaJion Act and related acts 
and executive o.ders, so cwnulative impacts to cultural resources from past. present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future developments would not be Significant. Impacts 10 selling for 
si les !bal qualify for inclusion on tbe NRHP under Crileria A. B, and C cannOI be mitigated 
but only reduced. There is limited polenlial !ballhe project may contribute Ie cumulalive 
impacts in !bose areas where there would be new disturbance. 
4.4 SOCIOECO OMICS 
4.4.1 Proposed Action 
The proposed project would nOI affect local, county, or ',ta le populations. 
Conslruction would providc eCl;>loymentto contract workers for several months in 1999 and 
2000, wbich would minimally benefil local economies. Of tbe 40 contract workers 10 be 
employed during construction. approximalely 25% (IO workers) would be Colorado, 
\,)0 
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Wyoming. and Utah residents. Employmer.t would be temporary, so project construction 
would only minimally and temporarily improve employment rates. 
Operations and maintenance would require three full·time field personnel and several 
people in lXCs Austin beadquaners. 
Workers from outside the area would usc local accommodations including hotels, camp 
grounds. and recreational vehicle parks. Because construction crews would be spread along 
different segments of the route. local accommodations would be adequate. LocaJ workers 
would spend much of their incomes in local economies; out·of·state workers would purchase 
goods and services during the con.muction period, both of whicb would only minimally and 
temporarily provide additional revenues to local economies. 
IXC would pay property taxes on each optical amplifier and regeneration station si te. the 
amount of which would vary depending on location. Assuming an average assessment of 
0.065 mills, assuming that each optical amplifier si te is valued at $175,000. and assuming 
each regeneration station is valued at $250.000. annual property taxes would be 
approximately SI.080.00 ("r each optical amplifier and $1.544.00 for each regeneration 
stat ion. 
IXC would pay sales taxes for equipment, goods. and services purchased in Colorado, 
Wyoming. and Utah. wbich would minimally and temporarily benefit state and local 
economies. Most of the system (e.g., duCt, cable. prefabricated buildings. electronics. splice 
boxes. man holes, markers) wouid be manufactured and purchased out-of-state. Goods such 
as concrete (for the optical amplifier and regeneration station building foundations), electric 
power lines. batteries. generators, and liquid propane gas would likely be purchased locally, 
so the economic benefits to local businesses and communities would be minimal. IXC 
would also pay an armua! rental fee for tbe BLM ROW. which would minimally benefit the 
federal government. 
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Private landowners along the route would benefit monetarily from granting easements for 
cable installation and optical amplifier and regeneration station land sales. 
No long·term socil',conomic impacts, eitber beneficial or adverse, would occur, except that 
.he urban areas being connected would benefit from tbe extension of fiber optic facil ities 
resulting in improved services and internet access. LocaJ telecommunications provider. 
would have opponunities to interconnect with the cable to provide tbese services to 
Wyoming customers. 
4.4.2 No Action Alternative 
Socioeconomic conditoons along the route would not be affected if the ROW is denied. 
4.4.3 MItigation 
No additional mitigation is required. 
4.4.4 Cumulltive Implds 
Cumulatively, construction of four telecommunications systems would have little impact on 
state, county. or local populations, economies, or infrastructure. Pioneer Pipeline 
construction would require considerably more resources and thus would have a longer term 
beneficial socioeconomic effect (to be analyzed in an EA currently being prepared by BLM 
with the Rock Springs Field Office as lead). Cumulative socioe onomic impacts would 
generally be beneficial but would not be significant 
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4.5 RECREATIO 
Project construction would minimall;' affect recreational users along the roads that parallel 
tbe route because it would disrupt dispersed recreation travel pauems. Where construction 
occurs in fall, hunters may encounter construction equipmeOl on roads used to access hunt 
areas, which would be a minor inconvenience. Similarly, off·road vehicle users and 
sight·seers may encounter construction equipment and would be inconvenienced or may 
choose to avoid construction areas due to human activity. 
4.6 VISUAL RE.~OURCES 
4.6.1 Proposed Action 
Because the project would be constructed in existing ROWs that have already been 
disturbed by linear developmentS. the visual quality of the route would be affected only 
temporarily due to surface disturbance. Once the route is reclaimed, the corridor would 
look as it does at present. ,vith the exception of tbe nine regeneration stations and optical 
amplifier buildings. These would be painted Carlsbad Canyon to blend witb the existing 
landscape. The estimated 68 acres of new disturbance would occur in VRM Oass IU and 
IV areas which allow for moderate changes to the landscape a:. long as they do not attract 
the casual viewer's auention and they repeat the landscape's basic form, line. color, and 
texture. Filler optic cable installation. building erection. and power line construction would 
be in conformance with VRM objectives along the entire route, so impacts would not be 
significant. 
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4.6.2 No Acllon Alternative 
Under tbe No Action Alternative. the landscape would not be disturbed by lXes proposed 
project. and visual quality of the corridor would continue to be affected by the presence of 
existing and proposed linear disturbanees and other human·related intruSions. 
4.6.3 MItigation 
No additional mitigation is required. 
4.6.4 Cumulative Impacts 
Since the project would be constructed within exist ing linear di~turbanees for all but about 
68 acres. most of the route would not contribute to cumulative visual impacts. The 68 acres 
of new disturbance would result in a minor increase in landscape disruption caused by linear 
facilities but the new disturbance would be near other d:.turbanees and tbus would repeat 
the landscape's overall form, line. color. and texture. Cumulative visual impacts would not 
be significant 
4.7 UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECI'S 
4.7.1 Proposed Action 
Unavoidable adverse impacts-residual impacts that would likely remain after mitigation-
would include tbe following. 
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Some additional accidental damage to or illegal collection of paleontological 
and cultural resources may occur. 
Up to 68 acres of new disturbance and up to 1.113 acres of total disturbance 
would occur. resUlting in increase erosion rates until disturbed areas are 
successfuUy reclaimed. 
Up to 68 acres of previously undisturbed vegetation would be disturbed or 
removed. 
Some additional emissions of fugitive dus~ sulfur dioxide. nitrogen oxides. 
carbon monoxide. carbon dioxide. and volatile organic compounds would 
occur. 
Fossil fuels and water would be consumed temporarily during construction 
and periodically during operation and maintenance. 
4.7.2 No Acllon A1temalive 
Unavoid3bl~ adverse impactS resulting from the No Action Alternative would include the 
followmg. 
Loss of paleontological and cultural resources from vandalism and accidental 
disturbances would continue at present levels. 
Soil loss would continue at present levels. 
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5.0 CONSULTATION AND PREPARERS 
Personnel contacted or consulted during EA preparation are listed in Table 5.1. The BLM 
interdisciplinary tearns are presented in Table 5.2, and tbe list of other preparers and 
participants is given in Table 53. 
Table 5.1 Personnel Consulted. 
1.:ency/Organiwion 
Federal 
Bureau of l&nd Management 
Utah State Off .. ce 
Army Corps of Eng .. neen 
Colorodo Regulatory Offi .. 
Wyoming Regul!lOry Offi .. 
Utah Regulatory Offi .. 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Colorodo F .. eld Offi .. 
Wyom"ng F .. eld Office 
Utah F .. eld Office 
N.rul1l Resources Conservation Serv .... 
Forest Service 
WlSlI:h National Forest 
Ind"vidual Position 
--------------------------
Rob BoI .. ger 
Terry McKee 
Tom Johnson 
Michell. Waltz 
leRoy Carlson 
Oay Ronish 
Michael Long 
Brwlley Rogers 
Reed Harris 
Roger Co. 
Mary Gerkin 
Daryl Trickier 
Larry Gillman 
Wayne Paueu 
Wildlife Biologist 
Pro.J«l M .... er 
Project M .... .. 
Project M .... er 
Colorwlo Field Supervisor 
Wildlife BiOlogist 
Wyoming Field Supervisor 
Wildlife Biologist 
Field Office Supervisor 
Soil Scientist 
Soil Conservation Techniciao 
Soil Scientist 
NEPA Coordinator 
Wildlife Biologist 
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Table 5.1 (Continued) 
Alency/Or,aniulion 
Slak of ColonlClo 
DiylJion of Wildlife Resources 
N.tural Heri..,e Prolrnn 
State Historic Pres~l1ion Office 
Slak of Wyominc 
Game and Fish Deparunent 
State Historic Prescrvalion Office 
Deparunenl of Enyironmental Qual ity 
Wmr Quality Diyision 
Slate of Utah 
Division of Wildlife Resources 
Deparunent of Tf1JI>porwion 
Swe Historic Preservation Office 
Salt Lake City 
Ind iyidual 
Daye Weber 
Jerry Crail 
Rick Hoffman 
Gene SchooDyeld 
Francie PlUmri 
John Amulron, 
Jerry Green 
Tom Quistensen 
Rich Gue=l 
Grel Hian 
Kerry Olson 
Stove Loose 
Tun Wooley 
Judy Wolf 
Todd Pufin 
Alan Wud 
Lou Corniceili 
Mike DonivAn 
James Dybnann 
RuueU Hone 
PoJitioD 
Wildlife Biololist 
Wildlife Researcher/Swe 
Rlptor Biologisl 
Wildlife Reseucl:er 
Wildlife Biololisl 
Wildlife Biolol;'t 
Environmental Review 
CoordillllOr 
Ardll<Ololist 
Wildlife Biololist 
Wildlife 8iologist 
Wildl ife 8iololist 
Wildlife Biolo,ist 
Wildlife Biololi.t 
Wildlife 8iolo,ist 
Deputy SHPO 
Senior AnalYSl 
Wildlife Biololist 
Wildlife 8iololist 
Encroachmenl Pennia 
Officer 
Archaeolo,isl 
WIler.bed Pro,run 
AdminislrlLOr 
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Table 5.2 BLM Interdisciplinary Teams. 
Resource Roclc Sprinp Field Office RI .. lins Field Office Kemmerer Field OffIce 
Surflce and ground 0enniJ Doncaster NtA N/A 
.... ter 
SoilJ John MacDonald SlUan Foley N/A 
Wildlife, Jim Donder l.&rTy A ppl e Vidi HW"-'I 
John Hendersen 
1ltreaIened, endangered, J im Dunder N/A Vicki Herre:o 
and candidate species Jim Glennon 
and species of concern 
Cultural resources Terry Del Bene Gary DeMarcoy Lyon Harrell 
Realty Becky Heick l.&rTy Jlekson Muk HatclIell 
Janelle Wrilley 
Jjyestocit and ,ruin, ThorStepheruon NtA Pit Netherly 
mlnllemetl( 
Recreation Andy Tenney KryruI Oue Wally Mi=je .. ski 
NEPA coordillllOe Arlan Hint'r l.&rTy JlCkson Muk Hatdlell 
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Table 5.3 Other Prepasers and Panicip:mts. 
Name 
TRC MariAh A5s«1alei Inc. 
Karyn Coppinger 
Tiger Adol f 
Genial DeCtitro 
Jan Han 
Carolyn Hayden 
Craig Kl ing 
Tamara Linse 
Ells. Lockhan 
Suzanne Luhr 
Kelly Miller 
Phyll is Ranz 
Thomas Reust 
Roger Schoumacher 
Craig Smith 
EI'Ithem-Vonlr Geological Consultants 
Gustav Wimerfeld 
Mountain W<51 Environmental 
BobDom 
EA Rcsponslbili!)' 
ProjeCI Management. Air Quali!)" 
Wiler Resourecs. 0.0101)', Soils. 
Nobe. Vegeution. TEC&S Planu. 
Land Use. Visual Resourecs 
Ow ColieCIion 
Documeot Production 
WetlllXIs 
Document Production 
Wild life. TEC&S Wildlife. 
Quali!)' Au urance 
Documenl Production. 
T«:hnical Editin& 
Gec,raphic Infonnl1ion System 
IAutoCAO Mapping 
Orafiing/AulOCAO 
Document Production 
On ft ing 
Cultural Resources 
Quality Auurance 
Cultural Resources 
P, IOOlilOlo,y 
TEC&S Pll11u I11d Wildlife 
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EA. (XC FiMr Optic T~(trommuniCOliOlU st~m 
Sp.d. U I' 
Moose 
White-ull"" antelope .qultT'<1 
Pronghorn 
Pallid bit 
Py,my rlbbit 
Coyote 
Beover 
/lmerican Elk 
Rock pock .. """"" 
Common hog·nosed .kunk 
GUMlson', prairie doa 
White-ulled prolrie dOl 
Utah prairie doa 
Onf. kanllJ'OO rat 
Bla bro., n bat 
Porcupine 
Spotted bat 
Mountain lion 
Bobcat 
Nonhmt flyina squitT'<1 
Wolverine 
/llIen's bi,-earod bit 
Silvu-haind bat 
Western ndba! 
Red bit 
Hoary bat 
aatbruah ""Ie 
Whitt-tailed jacUabbit 
Nonhem river oner 
Canadl Iy,," ( .... KA Nonh .... merican Ly .. ) 
clenllnc Name 
Alas alcrs 
AlMtOsptmtOpllll.u Itucunu 
Mltlo...",., amtricono 
AJIlTOZO ... pallid ... 
BrodrYlag ... 'dJJhotnsl, 
CAnis Iarrons 
Casror OJIIOdtflll, 
Ctm" t/4phus 
Otatlodlpos i"'t""t11I ... 
ContptUus ,",JoItIlCW 
t)'IIOm)'S gWlllisonl 
C. ItuCIInU 
C. panid"" 
Dipodom)'s ordil tlu .... D. o. longipt •• 
D. o. monI4/UU. D. o. "uilis . D. o. priselU 
D. o. sanrojltli 
Epttsfcu.s fusc ... 
Ertrhl:.on dtN1O/llm 
EwltnrtIJ /IIIlOlliJ/IUII 
Ftll. "",color 
F. nifu.s 
GltJuromy. IGbrin ... 
Gulo gulo 
IdiDtr)'CItri. p/r)1lo1is 
1AsIDtr)'CItri. nocri'ogons 
lAsIursu bloss,,;//1 
L. bortoJi. 
L dntrtld 
UI'PSmiSCIU a.nallls 
up ... ro~nwtdll 
uaro OJIIOdtfll" 
Lyn.t OJIIOdtnsl. (AKA Ftils I)'n.t OJIIOdtnsis) 
A· I A·2 EA. (XC FIMr Opric Tti«ommullicaJiOlU SYSltm 
Sped.s List (Continued) 
Common N.me 
Vello .. -bellied marmot 
Manen 
Striped skunk 
Long·talled \'ole 
MCJ.lc.an ,'ole 
Montane "01. 
Virgin Rh .. er montane \"Ole 
Prairie \'Ole 
Meado ... ,'Ole 
Ermine 
Lona·tailed .. ..-1 
Black·fOOI'<l rerret 
Mink 
Watern maJl ·foo,e.j m),oti.J 
Long-earod myoti. 
LUlie bro,,'fl m),otis 
Fringed m)'ou! 
Lona·legaed myo"s 
Yuma m til 
Whlle·throated .. oodrlt 
Bush)·. tailed ... ood'it 
ulhem pl.iro.S . ·oodrat 
leyhtn's . ·oodral 
Desen .hro .. • 
Dig r ..... talled bIt 
Pih 
Mule deer 
Whitt-ll iled deer 
Muskrat 
Nonhem gras,hopper mouse 
Mountain 10lt 
Bi,hom sheep 
01 i\'t-backed pocket mouse 
ScientifIC Name 
Ifamuxa jI;n;, .. fIIri, 
Man" amtrinma 
MtphirfJ mtplolris 
M'mNUS lon,imwl ... 
M. muiClJJ1us 
M. motttanllS 
M. monton ... ri,v/4ri, 
M. ochrogas"r 
M. ptNtsyllWticus 
MUS/tla tminto 
M. Jr'lIDla 
M. nlRript' 
AI. \;1011 
MyOflS dlio/Db""" 
M. t'YHls 
M. lud/u,u, 
M. rlrysanodn 
M. ,tJ/CIIU 
M.,.umQIltflli' 
Ntoroma alb/gula b,..;mudo 
N. dntrta 
N. rnimJf1l1S 
N. JI,phtflll 
Nod.sora era.ford! 
N)c:rinomops ""'crori. 
OcIootona prinrrps 
Odocolltus htrnion ... 
O. ,ir,lnlon ... 
Ortdatru dlNrhicu.s 
O/l)'chomys Itucogasrtr 
Ortt1mnOJ amtriC'OlUfS 
OIis OJIIOd,nsI, 
Ptro,lIDlhus frJJdarus 
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S""cie Ust (Conlinued) 
Common Name 
Pllins pocket mo .... 
Sillcy pocket mo .... 
Greal Ouln pocket mo .... 
Deer mouse 
White· (ooted moUle 
Northern rock mouse 
Healher volesouJc. 
Tow"",nd 's bia-und bal 
Raccoon 
Wc.stern harvest mo .... 
Plliru han'est moun 
Easlern mole 
Masked shrew 
Pygmy shrew 
Merriam 's hre\\' 
Dusk)! hrew 
Dwarf shrew 
Wr:er shrew 
W),omin, Xround ,qulrrel 
Spotted ground 'quirrel 
Thirteen·lined I1fOUnd squirrel 
Golden·mantled ,round squirrel 
Western .potted .kunk 
Eastern .potted .kunk 
Mountain (Nuttall' ,) cottontall 
Desert cononlail 
Dru.ilian (ree· tailed bat 
Vellow pine chipmunk 
Ol(f chipmunk 
least Chipmunk 
Red squirrel 
BId,er 
Dona' , pocket ,opher 
ienliOe Name 
p, jIa.ysuns ... Ii"us 
p, jlO\11J top/tMs, P. flo • .., sanillili 
P. PO"'" 
Ptrotrr)'scus manlc.IDIW 
P. It.copus 
P. IIQIIIIUS 
Phtnocomys II1I,rm<di .. 
Pltcot., 10"ftundil polltluns 
Procyon 1000r 
RtirhrodOlflomys ~ga/otIs m"a/oris 
R. mon/QIIUJ mOItl4nul 
Sco/op., aqllOrico; 
Soru. antrtUJ 
S. hoyl MOIl/an., 
S. mtrrlami 
S. MOIfrirol.s 
S. nan., 
S. pol.,lris 
Spmnoploilus t,t,ans 
S. spllosOlfSO 
S. rridtum/in",rus 
S. f4rtralis 
Sp/lo,a/t ,roclll. 
S, PIIIOriUS IN'rrllpla 
S),hiia,., n""a/III 
S. allllllbonli 
Tadarida bmsflltnsis 
TamilU_nus 
T. dorsalis 
T. m/rumus 
Tam/IUd .,.. hllll.otU,us 
Ttuid", rta., 
Thomomy. bOIrat 
A·3 A-4 EA, {XC Fib" Oprlc T./~mmunicQ/iofU SY' lem 
ommon NI.IM 
Wyomln, pocket gopher 
Northern pocket aopher 
Di lCkbear 
Grittl)' or brown bear 
KII (ox 
S .. ill (0. 
Red fox 
Preble'. M .... ow jumping mouse 
Western jumping moUlt 
Common loon 
Pled·billed ,rebe 
Horned , rebe 
Eared ,rebe 
Shl'1' 'pro .. 
Western grtbe 
Ollk ', grebe 
A.meriCAn whue pelican 
Double<rated cormorant 
Arr.encan bittern 
l.ea..\1 blllem 
Gr ..... gret 
Gr .. t blue heron 
Sno"')' egre. 
Clttl. e,m 
Green·backed huon 
Green heron 
V.llo.,-cro.,ned ni,ht·heron 
DilCk<rowned nigh. ·heron 
Whit .. flCed Ibis 
Tundra swan 
Trumpeu:r swan 
Scientific Name 
T. cI.st.s 
T. ralpoldtl 
UrsUl omtrlC'CJltUJ 
U. (JrC1os 
Volpts morrorls 
V. \'t/Clf 
V. "lIpts 
lopus hllllsotUUS prtbltl 
Z. prinups 
Go',a I/f\lrltr 
Podilrmbus podlrtpS 
PodictpJ ourllW 
p, nf,riroills 
Promtntll" tADCWOW 
Atchmophonu orrldtnlalls 
A. c/ar"iI 
Ptl,conus tr)1hrorlrynchos 
PltaJDcrtXOrru QllrilUJ 
BOioullfJ ItMliMlUJ 
Lwb'ychus uilis 
Ani,a a/bl'-' 
A. htrodlos 
Egnrro lil,la 
Bobolcus Ibis 
SIIIorid" IlriOJIIJ 
B. ,'IrtICtns 
N)'ClDntJJUJ .,0/0,,,, 
N)'CrIcorar nyctirorar 
Pltgodls chlh/ 
C)',nllJ roIwnblan., 
C bucrl_or 
EA. IX nbcr 0pllc T~ltcommunicatlofU S)'n~m 
Species USI (Conlinued) 
Common Name 
Snow loose 
CanId.,oo .. 
Wood duck 
Northern pinwi 
American wileen 
Northern hoveler 
Green·wlnaed lUI 
Cinnamon lcal 
OIue-wlnsed leal 
Mallard 
Gadwall 
Lesser IUUp 
Rtdhead 
Rlnl·necked duck 
Canyasback 
Bumehead 
Common ,oldeneye 
Barrow· J loldeneye 
Harlequin duck 
Hooded mer,..,.., 
Common mer,anser 
Red·breMled merlanser 
Ruddy duck 
Turkey yullure 
Osprey 
Bald..,l. 
Northern harrier 
Sharp-shinned h.wk 
Cooper'. h.wk 
Northern IO.h .... k 
Red ·wled h.wk 
Roulh·1elled h.wk 
Broad·wl'aed h.wk 
Sclenllfic Name 
Ottn ~rvltlCtnJ 
8fTJ111a ClJllDdtnsls 
ALr spansa 
Anas at'1l1a 
A. /JIIItricana 
A. ctypt<lla 
A. c)'allDpltro 
A. dlsrors 
A. p/lJryr/rynchas 
A. l frtpUQ 
Aylh)'a qJJinls 
A. atnlriCOJ1D 
A. roIlaris 
A. lollslntria 
8vctphD/o albtolo 
8. c/on,vlo 
8. IslOlldICD 
Hlslrionlcvs hlslrionlcus 
LophodYlts evevllatus 
MlT,UJ Mtf,OIUtT 
M . ltmJIOr 
O;tyvro jamoJctnsls 
Calhants OJU'Q 
Pond]on hallotlus 
Hai/aullU Itvcoctpha/IU 
arCIU C)'llllt1U 
Acdplltr SlrlQJIU 
A. cooptrll 
A. I tMUS 
BlIlco jamoJctnsls 
8. W,DpIU 
8. pk )'pttnU 
A·5 A·6 EA. IXC Fiber Oplit TtltcomlllullicatlofU Syn~m 
Species Usl (Conl inued) 
Common Name 
FeNll,lnous hawk 
SWliruon', hawk 
Golden..,ie 
American kestrel 
Merlin 
Peregrine (&Jean 
Aric perelErlnc falcon 
Prairie falcon 
Ruffed Crou .. 
Sqe crouse 
Bluelrouse 
Whhe-wied ptarmigan 
Rin"necked pheasanl 
Gruler prair ie-chicken 
l...es.ser pr.irie--c:hicken 
Columbian .harp·lailed crouse 
PI.i ... ,harp·lalled lrou.e 
Wild ,urkey 
Merriam's .,dld turkey 
Vlrgima rail 
Sora 
American coot 
Whoopinl crane 
Lesser .andhill <rant 
Grealer sandhill crane 
Black-bellied ployer 
L .... r ,olden player 
Snowy ployer 
Pip in, ployer 
Mounlaln plover 
Semlpalm.,ed ployer 
Killdeer 
OIack ·necked still 
Scienlific Narnt 
8. rtlalls 
8. J'MfJ/Il'onJ 
Aquila chrysatlas 
Falco span~rius 
F. roIwnbariIU 
F. ptrt,rinvs 
F. ptrt,rlnus lundrlIU 
F. Ina/ronvs 
80MJQ wnIN/l1U 
un/roctrevs vraphaslanIU vrophtulan/U 
Dtndro,Dpus Dbscvrvs 
Lo,Dpus Itvevr/U alllptirns 
Pltaslanus cal:hlcvs 
7}'l!!pOIIvchIU cvpfdo plnnalus 
T. pallldidnaus 
T. phaslantllvs ca/vtnblanlU 
T. phasiantllvs jaMrsll 
Mtlta,rls ,alloptn'O 
MtlCQlrlr ,a/lapam IntrrlamJ 
RalIIU Iltnlrola 
Por-JIII(J COlo/1M 
Fvllca (J '~ricana 
Gnuam~rlCt1llQ 
G. cal>adtnsls canadtnsls 
G. avrodtnsls lab/do 
PI",talls sqUOlalaia 
P dontlnlCD 
OrarodriIU aluandrinvs 
C. _ladIU 
C. 1/IOIIIanus 
C. sttnlpallllQJ/jJ 
C. 'OO/trIU 
HltrIIJIIIDp/jJ Ina/COIIIU 
EA, IXC Fib.., Opllc T~lecommunlCQ/lol1J Syn~m 
Species Ust (Continued) 
Common Name 
American IVocet 
Greater yellowl.., 
Lesser yellow I.,. 
Solitary sandpiper 
Willet 
Sponcd sandpiper 
Upland sandpiper 
Lon,-billed curlew 
Eskimo curl .... 
Marbled lodwit 
Sanderlin, 
SemlpaJmated sandplpet 
W .. tern sandpiper 
Least sandpiper 
Baird's sardplper 
PoaoraJ sandpiper 
Still sandpiper 
Lon,-billed da.litcher 
Common snipe 
Wilson-s phaJarupe 
Red-necked phllluope 
Franklins ",II 
Bonaparte-, ",JI 
RlnJ-bilied ",II 
Californi, ",II 
Herring ",II 
Least m 
Caspian tern 
Forster', tern 
Black "'rn 
Rock do •• 
Nonhem bobwhite 
Moumin, da.e 
Scientific Name 
Rlcu"irostra ~rl<lUlD 
Trinla Ift,/analeuco 
T. jID»pts 
T. soillaria 
CoJOPlropharw .. mlpoJmaJw Inornalw 
Aeri"" """waria 
Bal1rom/a lonllcoudo 
Numtnlw ~rlCJlllIU 
N. bartolls 
UInQID '<doa 
Colldrl, olba 
::. pwllID 
C. maurl 
C. mlnurilla 
C. balrdJl 
C. lfILiGnolos 
C. hJmtJ/llopw 
UmnodromJU IfoiopactuJ 
Galllna,o IalJlna,o 
PhalDroplU tricolor 
P. lobaJlU 
Lorw plplJ.CJlII 
L phllDdtlphla 
L dtIDwar<nsls 
L toI/forn/cw 
L arl<flJaJIU 
Sltrna antilID",," 
S. ""jAa 
S. jorlltrl 
O!Jldon/as nlltT 
Col"'""" IMa 
CoIlnw ,ir,lnlanw 
Zenaida macrou", 
A-7 A-8 EA, IXC Fiber Opllc T~I«ommunicaJlol1J S)'n~ 
Specie Ust (Continued) 
Common Name 
W .. tern yellow-billed cuckoo 
Black-billed cuckoo 
Northern law·whet owl 
Boreal owl 
Long-ured owl 
Shon-ared owl 
Burrowina owl 
Great homed owl 
Eastern screech owl 
Flammulated owl 
Mexican ' polled owl 
Darn owl 
Common nl,hth,wk 
Common poorwill 
White-throated swift 
Black ,wlft 
Broad-tailed hummingbird 
Rufous hummln,bird 
Belted klnlfi,her 
ReV headed woodpecker 
Lewi!- w"""pec.ker 
Red-naped sap,ucker 
Williamson -s sapsucker 
Downy woodpecker 
Ladder-backed woodpecker 
Three-toed woodpecker 
Hairy woodpecker 
Nonhem nicker 
Olive-sided nycatcher 
W .. ",m wood-pewee 
Hammond -s nyeatcher 
Least nyeatcher 
Dusky nyeatcher 
Scienlifoc Name 
Coccyuu amtrlCJlllIU «ddtnlolls 
C. aylhroprhalmlU 
Ae,oIlw oCDd/cu.. 
A_ fontrew 
14110 OIw 
"- flOIMIlw 
A/MIlL c""'clJaria 
Bubo ,ir,lnlanw 
OrIU aslo 
O. j/ammtolw 
SItU CKddefIJolls ludda 
1)'ro alba 
o.ordtilts mlnar 
PhalDtnaprilw nurrallil 
AtrontJUltS sQ.UJtQJls 
Cypstloidts nlltr 
StlDsphorw p/aJyrtr(w 
S. ",jus 
O'1lt alcyon 
MtiDllLrpts t'1lhroctphalw 
M. lt .. is 
Sphyroplcw nuchalls 
S. Ilryroidtw 
P/coldts pub<SCtns 
P. scaIDrls 
P. Irldaaylw 
1'. ,Wosw 
CoIopI<S auratw 
Cotuopw bartalls 
C. sordJdww 
EmpIdONU hammondll 
E. mlnllftW 
E. ob<rholstrl 
EA, /XC Fib.,. Opllc r.lecommunlCllJlolU SyI/om 
Species lin (Cont;nued) 
Common Name 
Cordill.,an n)'ealCh., 
Willow n)'ealCh" 
South"estern "illow nyeatch., 
Euttm phoebe 
SIY'S phoebe 
Aih·thlOl1ed n)'ealCh" 
Sclssor· tailed nyelldl., 
Eutern tln,blrd 
Western kin,blrd 
Homed IlIk 
Purple manin 
T"", s.,allo .. 
Vlolet'areen swallo., 
Northern rouah·wlnged ."allo., 
Bank swallo., 
aiIT,.,allow 
Bam swallo., 
Glay jay 
Stell.,', jay 
Blue jay 
Scrub jay 
Pinyon jay 
allk', nU~lICker 
Black-billed mqpie 
American crow 
Common riven 
Black-apped chickadee 
Mountain chickadee 
Chestnut-backed chickadee 
Plain tiuno .... 
Bushtit 
Red·breasted nuthmh 
White-breasted nuthaldl 
ScientifIC Name 
E. ocdd'nJaJiJ 
E. rraJ/U1 
E. IraJllII utimUJ 
SayorniJ phot/N 
S. JOya 
My/arthUJ dMrOJwlJ 
7}lnInJIUJ /orjiaJIUJ 
T.l)'nInJIUJ 
T. .. ",I calls 
EmnophJIo aJp'Slris 
Pro,M subls 
Taclryd",'a blc%r 
T. IhaJasslna 
SItI,ldopltryx strrip'Mis 
RJparla riparla 
Hlnwlo py"hOllOla 
II. rUJllea 
Ptrisor<UJ CtWJdtnsls 
Cyonodna Jlt/ltri 
C. criS/a/Q 
AphtlOCtJmlJ Cotnduuns 
Oymnorhimu cyanoctphaJUJ 
Nuclfra,a CI'IumblQIIQ 
Pim plc:o 
eo""" hrarlryrhynchos 
C. ca"'" 
Panu asric:opl/lus 
P. ,ambt/l 
P. ,"/tSCtns 
P. IIIOI'1IQIUJ 
Pmhripanu mlnlmus 
Sino CtWJd.nsls 
S. C4TO/IMruls 
A·9 A·IO EA, Ixe Fib.,. Oplic re/ecommunicaJlolU System 
Species List (Colllinued) 
Common Name 
pygmy nuthllth 
Brown creeper 
Rock .,ren 
Canyon wren 
Bewick's wren 
(".&tolin. wren 
House .... ren 
Marsh wren 
American dipper 
Golden<lOwned kinglet 
Ruby-crowned kinglet 
Blue-gray gnlltllcher 
Eut<rn hluebird 
Western bluebird 
Mountain bluebird 
Townsend 's solitalre 
Veery 
So/Ilnson's thrush 
Hermit thrush 
American robin 
Grayatbird 
Northern mockingbird 
Sige thrasher 
CriuaJ thrasher 
Brown lhruher 
American pipit 
Bohttnian .... .,lng 
Cedar wuwin, 
Nortl>em shrike 
Louerhead shrike 
European sLvlin, 
Bell's vireo 
Warbling vireo 
Sclent:flC Name 
S. PY,mD<O 
unlria tulU!riCQIIQ 
SaJplnau ohsoltlUJ 
CoJh<rpa maI"",UJ 
71rryotrrDMS /NwlckJl 
71rryothorUJ I",h,.';danus 
Tro,lodylts a.don 
CiSlolhorus polUS/ris 
Cine/us malcanus 
Rt,wus SaJrapo 
R. cDI,ndula 
Pollop~/a ea.nd,a 
SlaJla stalls 
S. maiCQIIQ 
S. ,urrucoldts 
Myodmts lo"''''tndl 
CoJhorw /UJClSCtru 
C UJlulaJus 
C. ,unasUJ 
TlvdUJ mI,rasoriUJ 
D~ltllo caroliMnsls 
Mlmus poIy,lorros 
OrrolCDpltl monJaJuu 
TOlDSlomtl crissaJt 
T.rufiim 
Antiuu rulNsClns 
Bom/Jydllo ,arndus 
B. etdrorvm 
Ltur/IU acubltor 
L ludo,;danus 
SlumUJ vu/,aris 
Vlrto /NUll 
V. gll>vs 
EA, ,XC Fiber Optic TtlecommunicmiolU S 'STem A-II 
Species Ust (Continued) 
Common Name Scientific Name 
Red~ed vireo V. olJvaau.s 
Sollwy vireo V. soillori u.s 
Gray vireo V. vtdnJor 
Tennessee warbler Vumivora ptrtgrlna 
Orange-crowned warbler V. ulota 
Virginia's warbler V. vtrglnJae 
Yellow-rumped warbler Dendro/eo. coronola 
Grace's warbler D. grodae 
Blad-throated gray warbler D. nigrtsctns 
Olestnut~lIared warbler D. ptflrylvonJea 
Yellow warbler D. ptltchJa 
Blackpoll warbler D. slriOla 
Townsend's warbler D. lotmJtndi 
Black-and-white warbler Mniorilla varia 
American redstart Stloph4ga ruridllo 
Ovenbird Set u/'US OlITocapill u.s 
Northern waterthrusb S. navtboractnsis 
MacGillivray's warbler Oporomis Iolm/tl 
Common yellowthro GtolhJypis lrichas 
WiUo 's warbler "Vi Isonio pu.sUIo 
Yellow-breasted chat /curio ,,; rotS 
Hep Ie tanager Pi ranga }lava 
Western tanager P. ludovidana 
Rose-brcaslCd grosbeak PMUClicu.s ludtfttdOflUS 
Black-headed grosbeak P. I'MlollOUphalUS 
Blue grosbeak Guiroeo. eo. nJeo 
Lazuli bunting Pautrlna amotl'llJ 
Indigo bunting P. C)V11JLa 
Dickcissel SpIuJ (JIMri CQI'IIJ 
Grccn-tailed towhee Pipllo chJonuw 
Ru(ous-sided towhee P. trythropItJhoJmus 
Cassin's $pmow AInwphlIiJ ca.sstnJl ... 
, urous-aowned spanow A. fJlfiups 
\ Co '.; 
A·12 EA, IXC Fibu Opric Te/t!COmmuniaWOIU S)'Jtem 
""ciC5 LUt (Continued) 
Common Name 
Sill. 'IWTO'" 
Amertc.an U'CIe sparro .... 
91"C"'U's sparrow 
Oly<olorod spano ... 
OIippin, sparro ... 
Foeld Spm'O'" 
Vesper spano ... 
l.&rk spIlTO'" 
Black·throllOd sparro ... 
SI," spano ... 
l.&rk bunting 
Ivannah 'parra ... · 
Baird', spano ... 
Grasshopper sparro ... 
Fox sp"""" 
Song Sp".-ro ... 
Lincoln's s'parrow 
White-throlted sparrow 
Whitr-<:ro ... nrd sparrow 
Dark~jullCl 
Lapland longspur 
McCown', longspur 
OIestnut<olIared lon,spur 
Snow ~unting 
Bobolink 
Red· ... inged blackbird 
Western meadowlark 
Ydlow·headed blackbird 
Rusty blackbird 
Brc ... .,·s blackbird 
Common "odI. 
Brown-headed oo ... bird 
Northern oriol. Baltimore oriol. 
Scientific Name 
Amp/IispltJJ INIII 
Spi~/14 arl>or", 
S. b"...,ri 
S. paJlidD 
S. passrriNJ 
S. punll4 
P"",Wts granUMus 
OoondtJtts grammanu 
.. ·.lphispitJJ billnrOJa 
A. INIIi 
Qz}Qnll>spltJJ mrlanaco,)'s 
Possucu)us sand.fchLMis 
Ammodromus bainJiI 
A. jQ\wtnarwn 
Pas,.,,114 WaOl 
Mtlo'pltA mdodia 
M. Iinco/nU 
ZmIoIrirllia alblco//J, 
Z. Irucoplvy, 
}unOl /rytmalis 
CalOlrius /oppotUcus 
C. mrOl...ui 
C. 0,"""" 
Plra~1IIU nI..us 
Do//chonyx o,>>:ivanu 
AI,/Q/US phOClliaus 
SlllmtlJa "'11,aa 
JUwhactphaJus :uwhacrphaJus 
ElIphD4'" Olroi/nus 
E. C)'tJIJO(X>ha/us 
Qu),roIus quiscuk 
Mo/othnu OJ" 
larnu gaJbuJa 
EA, rxc Fiber Optic TelecommuniaWOIU S)'Jtem 
S""cie. LUt (Continued) 
Common Name 
Soon's oriole 
Orr~ard oriole 
Mwwippi kil< 
Rosy finch 
Pi .. I""beak 
Purpl.linch 
Cassin', linch 
House finch 
Red en>SSbill 
Whlte-winard "", .. bill 
Common redpoll 
Pi .. 'iskin 
l.euer IOldfinch 
American loldfinch 
Even!nl ,rosbeak 
House spIlTOw 
AmpNblam IOd Reptiles 
Northern cricket frog 
TiF salamander 
Western toad (Boreal toad) 
Great Plains toad 
Green toad 
Wyomln, toad 
Arizona toad 
Red~toad 
Racer 
Mid ... faded ranJesnalce 
Rinpock snalce 
M any·lined skink 
Great Plains ranlesnalc. 
Lonanose loopard I iurd 
Great Plains IWTOwmouth toad 
Nilht ,nalce 
ScientifIC Name 
I . parisonun 
I , spurlus 
Ictinla mississlppl,Mi, 
LLuoossia "":oa 
PlnlcoIa tnJIdtOlor 
CorpodDcus purpunus 
C. ausinJi 
C "".aeanus 
Lt.u:io cun,rosrro 
L l,uOlPura 
CordlU!lis j/DmmM 
c.pln", 
C. psallria 
C '"sris 
CocC'OlhrollJttl \ltl~rnmlS 
PasStr d~sticllJ 
Arris mp(/QJU 
Am/lyrrDmD Iignn_ 
BIl10 bortas bortOl 
B, co,,,,,,,,, 
B. kbilis 
B. htmiophrys baxuri 
B. microsoopluu microsooph", 
B. punClarus 
CoIube, constriaor 
Dotal", ,iridls conco/or 
Dlndophis punClQl'" 
~, mwrl"'gallU 
EJJJphr gUlt4la ''"'''>; 
GombtIiD .illiunJl 
Gasrrophr)'M all,'0= 
Hypsl,ltNJ lorqltDlD 
A·13 
A-14 EA. IXC Fiber Optic T~/tcommunicmioru S).sum 
pedes List (Continued) 
Common N&me 
c.nyon tTeefro, 
Ydlow mud tunle 
Common kinprake 
California kinplllke 
Utah mountain kln" nake 
Milk ,rake 
Utah milk ,rake 
T .... blond ,rake 
mooth .. reen snake 
Tex .. homed liwd 
Easten shon-homed liwd 
Shon-homed liwd 
PklflC ChOM froB 
Chorus fro, 
PlaIns leopard frog 
Nonhern Leopard frog 
Sponed frog 
Wood fro, 
lowland leopard frog 
longnose srake 
Couch's .padefoot 
SaaebMh I izanI 
Desen spiny lizanI 
Eastern fenee Iiza. d 
Massasau,a 
Ground srake 
Plains .padefoot 
Great B .. in spadefoot 
New Mexico .padefoot 
South"estern blkkhw srake 
BIIcl<n<ck latter .rake 
Western tetTeStnaJ ,anet ,rake 
Common ,atter .nake 
Lined .rake 
ScientifIC N&me 
Hyl4 artnlcolor 
KiMsttmDrl ftin~sans 
Lamprop.ttis Itrwl4 
l.. Itrwl4 califonoJat 
l.. pyronotlDna IlIfrolabialis 
l.. triQ/lgoJIUft 
l.. triQ/lgoJ"", ray/ori 
uplotyphlops doJds 
Ophtodrys ,~rntliis 
Phf)'MSomD comwlUft 
P. d""lws/ bm{ronTf 
P. htrnandd 
P. "Iilla 
Pstudacris (ristriala 
RDna bIoiri 
R. pipiins 
R. prtriOJD 
R. r; ll<lJico 
R. )'Q\'QpI1J,nsiJ 
/WfI(K'htllllJ Itroruti 
SCDp/IJOPIIJ co.dIIl 
Saloponu ,rodosllJ 
S. _,fsltr 
S. lUldoJanu 
Sismmu crJItNJISU 
SDnoro soniQ/lfloJaJa 
~ bombIJrons 
S. Iflltrm«llOllO 
S. moJtipliCflJa 
TanJill4 habansmJthi 
TIIamnop/Jis C)'nopsis 
T. tltfOllS 
T. s/r1<llis 
7mpIdodon/on IiMJ/llltl 
EA. IXC Fiber Optic TeltcommuniCDlioru System 
Spedes List (Continued) 
Common Name 
Rlvcr c.arpsueker 
longnose .ucket 
White ,ucker 
BI.ehead .u(ker 
Flannelmoulh .uci<et 
Mountain sucker 
Rio Grande .uckes 
June sucker 
Paiute sculpin 
Lake chub 
Common carp 
Arkansas danes 
10 ..... daner 
Johnny daner 
Orangcthroat ianet 
Plains IOpminnow 
Leathmide chub 
Humpback chub 
Bonyail 
Rio Grande chub 
Roundtail chub 
Brassy minnow 
Pla.ins minnow 
Common sIIlner 
Speckled chub 
Homyhead chub 
Emerald shiner 
RiVet shiner 
Sand shiner 
Stoneta\ 
CuUhnoat trout (Ydlo ..... one .ubspecles) 
Colorado RiVet tutthroa! trout 
Scientific Name 
Corp/odts rtJrp/o 
CotOltMuu Ct1Iosromtd 
C. COIMttrsuni 
C. discobolllJ 
C. /4tipiMis 
C. plJuyrlr)7IchllJ 
C.pltlHllIJ 
OtturIJsttr Uorw 
Conus IHldinll 
~s/IIJ plumb<1IJ 
e;prlnllJ corp/o 
ElhtottomD rrallnl 
E. t.nlt 
E. nil""" 
E. sptCfabilt 
FlUldoJ .. sdodie .. 
GiI4 CllfNI 
G. C)pM 
G. tltlans 
G. pandora 
G. robusta 
Hybo,naJhllJ ItDnkinsoni 
H. pl4dtws 
LJaiIIlJ comlllllJ 
Macrlr)-bops/s atsti,wls 
NOCOIIIis bI,unanu 
Norropls athtrinoldts 
N. bltMiIlJ 
N. srromintllJ 
Notunu ftin'IU 
O,corlI)1IchllJ c/4rld 
O. c/4rld plt.riliellJ 
A- IS 
I(,.. l 
A·16 EA. [XC Fib~ Oplic Te/l!COl7tmunicarioru Syslem 
pecies illl (Conlinued) 
Common Nam< 
G,..,.blld< cunl1roal trout 
Rio Grande cunl1roll trout 
Rail bow lroul 
Suti:ennouth minnow 
Northern redbclly dace 
Southern redbelly dICe 
Flathead chub 
MounLlln whilefish 
Cololldo squawfish 
Lo",no .. dace 
Brown lrOUl 
Brook trout 
Crock chub 
Walleye 
Ruorbac::k sucker 
Californil nOlt .. 
No common narne 
Western purbhell 
Eureka mouoLllns";l 
Lyrate mounLllnsnall 
ubalpi ... mounLllnsnall 
Olden Rocky MounLlln s";l 
Vlvopal mounLllnsnli1 
Ambersnlil. Klnub 
Utah phyu (Utah bubblesnlil i 
WeI·rock physa (Zion CIl1yon snlil) 
Oinlon Ca\'e sntil 
Toquerville sprinlsnlil 
Mountain nw-.hsnail 
Roundmouth valvlll 
Utah valvlta 
Sclenlillc Name 
O. darti nom/as 
O. clarki ,;rgln/alls 
0 , mykiSl 
PhellDccbllU mlr<.bilis 
PhoxinlU tOs 
p, tf)1hro&asttr 
Plarygoblo gradlls 
Prasopium 14'!l/amsoni 
~,drochtllus ludlU 
Rh/II/rlulrys coJarorrat 
SaIMOmma 
Sal,~linus fontinalis 
Stmolilus OIromll'ulOlUS 
Stf:'oSltdion "trtLM 
Xyrouchtn lumUd 
AMdOla aJ/lfomltlllls 
FOI14ria f1IJriro 
Margaritiftra lalrola 
OrtoNllx .urtlzNls .u,.IcLNIs 
OrtoN/ix ha)'dtn/ hayd.n/ 
Or.oN/1x subrvdls 
OrtoN/ix ptripNrico I4IQS(Jldvlllls 
0rt0M11x )'OIopal 
Oxy/Ol'NJ hayden/ l:Dnab<nsls 
Plrystllo "'aNlIlIs 
PlrystiID :1""ls 
PrisrilOl'NJ subnq>ic% 
Pyr,wopsislwlobtnsis 
Slagn/c% IfIDflIMtNls 
Val'tUa "-,,ralls 
Val'tUa I<IOhtnsis 
EA. [XC Fib~ Optic T./l!COI7tmuniCJJIiofU System 
Species illl (Conlinued) 
Common Nam< 
Willi'" columbi ... 
To .. onnustard rocktTesS 
DlUm rock crus 
Selby rock crus 
Dwarf bear·poppy 
Welsh', mllk",ed 
Heliotrope millMtch 
Moab mllkvetch 
Nelson', mllkvelch 
Trel .... ·s rocemo,e milkvelch 
Uun mllkvClch 
Three·finam!d milkvelch 
Linle-leaved brickell brush 
Crawe sedae 
Navajo sed,e 
Ownbey's th istle 
Slend .. cryptantha 
Rollins' caueye 
Echo 'prjna' plnler 
Plyson's lIJISymustard 
Utah neabane 
Divcraenl wUd buckwheal 
Hook .. wild buckwheat 
Moaui",daisy 
Showy pralrie ,cotlln 
Colorldo butterfly pllnl 
Utah ,reasebwh 
Ward', aoldenweed 
Bameby rid,~ (peppem'ess) 
Prostrale blldderpod 
Kodochrome blldoerpod 
ScientifIC Nam< 
Aqwl.,la Iaramlensls 
Arobis ,Iabra VIC , furcoripllis 
A. ptndwilttJ VIC , nultolo 
A. stlb)t 
Arrr""",C'OtI hum/11U 
Asd.plas 14~/shJl 
Astragalus "'oMl 
ASlragallU coIlonil VIC . moabtNis 
A, ntlsonianlU 
A. rortmosw Vir. Irtltastl 
A, slmplldfoillU 
A. IrldDrryllclU 
BriclcL/IIa mlcropll)'11o VIC • • robra 
Cora crQltt'lff 
C. sptcWc% 
am"", 014nbtyl 
O)'plQ/lJha ,radlls 
C. rallINIl 
CY"'opItnu /opIdosus 
Ot.curoin/a plMQJa ssp. poysonil 
Erlo,,,,,,,,,, artllDrioldn 
E. dJlarlcoJlIIrI 
E. ItcalcLri 
E. mogulrt 
EMSIOI'NJ ,rond/flonmt 
Goura ntOmUICtJIID ssp. coIorad.lIlI. 
G/OJlopllal"" splnt.<tN VII , mtlonandrum 
/lapiopapplU wardJi 
upldl/llrl borntbyan_ 
usqlU!rt!lID pronrrlhl 
1... flllftWOlQ 
A· I? 
A·IS EA. IX Fib", Oplic rtlecommunicatioru S)'Sle". 
Species List (Continued) 
Common Nilnt' 
Red po,my· ... eed 
Rlna muhly 
Mly~1I locoweed 
PIY$On burdtonau. 
Rroadl .. r penstemon 
Wltson burdlonaue 
air ph ocelli 
Desm a landullt phocelll 
We>tem p/locelil 
White scorplon·weed 
Opal phlo. 
Tufted twinpod 
Lon,l r pondweed 
IrICl·leoved pondweed 
"h,ulre primrose 
Autumn bunercup 
PtuiJre.nt sepal .... ateyftresJ 
Grouncbel 
Roslnweed 
Ute ladle>' tresses 
Green River aroenthread 
Scientific Nilnt' 
Mono/tp/s puslllD 
Mwloltnbtr,lo IOrrr}'1 
Ox)lrop/S btm)"1 obnopIjormls 
Ptns/,man ptJ)'sotrionmr 
P. p/ol)"plryllus 
P. ~YJJsotril 
Phortllo orglllDuo 
P. glondu/osa Vlt . dtstrfo 
P. lncano 
P. ntoma/rano Vlt. alba 
Phlox opal'nsls 
Plrysarlo CondtnsOlo 
POIaMO,ttOlf nodoslU 
P. slrimjo/ius 
Prlmu/D mogulrtl 
Rmrunrulus Den/ormls Vlt. ots/hells 
RDrlppo raI ... dNJ 
Stnrdo pstlllkJUUUS Vlt j/ol .. 'us 
Silplolum 1lII"nfo/lum VIS . IDtI" 
Srtronshts dllul;alis 
~Itsptrmo COUP/IDS"," 
Dased on ran, • • habitat chltoct.ristia. Ind actual fi.ld ob"""llioos (altk and Strom~, 1987; 
wGrn 1992; BLM 19951; Sc:on 1987; Ruucll 1990; Stebbins 1966; Daxter and Stono 1985; Smith 
and Brodie 1982; Baxter and Simon 1910; Obtrhohur 1985; AmoriWl Fbhories Sociery 1991 ; 
Ctl HP 1999: WNDD 1999: UDWR 1999. and <w ... w.ndb.nrol.colostat • . edul999> . 
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APPENDIX B: 
FISH AND W1lDUFE SERVlCE. 
MOUNTAIN PLOVER SURVEY GUIDEU ES 
MOUNT ""N PLOVER SURVEY GUIDELINES 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
11n 
The mounlain plover (Charadrius montanus) Is a small bird (17.5 
em. 7 in.) aboul the size of a killdeer (C. vociferus) . II is light 
brown above with a lighler colored breast. but lacks the 
contrasting dar~ breast·be" common to many other plovers. 
During the breeding season ~ has a white forehead and a dark 
line between the beak and eye. which contrasls with the dark 
crown. 
Mountain plover breeding hab~at Is known to Include short-grass prairie and shrub-
steppe landscapes; drytand. cultivated farms; and prairie dog town • .• Plovers usually 
nest on sites where vegetation is sparse or absent, due to disturbance by herbivores. 
Including domestic livestock and prairie dogs. Vegetation at rhortgrass prairie s~es is 
less than 4 Inches tall, while shrubs visually predominate nest s~es within the shrub-
steppe landscape. Usually, nest sites within the shrub-st.eppe are on active prairie dog 
towns. Nests are commonly located near a manure pile or rock. In addition to 
disturbance by prairie dogs or livestock, they have also been found on oil drill pads. 
Mountain plovers are rarely found near water. They may be found on heavily grazed 
pastures throughout their breeding range and may selectJvely nest in or near prairie dog 
towns. Positive indicators for mountain plovers therefore Include level terrain, prairie 
dogs, bare ground. Opuntia pads, canle, widely spaced plants, and homed larks. It 
w':)uld be unusual to find mountain plovers on sites charactenzed by Irregular or rolling 
terrain; dense, maned vegetation; grass taller t~an 4 inches, wet soils. or the presence 
of killdeer . 
These guidelines were developed by Service hologi:lts P~t Deibert. Lou Hanebury, and 
Bob Leachman, and Dr. Fritz Knopf, USGS-BRD, Kee;l ln mind these are guidellr.es _ 
please call Bob Leachmlln at 970-243-2778 if you have any suggestions. 
GENERAL GUlpELINES FOR SURVEYS 
On February 16, 1999, the Service proposed the mountain plov"r for federal listing as 
threatened. Because listing of this specie. ,. proposed, the Service may recommend 
surveys for mountain plovers to bener define nesting areas, and minimize potential 
negative impacts. The Service recommends surveys for mountain plovers In all suitable 
habitat. as well 8S avoidance of nesting areas, to minimize Impact to plovers in a site 
planned for development While the Service believes that plover surveys, avoidance of 
nesting and brood rearing areas, and timing restrictions (avoidance of important areas 
·1· 
during ~estlng) wi~1 lessen the chance of drrect Impacts to ana mOrtlll1ty 0' InolYIUUM, 
~oun~aln plovers In the area, these res"rictions do nothing to mitigate Indirect effects, 
Including changes In hab~at suitability and hab~at loss. Surveys are, however 8 
necess~ry starting point ~e Service has developed the following 2 survey g~idelines , 
depending on whether the In lent Is to determine the presence or absen;:e of plovers ~t 
a s~e dunng the nesting season, or to delermine the density of nesting plovers. 
Survey Protocol 
Two types of surveys may be conducted: 1) surveys 10 determine the 
presence/absence a! breeding plovers (I.e" displaying males and foraging adu"s), or 
2) survey~ to determine nest denSity. The survey type chosen for 8 project and the 
extent of the survey area (i.e., beyond the edge of the construction or operational 
ROW) will depend on the ~ of project activity being analyzed (e.g., construction. 
opera,tlon) and the users Intent. One methodology outlines a breeding survey thai was 
u~ed In. northeastem Colorado to establish the density of occupied territories, based on 
displaYing male plovers or foraging adults. The other W~ developed to only determine 
whether plovers occupy an area. 
Techniques Common to Each Survey Method 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Conduct surveys during early courtship and territorial establish men I. 
Throughout the breeding range, this period extends from approximately mid-
Apnl through earty July. However, the specific breeding period depends on 
lat~ude , elevation, and weather, 
Conduct surveys between local sunrise and 1000 and from 1730 to sunset 
(penods of honzontallight to facilitate spotting the whhe breast of the adult 
plovers). 
Drive transects within the project area to minimize earty flushing. Flushing 
(;;stances for mountain plovers may be within 3 meters for vehicles, but 
plovers allen flush at 50 to 100 meters when approached by humans on 
fool. 
Use of a "·wheel drive vehicle is preferable; however, fallow agricultural 
fields present an access problem. Use of A TVs has proven highly 
successful in observing and recording displaying males, 
Stay in or close to the vehicle when scanning. Use binoculars to scan and 
spotting scopes to confirm sightings. Do not use scopes to scan, 
Do not conduct surveys In poor weather (I.e., high wind , precipitation, etc.). 
·2· 
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• 
• 
• 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
S.urve~ conducted during the courtship period should focus on Identifying 
dIsplaYing or calling males, which would signify breedIng territories. 
F~r all breeding birds observed, conduc\ additional surveys Immedialeiy 
pnor to construction activities to search for active nest sites. 
Ir an active nest is located, an appropriate buffer area should be established 
to prevent direct loss of the nest or Indirect Implcts from human-related 
dIsturbance. The appropriate buffer distance will vary, depending on 
topography, type of activity proposed, and duration of disturbance For 
d istu~ances Including pedestrian foot !raffic and continual equip~nt 
operations, a 200-meter buifer is recommended. 
SURVEY TO DETERMINE PRESENCEIABSENCE 
Conduct the survey between May 1 and June 15, throughout the breeding 
range. 
Vis.ual observation of the area shculd be made within 200 m of the proposed 
actIon to detect the presence of plovers. All plovers located should be 
observed long enough to determine If a nest Is present. These observations 
should be made from within a stationary vehicle, as plovers do not appear to 
be wary of vehicles. 
If no visual observations are made from vehicles. the area should be 
surveyed ~n ~ TVs. Extr.eme care should be exercised In locating plovers 
due to their highly secretive and quiet nature. Surveys by foot are not 
recommended because plovers tend to flush at greater distances when 
a~proached using this method. Finding nesli during foot surveys Is more 
diflicu~ because of the greater flushing distance. 
A site must be surveyed 3 limes during the survey window. with each survey 
separated by at least 14 days. 
In itia~on of the project should occur as near to completion of the survey as 
POSSIble. For example. seismic exploration should begin with 2 days of 
survey completion. A 14 day period may be appropriate for other projects. 
If an active nest Is found In the survey area. the planned activity should be 
delayed 37 days. or one week post-hatching. If a brood of nlghtless chicks 
is observed. activ:ties should be delayed at least seven days. 
SURVEY TO PETERMINE PENSITY OF NESTING MOUNTAIN PLOVERS 
We are assuming people will have received training on point ~unts in general before 
using this specialized point count technique adapted to mountain plovers. 
Establiahlng Trana.cts 
1. 
2. 
Identify appropriate habitat and habitat of interest within geographic areas of 
interest. 
Upon arriving in appropriate habhat. drive to a previously determined 
random .wrUng point 
3. For subsequent points. drive a previously determined random distance of 
0.3. 0.4 or 0.5 mile~ . 
4. Each transect of point counts should contain a minimum of 20 points. 
Conducting Th. Point Counts 
1. Conduct counts between last week in June to July 4"' at eastern "Iains 
elevation in Colorado. 
2. Only 1 counter is used. Do not use a counter and recorder or other 
combinations of field help. onvers are okay as long as they don' help spot 
plovers. 
3. If ;.n adult mountain plover is observed. plot occupied territories on a minimum of 
1 :24.000 s::ale map and on a ROW diagram or site grid (see attached). The 
ROW diagram will be at a greater level of detail, depicting the location of breed'1rIg 
birds (and possible nest altes) relative to ROW centerline, conllnJction boundary, 
and applicable a~ess roads. 
4. Estimate or measure distances (in meters) to all mountain plovers. Method used 
should be noted. e.g .. estimates wldistance tzaining. estimates wlo distance 
training, r.lngefinder or measured with tape measure, etc. 
5. Record "fly-overs" as "FO" in the distance column of the data sheet 
6. If you distUrb a mountain plover while approachin~ the point. estimate the 
distance from point-center to the spot from which the bird was flUShed. 
7. Conduct counts for 5 minutes with a 3 minute ub ample to standardize with BBS. 
8. Stay close to your vehicle while scanning. 
Recording Data 
Record the fol/owing information AT EVERY pOINT. EVERY PAY. 
• start tim~ 
• unique point code (don't duplicate within a field crew or across dates) 
• number of mountain plovers and distance to each 
• land use and/or habitat type (e.g., fal'')W wheat, plowed, shortgrass) 
• temperature, Beaufort wind, and sky conditions (clear, partly cloudy, 
overcast) 
• Information on the data sheet somewhere. 
• your name and address 
• date 
• Record for each point at some point duri~g the census. 
• detailed location description of each point count including road number, 
distance to important intersections. 
• record transect and point locations on USGS county maps. 
• Universal Transverse Mercator from maps or GPS are useful. 
G;NERAL HABITAT INDICATORS 
Positive habitat Imagu 
Stock tank (non-leaking, leaking tanks often attract killdee0 
Flat (level or "tilted) terrain 
Burned field/prairie/pasture 
Bare ground (minimum of 30 percent) 
·Spaced'" grass plants 
Prairie dog colonies 
Homed larits 
Cattle 
Heavily grazed pastures 
Opuntia pads visible 
N gative hablbt Images 
Killdeer present Indicating less than optimal habitat) 
Hillsides or steep slope 
Prominent. obvious low ridge 
Leaky stock tanks 
Vegetation greater than 4 inches in height 
Increasing presence of tall shrubs 
Matted grass (I.e .. minimal bare ground) 
Lark buntings 
.~ 
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